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I wrote this book for the spiritually curious—for which I am the poster-boy—a
welcome malady that has infected me all my life.
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Perspective
Let’s just say, hypothetically, that Jesus did not arrive on earth 2000 years ago.
It just didn’t happen.
At least it didn’t happen then.
And let’s say, hypothetically, that for some reason God decided to send Jesus to
earth, for the first time—now. The present. And, strangely enough, he landed here,
in the good old US of A.
Who would he choose to be his disciples? What would the miracles look like?
What year would it be? Who would get him; who would hate him? What kind of
stories would he tell? What would our culture think of him? What would I think of
him? Would we crucify him, figuratively? Literally?
Yes, I know this messes with scripture, prophecy, theology and a whole bunch
of seminarians who may want to burn me at the stake, literally. But I’m not writing
this for people who have Jesus all figured out—shrink-wrapped and ready to FedEx.
I’m writing this for me, and maybe for you.
You see, the Jesus that I keep hearing about, the popular one, seems bogus. He’s
either too white, too Republican, too rich, too arrogant, too stupid, too
manipulative—or worse, he’s full of crap, just like me. Like I’m going to worship that
guy?
I’m not trying to rewrite scripture. I’m not trying to recreate Jesus. I’m looking
to understand him.
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So I’m going back in time, extracting Jesus from Jerusalem and dropping him
into our culture—or what our culture might look like had he not come—wondering
if he will mess with my world the way he did with theirs.
Here we go.

Setting
The year is the equivalent of 2019. In the absence of Jesus’ birth, the calendars
were still sorting themselves out.
You would think there would have been fewer wars without the argument
‘Jesus is on our side.' Sure, we missed out on the Crusades, the Inquisition, the
persecution of witches, and the Holocaust, but surprisingly, humanity didn’t need
the Jesus excuse to pick fights with their neighbors. Wars were as popular as ever.
Besides, everybody has a god on his or her side, and if they don’t, they just make one
up.
Speaking of religion, obviously Christianity doesn’t exist. Without Jesus there is
no Catholicism—no Vatican, no Pope, no Protestants, no New Testament, no Peter,
Paul or Mary. No Beethoven, Bach, or Hallelujah Chorus. Take away the influence of
Jesus and there is no Sistine Chapel, no DaVinci’s Last Supper, or Rembrandt’s Pieta.
No C. S. Lewis or Tolkien or Chesterton. No Notre Dame, no Reformation, no Martin
Luther, no Christmas, and no Easter.
That vacuum opened the door to all kinds of pursuits of meaning. Without
Jesus and his teachings, most religions seemed to bend toward self-actualization.
Worship of self, even though it was never framed that way, was the driving force
behind the search for enlightenment.
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Compassion and kindness also seemed to take a hit in the absence of Jesus’
teachings. There was no Mother Teresa, no Martin Luther King Jr., and no William
Wilberforce.
Oh, by the way, slavery still exists, but it isn’t relegated to any particular race. It
is, however, regulated and taxed by the government. It is mostly seen as a way to
organize the refuse of society. With economic chaos radically dividing those ‘with’
and those ‘without,’ sometimes there are precious few choices for those wanting to
survive, to eat, without selling themselves into the Brotherhood of the Yoked. The
up side to the current system of slavery is that each individual chooses for
themselves if they want to become a slave, generally out of necessity for survival.
The down side is that this choice is nearly impossible to undo. Oh, it’s not the messy
type of slavery with lynchings and hoods, but it still involves ownership of human
lives.
There is no Sunday school and no Salvation Army. In angry moments, no one
yells, “Jesus H. Christ!” and children don’t recite, “…under God, indivisible,” and our
coins do not say ‘In God We Trust.’
Yet the world rotates on axis, the sun and moon tag-team the days, and nations
rise and fall unaware of this historical mishap. Then, as if on a two-millennia
delinquent cue, Jesus strolls in and shakes the snow globe of our world, troubling
the atmosphere of all we thought normal. An unusual revolution began stirring the
waters, and this strange Messiah was again—for the first time—at the center of it
all.
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JE2US
Chapter 1—The Temple of Suzy

Jesus walked into the Neon Cathedral looking for tribal recruits. Suzy, the
owner, was behind the bar bellowing with an abrasive charm.
“Welcome to my Sanctum. I’ve been herding you jack-asses down the road of
perdition for years, so belly-up to my trough and throw back a shot of damnation.”
The place had a tacky tiki bar feel, but populated with fully inked bikers,
creating a one-of-a-kind home for the rejected, the shunned, and the pissed off. To
another patron she said, “If you’ve lived a good life and are ready to sully it, you’ve
come to the right place.”
It was 9pm on a Saturday night. The band was setting up and tuning, the TVs
were squawking, the boys were trolling for girls, the girls were testing the waters—
the room already pulsed with a sexual buzz.
As unlikely as it seemed, this was a venue for another casting call for the tribe.
Jesus’ tribe. Most messiahs-in-training would probably have hired a talent agency to
cull the perpetual extras and wannabes, a ‘Bring me the headliners’ sort of focus. But
Jesus wasn’t really looking for headliners. He didn’t have his eyes set on the leading
man type. He seemed inclined toward the unpolished hopefuls with big, clumsy
personalities.
So far, Jesus didn’t really ask any questions at these two-minute casting blitzes,
unless you count his brief challenge as a question. “Join my tribe?"
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The band playing tonight was an Irish duo dubbed the Sons of Thunder. Suzy’s
website characterized them as ‘two irate brothers with the sound equivalent of a
punch in the face. Celtic metal.' Piqued my curiosity.
When I walked in and saw Jesus, it was a bonus. A two-fer. I had been casually
stalking him ever since he arrived from the Iron Range and started messing with
people. He was such an oddity. He had that uncouth northern Minnesota scratch to
his voice, yet he sounded peculiarly intelligent. He dressed with a haphazardness
that made you feel he didn’t give a damn, but yet looked sorta hip in a Cobain-ish
vein.
People were beginning to traipse along with him as he walked the streets of
Minneapolis. He had a Pied-Piper-meets-the-idiot-savant vibe, but with an air of
intentionality. It seemed most of his tag-alongs were fairly low-life, not really the
Walker Arts Center crowd. I doubt I’ll see him or his followers at the Guthrie
Theatre, although I did hear him quoting Shakespeare. Shakespeare with a northern
Minnesota brogue—a bit befuddling.
You couldn’t really pigeonhole this guy, and he certainly wasn’t looking to fit
in.
Suzy—lovingly referred to by all of her patrons as Reverend Suzy, or High
Priest Suzy—grabbed a mic and began introducing the band.
“Hey, kill it—quiet." She waited, not the kind to waste her breath on distracted
ears. “You’re gonna love this band, but don’t think you’ll be able to have a
conversation in the bar for the next two hours. My friends James and John here are
gonna mess with your heads, so instead of talking, drink. I know Jimmie has already
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had a few, so you got some catching up to do. Alright, let’s hear it—the Sons of
Thunder.”
John ripped into a Stones Brown Sugar-type riff, except much faster, and the
face pummeling began.
Jesus slid onto a bar stool and ordered a Nordeast, a local brew. He was
scanning the crowd, but not with a lot of purpose. Most of his tag-alongs had left
him. He was watching the band, almost analyzing them. It made me start listening to
the words, as much as I could pick them out. I wondered what he was hearing,
thinking.
The song’s hook was, ‘Face first in love’ and seemed to be talking about how
love tends to trip us and enjoy watching us fall. So, a pretty up tune, although it did
have an understated optimism that made you feel like even though ‘she’s gonna take
you out,’ love is still worth the fall. Maybe they weren’t as angry as they wanted us
to think.
It was somewhere in the middle of their third song that Jesus stood up, pushed
his way through the crowd and stepped up onto the stage. The brothers finally
noticed the visitor and the tempo developed a hitch. Jesus put his left hand on the
mic, facing the brothers, not the audience, and held his right hand up as if to say,
“Hold up a minute." The tune chugged to a halt. People who had been half screaming
with each other to be heard in conversation had that uncomfortable moment when
things suddenly go silent and you’re still screaming. Everyone turned to the stage to
see what was happening.
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Jesus was talking to them, but not into the mic, so it was hard to tell what he
was saying. I heard him compliment their songs, something about loving their
passion.
James and John looked confused by the whole thing, but I got the distinct
feeling that they had seen him around, that they knew about him. They looked at
him as if he held great curiosity for them. Maybe they had been casually stalking him
too.
Then I heard him say, “You want to join my tribe?”
They looked at each other. John nodded a yes. He looked at James, and he
nodded too. Jesus motioned his head toward the door and stepped down from the
stage, walking for the door without looking to see if they were following. The
brothers hurriedly set down their guitars and matched his exit step-for-step.
Just like that. Out the door. Mid-set, leaving all of their equipment there,
plugged in.
Whispering started. Suzy, from behind the bar yelled, “They’ll be back. Who
wants a drink?”
It seemed like things went back to normal fairly quickly. For me, not so much.
Who was this guy and what was this ‘tribe,’ and what was he up to, and why did he
pick them, and what were they going to do, and would he want me to be in his tribe,
and would I want to be in his tribe, and…
What I’m going to tell you is the story of this guy named Jesus. As you will see, I
did join his tribe, I did find out what he was up to.
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This story really messed me up. This Jesus did. I’m not sure how I’m even going
to go about telling you all that happened and how it happened and the things he
said. It’s all so unorthodox. So unlikely. So unbelievable.
But I saw it. I lived it. Trust me, I didn’t see this coming, I couldn’t have, but I
walked with him for months, I looked into his eyes, I saw how he lived…this was no
ordinary iron ranger. This was no ordinary American. Hell, this was no ordinary
human being.
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Chapter 2—Screamin’ Skin

The orange neon sign above the bar flickered. I looked up to see the words I
had read dozens of times by now—“Mender of Broken Hearts." It seemed fitting
since Suzy had retrofitted an old church that had gone belly-up, turning it into her
place of worship.
They say nature abhors a vacuum, well Suzy couldn’t resist the oxymoronic
opportunity to swap soul-searchers for thirst-quenchers, not to mention that she
couldn’t stand to see the funky gothic architecture go to waste. She spit, polished,
and shined the quaint sanctuary for months transforming it into her Neon Cathedral.
Pews, pulpits, and stained glass windows, they all added to the appeal of a
place that encouraged the numbing of pain however it could be achieved. She put
drinks in the hands of the sacred statues and added cup holders to the kneeling
benches. She flaunted her irreverence, often from behind the pulpit, which now
served as the DJ station. She would take her perch behind the pulpit like clergy and
testify, “For the next half hour, Jim Beam has offered to wash your sins away for only
two bucks a shot. Step right up, I’m selling cheap fucking salvation, people!”—often
making even the most irreligious squirm.
She really wasn’t a bad person, more of an affable rabble-rouser whose mouth
worked bluer than her mind. I always suspected it was two shots marketing mixed
with a thin splash of sincerity.
I threw down the last gulp of my beer, dropped a buck on the bar, and turned
to walk out. I figured I had given Jesus a 45-second head start; I didn’t want to look
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like one of his groupies. God knows there were enough of those pathetic people
already—either they were cling-ons or just rubber-neckers waiting for the crash.
And there were plenty of crashes wherever he seemed to go. I’ve never seen
trouble shadow someone like this Jesus. It’s not like he was looking for it, or even
asking for it, but it seemed to be lurking around every corner. In the short two
months since arriving in Minneapolis, he had already developed a fairly lengthy list
of enemies. Interestingly, it was always the religious, wealthy, or powerful who were
cross-grained with him.
It’s funny how polarizing he seemed to be. You would expect that from
someone who was cocky and brash, but Jesus was neither. He was quite humble,
while in a confident sort of way. I did hear him call this rich dude a poseur, complete
with the French accent. But in this case Jesus was totally right; the guy was a phony
asshole.
As I walked out of the bar, I saw Jesus about a block away, flanked by James
and John. It looked like they were trying to have a discussion, but were struggling
because of the posse-hive that was hovering and circling.
I feel kinda bad saying this, but it almost seems like the losers were drawn to
Jesus. There weren’t a lot of GQers in the crowd; not many Ivy Leaguers. Maybe
that’s another reason why I was trying to keep my distance. I know I’m not the
picture of success. I mean, my only transportation is a 30-year-old Schwinn Varsity
bicycle with a full spectrum of scratches, but I did get into med school, and someday
I will be a doctor, and…Hell, listen to me, talking myself into the fact that I’m
somebody.
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My name is Philip. I’m a third-year med student at the University of Minnesota.
I’ve got no girlfriend and I live in a shitty apartment with two other guys. I work as a
bike messenger a few days a week just to put coin in my pocket—drinking money
mostly. My parents barely have enough for themselves, so I’m basically living on
loans and will probably be reimbursing the bank well into my 1000th vasectomy.
I slid on my backpack, clipped into the pedals, and started casually riding
toward the Jesus scene. They stopped in front of a place called Screamin’ Skin, a
tattoo parlor run by a 6’4” black man with biceps as big as my thighs—a beast of a
man named Pete. I’d seen him around. He liked the Neon Cathedral as much as me.
He wasn’t the kind of guy you’d catch me hanging out with, scary looking with full
sleeves depicting violent scenes with guns, skulls, and naked women. He generally
wore a wife beater to better show off his artwork, but then don’t all ink-o-holics go
sleeveless or shirtless?
I actually went into Pete’s place six months ago and asked about getting a
tattoo. I was the only bike messenger in our company that didn’t have one so I
thought I’d get something—anything, but small, on my calf. I didn’t want a job
stopper, just something to help me fit in.
I told Pete I had 20 bucks and asked what he could do for that. He told me for
20 bucks he’d laugh my ass out of his shop. I had turned to leave, but he grabbed my
arm with his huge hand and said, “Come ‘ere, little buddy,” sitting me down in his
chair. He asked me a few questions, then fired up his gun.
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He did this very cool illustration of a bicycle chain ring that had a heart in the
middle. I know it sounds kinda cheesy, but it wasn’t. In fact, it was the talk of all my
bike messenger buddies for a long time after that.
When Pete had finished, I sheepishly pulled out my 20-dollar bill and offered it
to him. He said, “This one’s on the house. The next one I’m charging you double. Now
get outta here.”
I waved at Pete a couple of times when I saw him at Suzy’s, but had never
gotten up the courage to actually talk to him.
So now I see Jesus, with James and John, walk into Screamin’ Skin. I had to see
this for myself. Was Jesus going to get inked? Was he going to ask Pete to ‘join his
tribe?' Were they going to start a band?
I rolled up to the front of the shop, weaving my way between people till I was
just outside the front window. I could see them talking inside and had to know what
was going on. This was so not like me, but I leaned my bike against the window and
walked inside.
It was a tiny place, so there was no hiding once you walked through the door.
“Hey kid, you back for more? Did you bring money this time?” Pete asked with a grin
that wasn’t kidding.
Jesus and the brothers turned to look at me. I turned to leave, realizing this had
been a mistake. That’s when I heard Jesus say, “That! That’s what I want on my arm."
I turned and saw him pointing at my calf.
“The chain ring with the heart?” asked Pete.
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“Yeah, but instead of a chain ring, can you make it a globe, you know, the earth
from twenty thousand miles?” asked Jesus.
Pete fired up his gun and told me I’d have to pose with my calf while he started
slinging ink. His iron touched Jesus’ skin for the first time and a faint vapor arose
from the gun along with the aroma of burning flesh.
I stood there for two hours while Jesus got a tattoo. James and John said
nothing. I wondered if this was fodder for some twisted song they would compose
down the road. You know, something like:

I can smell the skin of Jesus burnin’
Come, revolution, come
Beating on a world that’s turnin’
Come, revolution, come

It’s time for the Tribe
To bust the Man
Bust the Man
I can smell the skin of Jesus burnin’

I could almost hear the dirty guitars and their Irish angst in my head.
During those hours I listened to some of the most interesting dialogue I have
ever witnessed. Just like everyone else, Pete had been hearing things about this
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Jesus and was curious to dig in. And Pete was not a shy sort, pretty much the
opposite of me. No fear, no filter. If he thought it, he asked it.
“So I hear you’re the big fucking new man in town,” nodding toward the crowd
outside his window. “What’s your story, Mr. Jesus?”
Jesus smiled and said, “I’m here to love you, Peter." Peter jerked the iron away
from Jesus’ arm, waiting for further clarification.
“And I’m here to show you what love looks like." Jesus nodded toward his arm
as if to say, ‘It’s okay, you can get back to work now.' Peter tentatively brought the
gun back to Jesus’ skin.
“Love has become contractual, conditional. It’s so self-serving, choking on its
own passions. It has become watered down, weak, impotent. I’m here to put Love
back in the fire and burn off the excess till only what’s true remains. We never
intended it to be this way.”
Pete looked up at Jesus. “Who’s we? You got an alien in your pocket?”
“Let me tell you a story that I think will help you understand.”

In Shadows of Steeples
Once upon a time in the Land of Religion
There lived an old gnome
Who had no home

So he slept on the steps
Of cathedrals and chapels
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And ate out of trash cans
In shadows of steeples

Till one day he ventured
Inside the grand doors
Where gnomes were not welcome
At least not by people

He walked down the aisle
To whispers and chatter
And critics who spattered,

“Who let in this dust
He might land on our sills
And mess up our marble
And statues and tills”

The looks of disgust
Were plastered in places
Of pious and holy
And reverent faces

But the gnome kept on walking
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Like it was his wedding
Methodically marching
Melodically swaying

Left. Right. Heel. Toe.

Straight to the altar
Past elders and teachers
Three creaky stairs
And on up to the preacher

He turned to the crowd
And was stunned to be seeing
A thousand white faces
All dead in their places
For weeks or months
Not even a whisper
No breath in the Body
Just cold empty spaces

The gnome cleared his throat
And took a deep breath
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And sang out this ditty
To all who would hear
To search for the life
In these statues to fear

“I’m not very handsome
I’m not all that friendly
I scare little children
And no one befriends me

I’m not a good prospect
For filling your coffers
But I have something
More crucial to offer

In the nick of time
Before it’s too late
I’m simply here to state

I’ve been living outside
I’ve been hearing your music

I’ve looked through your windows
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I’ve heard all your creeds
I’m afraid you are dying
But too proud to bleed
So I’m here to give you
The gift you most need

Not a Torah or scriptures
Of those you have plenty
No song, no sermon
No conjured emotion
Or magical, practical
Theological potion

I can’t give you money
But for your own sake
My gift to you
Is what I can take”

He paused for a moment
Then with purpose he said,

“I’m here to siphon
A sip of your love
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The thing you’ve been choking
On an ocean of

You’ve breathed in His love
And His goodness and mercy
Your lungs are so full
From your drag and your pull
You’re holding your breath
Like it’s a great treasure
But when you don’t share it
It loses its pleasure

So I need what you have
It’s blatantly true
But it’s also apparent
You need me too

I come to you desperate
Needing His love
And if I can’t gulp it
I’ll fall from this pulpit

But unless you exhale it
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You too will die
From too much of all that which
Makes you alive

So learn to breathe out His
Love on all people
Or all this stagnation will
Topple your steeple”

The gnome paused from his perch
Listening for whispers
A hint of a pulse
A throb of the living
A twitch of a corpse

But all he could see
In this shuttered museum
That once was a church
Now a mausoleum

Were faces of frozen
No blinks, no breaths
Just fatal corrosion
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He tripped down the stairs
It seemed no one had heard him
He hobbled, eyes heavy
Down the long aisle
Parting the sea of
Cadaver-like faces
Till she stepped from the corpses
And silenced his paces

Twas a little girl
Who once had been scared
Of this odd little gnome
Who lived in a box
In his own little world

Twelve years old
Courageous reserve
Eye to eye, they stared for a while

She breathed in a breath
That emptied the room
And blew on the gnome
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A most fragrant perfume
For she hadn’t yet learned
How to hold her breath
And love came cascading
And opened the tomb

He closed his eyes and received her affection
Not food, not heat
Yet he thawed and he ate
And he found resurrection

She reached for his hand
And together they floated
Through waters of sadness
And wheezing religion
Till they reached the shores
Where doors opened
To a love that still breathes
Through little girls and old gnomes
In a land of religion
Where Love finds a home
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It was quiet for a beat. Pete wiped a trickle of blood from Jesus arm and said,
“Are you aiming to start a revolution of sorts? Cuz I’d love to join that kind of fight.
I’m all over sticking it to the man.”
Jesus looked at Pete knowingly—wondering how much he had really
grasped—and said, “Two things. First, I haven’t asked you to join me yet." He smiled.
“And secondly, yes it is a revolution of sorts, but one that will feel quite foreign to
you, Pete. It will break things with sacrifice rather than fists." James and John looked
disappointed.
Jesus turned and looked directly into Pete’s eyes, “It will break you too, Peter.
But in the breaking, you will be remade into a more beautiful version of yourself—
the you that was originally intended. You will become a champion of justice and love
and forgiveness. I have big plans for you.”
Nobody said anything. I couldn’t believe Jesus was talking to him like this.
“So here’s the offer, Peter. If you would be willing to walk away from
everything you hold dear, put down your ink gun for a while, then I’d be honored to
have you join my tribe. You’ve been drawing impressions on people’s skin—I want
you to decorate their hearts.”
Pete stared straight back into Jesus’ eyes. I’m not sure who was reading whom,
but I’m pretty sure I missed a whole conversation that transpired in five seconds of
silence.
Pete’s face gradually bent into a smile. He picked Jesus up out of the chair as if
he was a throw-pillow and gave him a huge bear hug.
“Alright teacher, I’m in. You better deliver.”
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As he put Jesus down, Pete looked over at me and said, “How about the kid
here. I think we need a doc on our team." I almost looked around to see if he was
talking to someone else.
Jesus turned to me, possibly weighing the cost/benefit of my involvement with
the tribe, then said, “Kid. Wanna play on the A team?”
Oh God, he’s talking to me. Shivers went up and down my whole body. I started
stammering, trying to buy time, trying to think.
I had two thoughts, the first, a tsunami of fear. Not a big surprise since fear was
quite often the first card I’d draw whenever anything remotely new or interesting
confronted me. I’m not like Pete. I don’t have confidence. I don’t make decisions
well. In fact, I generally waffle on decisions until something or someone makes them
for me. Besides, why would Jesus want me on his team. I wouldn’t pick me if I were
captain of a team—not that I’ve ever been one.
But the second thought that came barging into my brain was…YES! Hell yes, I
would love to be on his team. Who talks the way he just did, to people he doesn’t
know? Who is this man? This feels strangely big, significant. And yes, I DO want to
belong. I have never belonged to anything, let alone anyone. If I could suppress my
fear long enough to let my heart actually make a decision, this would be an easy one
to make.
“Uh,…I, uh…”
“Come on, kid,” John spoke to me for the first time. Considering his reputation
as a fighter, he looked at me tenderly, like he knew the battle that was raging inside
me. He knew I needed a pull, not a push. He continued, “Me and James—it’s not like
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we were going to change the world with our music. Pete? He just made people bleed.
You? You need to find out who you are before you will ever be able to heal people."
John reached his hand out to me in an offer. I didn’t take it. Still too scared.
“Don’t be afraid, Philip,” said Jesus. “I know the real you, the you that you are
becoming. I see you as brave, confident, fearless. I have big plans for you.”
I don’t know if I believed him, but I wanted to.
Possibly for the first time in my life I threw caution to the wind and joined the
tribe of a guy named Jesus.
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Chapter 3—Outed

Our thoughts were jarred by the sound of screeching tires followed by a crunch
and screams. We all ran out the front door. It was dark by now, but I could see a
young girl, 18 or 19, lying on the road, a sizable pool of blood already collecting. Her
left arm looked quite mangled, but it was her head that had taken the worst of it.
Blood was coming from her mouth and ears. Her skull had to be shattered.
The driver, a middle-aged man, pretty shaken started babbling as he stumbled
out of the car, “I, I didn’t see her, she, she, all of a sudden—she was just there. I
couldn’t help it…" He went over to her and knelt down beside her. He picked up her
right hand and turned it over.
I saw the number on the back of her hand. She was a slave. BY-6347931. The
driver let out a huge sigh of relief, went back to his car, got in and drove away.
When others saw this, the crowd thinned significantly. She was just a slave.
Ambulances aren’t called for slaves unless their owner specifically requests it. There
would be a star after the BY if the owner had approved care—it’s a way of
organizing societal refuse. I sometimes think our government thought of this as a
convenient way to ‘take out the trash.’
Until two years ago, Pete had been one of the contractors for the government,
tattooing new members of the Brotherhood of the Yoked when they were
purchased. It actually was a fairly lucrative contract for him, but somewhere into his
200th stamping, he felt sick to his stomach and decided he couldn’t be part of this
dehumanizing process anymore.
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I saw Pete reach for his cell phone to call for help. Jesus, seeing what Peter was
doing, reached over and signaled for him to put his phone away.
“It’s okay, I’ll pay for her…” growled Peter, angry that no one was stepping up,
especially Jesus.
Jesus looked at him and calmly said, “I’ve got this,” again motioning for Peter to
put his phone away. Peter, not sure why, slid his phone back into his pocket.
Jesus sat down in the street beside the girl, lifted her unconscious head and
placed it in his lap. He was talking to her, but I couldn’t make it out.
He caressed her face as he talked, his jeans and hands now covered in her
blood. It sounded like he was praying—to whom, I’m not sure. Then he ran his hand
across her disfigured arm—and it straightened. He cupped the gash in her head and
it stopped bleeding. He inhaled and blew on her face a long, slow breath. Her eyes
opened.
Pete unknowingly took a big step backwards, as if protectively backing away
from a flame. He bumped into me, but didn’t notice. I looked around him, not
wanting to take my eyes off of what was happening. I heard Pete whisper, “What in
the hell…” and he trailed off. James and John looked at Peter, without words asking
the same litany of questions…Did you see that, What just happened, How did he do
that, Who is he?
I saw a lady in the crowd wearing a badge for one of the local TV stations,
KLMN, the NBC affiliate. Under her breath she said into her phone, “Get a camera
down here, now!”
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The crowd that had thinned was now growing again. You could hear questions
wrapped in whispers traveling outwardly in concentric circles.
Jesus looked at Peter and me and said, “Help me get her into your shop." We
did as we were told. I took hold of her left arm, gently, thinking it would be tender to
the touch. She seemed to feel nothing.
We got her inside onto Pete’s big chair. There was still a lot of blood, but it was
drying. The girl was pretty chatty, maybe it was the adrenaline. Her name was
Maddie. I could see she was beautiful even through the blood matted in her hair. She
was 18 years old and had been a slave since 14 when her mother abandoned her.
After living on the streets for three months, Maddie opted to sell herself into slavery
in order to survive.
Without saying anything, I began checking her over while they were talking.
Maybe it was a habit from working in the ER, or maybe I was trying to convince my
mind of what my eyes had seen. From what I saw on the street, this girl must have
been dead.
The conversation faded back in as she was telling us that she was owned by the
Governor of our state. She hated him. She hated her life. It almost seemed that she
was secretly wishing Jesus had left her in the street to die.
I turned her head and asked her if it hurt.
“No. So what exactly happened out there?” she asked.
Peter ignored her question, deciding it was time to ask the big ones. He began
very subdued, almost tentatively, “Okay, so Jesus…" The way he said his name I
could tell he was thinking, ‘Is that even your real name?' He continued, “What just
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happened out there? Really." He paused, “Who. Are. You? How did you…” His
question just sorta stopped mid-sentence.
Jesus looked at each of us and could tell we all wanted the answers to the very
same questions.
He began, very deliberately, “I’m not completely who you think I am. My father
sent me here on business. Your world, our world is messed up and it’s not going to
fix itself without—without a rather comprehensive reboot." Pause. “I am the reboot,
a spiritual surrogate of sorts, sent to regenerate humanity and bring us back
together.”
None of us said anything. Peter suddenly stood to his feet, paced back and forth
a couple of times, then angrily walked up to Jesus, put his finger in his face, about to
say something, but he stopped. He paced a couple more times then stopped again,
inhaled and exhaled loudly. He looked at Jesus.
“This is messed up man. I don’t know who you are. I don’t know what just
happened. I don’t, I don’t…" He paused, “I’ve got to think about this." He turned and
walked out the front door of his shop and just kept walking.
The brothers looked at me. John started to ask a question, but Jesus stopped
him.
“I think it might be best if I get away by myself for a while." He turned and
looked at Maddie. “I’m glad you’re still here." He took her right hand and gently
rubbed his fingers across the number. “In fact, I would love to have you join my
tribe. I have big plans for you Maddie." She looked at me as if I was supposed to
interpret everything for her.
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Jesus kept going, “I’m going to get away and paint. Putting a brush to canvas
helps me work through things. Therapy. I’ll meet you all at the Neon Cathedral
tomorrow night. We’ll begin our work then." He turned to walk out the front door,
but saw there was a TV truck pulling up, a cameraman and reporter getting out.
Jesus altered his course and headed for the back door. Before walking out, he
turned to us and said, “I am serious about wanting you to be a part of what I have
come to do. It’s going to be hard,” he paused, “but it’s going to be good." He smiled
broadly and left.
James had locked the front door to Pete’s shop and the reporter was now
banging on the door, wanting to ask questions. John looked at us and said, “Okay, I’ll
go out and talk to them. But what’s our story?" We looked at him. No input. He
continued, “Okay, nobody wrote down Maddie’s number, right? So they won’t know
it was her. I’ll tell ‘em Pete will be out later to give them the details, that it was just
an accident, and the girl is going to be okay.” We nodded. James told Maddie and I to
head out the back door while John was talking to the reporter.
Others were talking to the reporter as well. There were plenty of people who
had witnessed the event and were happy to grab their fifteen seconds of on-camera
fame to tell all.
We slid out the back. I gave Maddie my jacket to cover up all the blood on her
shirt. I asked her when she had to be back at the Governor’s house for work. She
said not till five in the morning.
We stopped by Suzy’s for a drink. She stayed outside and we found a place in
the dark on the patio. I could see her fidgeting with the back of her hand and I knew
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why. All slaves had a chip inserted under the skin on the backside of their right
hands. Slave owners could track their whereabouts, their blood-alcohol level, and a
whole list of other things including vital health statistics.
I asked Maddie what she was thinking. She said, “The Governor, if he wants to,
could see that I was dead for a while tonight. How will I explain that?”
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Chapter 4—Tribal Beginnings

I cut my classes the next day. A lecture on Bedside Manners suddenly seemed
like a massive waste of time. Jesus had healed somebody with a word, or maybe a
touch. I don’t have those tools in my black bag.
The media was buzzing with last-night’s story. It turns out that in the few
weeks that Jesus had been down here in the Twin Cities, he had performed other
‘miracles’ too. It felt weird to hear myself mentally fidget with that word—miracle.
Definitely a phenomenon I had never entertained as a reality, until last night. I have
always been a logical person; I studied science for God’s sake. Science doesn’t have a
category for last night.
All the local channels were telling the story, lots of interviews. Even John got
some face time, “Yeah, I don’t really know what happened there. But something very
odd took place. This Jesus, he’s a curiosity, that’s for bloody sure.”
My cell rang.
“Hey kid, it’s Pete. Get over to my shop, something’s going on." Click.
What? No, ‘Hi, how’s it going, Phil?' I grabbed my bus pass and ran out the
door. No surprise, but my bike had been stolen last night during all the chaos, so I
was down to my shoes and public transportation.
As I was bouncing along in the bus I googled Jesus. Wow, he was becoming a
local icon. I read one story where he walked into Abbott Children’s Hospital and
strolled down one of the hallways with his hands in the air. They kicked him out, but
one of the doctors said it was odd how every child along that hallway seemed to
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suddenly make a turn for the better. “In fact,” he said sorta sheepishly, “it’s a little
hard to explain the drastic improvement in some of those kids." Then laughing and
looking into the camera, “Hey Jesus, you are welcome to visit our hospital anytime
you want.”
Another story, quite different, was an interaction he had had with a priest from
the Free Love Temple. There was a video clip of this priest being interviewed. “This
Jesus character, he evidently thinks a lot of himself. He had the moxie to walk into
our temple and start throwing things around and busting up our icons. He said his
father despised what we were doing. I told him to bring his dad in sometime, I’ll set
him up with a beautiful angel." He laughed, “Hey, here at the Free Love Temple we
hurt no one. We are about love—free, unadulterated, unrestricted love. That’s
something this self-righteous Jesus seems to know precious little about.”
I put my phone away. Religion in our culture was messed up if you ask me. I
had written all of them off a long time ago. You couldn’t walk two blocks in
Minneapolis without running into a sanctum, shrine, or temple of some eccentric
flavor. The current state of religion was a horrendous hodge-podge of beliefs, or an
avowed commitment to a lack of belief. Seriously, there were temples for people
who held strongly to an opinion that there was nothing worth believing in, and
together they believed in that. They wouldn’t even allow atheists at this temple,
because atheists believe there is no God. And that’s a belief.
There were plenty of the ancient religions: Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism,
Islam, Animism, Paganism —but there was a whole new crop of creative belief
systems: Technism, Pleasurism, Egoism, Republicism,—ism this, ism that. If you
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wanted to, you could worship everything from trees to dogs to stars to fish to Zeus
to Allah to Mohammad to Vishnu to Satan to computer chips to ideas to political
parties to parts of your own anatomy.
There were temples to technology—digital deities, Sim gods—where hope was
placed in artificial intelligence. Pews filled with geeks. People actually consulted
with computers for life direction. They had their own app, of course.
Or you could join the Free Love Temple and do some partner swapping. They
called themselves the ‘Fun Faith.' If you ask me, the only faith needed with this
group was faith that you wouldn’t catch something communicable in addition to the
love.
I guess if I were to pick a religion, based on a palatable philosophy, I’d pick the
Brotherhood. These were the churches specifically set aside and run by slaves.
Slaves were not allowed in any of the other temples or religions, so they had created
their own faith.
They had places of worship, but I wouldn’t call them temples. They were
mostly abandoned warehouses, low rent apartment lobbies, or outdoors—public
spaces, parks. I had never been to one of their meetings, even though I had heard
they welcomed non-slaves, but for the most part, free people didn’t want to be seen
in those circles.
I had heard that their belief system was somewhat generic. There is a God, he’s
generous and loving, and he wants to bring us back to himself. I guess I’d rather
worship that kind of god than a walleye.
I got off the bus a block away from Pete’s place.
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Quite honestly, I don’t blame Jesus for getting upset with that guy from the
Free Love Temple. It seems to me that if you are going to believe in something
beyond yourself, something greater and more benevolent, it’s unlikely to be
achieved by sleeping with someone else’s wife. Seriously.
As I approached Pete’s place I could see that it was already crowded. James and
John were up against the front window, waving me in. I squeezed in the door and
Pete nodded at me. He was already in the middle of something.
“Like I was saying, there are a lot of things I need to figure out yet about this
Jesus, but last night, I saw what I saw. This guy is not normal. This Jesus is a freak.
And he’s got some sort of power. I don’t know where he gets it from, but it’s for real.
And from what I can tell, based on my short time with him, he seems good.”
He continued, “I freaked out last night, but here’s where I’m at this morning. I
want to follow him around for a while. I want to get to know him and see what he’s
up to. For some reason I trust him—well, I think I trust him.”
Pete looked at me, “By the way, the kid who walked in late is Phil. Kid, you
wouldn’t believe it…all of these people just wandered in here this morning. They
said they felt nudged to be here. And all of us, we’re the ones who Jesus asked to join
his tribe. I don’t even know what that means, but here’s to our tribe—all eleven of
us." Pete started going around the room giving everyone his trademark bear hug.
Just then the door opened and in walked Maddie. She looked a little harried,
“Hi, I don’t have much time cuz I’m supposed to be out getting groceries, but I just
wanted to stop by and say, I want to follow this Jesus. I don’t know how it’s going to
work, and I know I’m just a slave, but he did ask me. Me. I think I would be dead now
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if it weren’t for him, so this is something that I need to do. I have to do this, you have
to let me! I’m a slave, but I want to be part of this, this, whatever this is.”
“Welcome to the tribe, Maddie.” Pete said as he pulled her in. I smiled at her,
and we began meeting the rest of the crew.
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Chapter 5—The Mission

I hoofed it to Suzy’s tonight. I needed more time to think, so I figured I’d walk
the two miles.
The tribe I met at Pete’s shop this morning was messing with my head. Twelve
of us. But twelve extremely disparate nothing-in-common bedfellows, completely
lacking in clout. Seriously, a good eight or nine of us are bottom-of-the-barrel
cultural rubbish. One of them, who wanted to be called Bartholomew, is actually a
homeless person. He lives under the Lake Street-Marshall Avenue Bridge and eats at
local dumpsters. He never made eye contact, and to be honest, he didn’t smell that
great. The only thing he said to me when I met him last night was, “Great wits are
sure to madness near allied, and thin partitions do their bounds divide."1 What? I
kinda doubt Bartholomew and I are going to be close. Why would Jesus pick
someone like that?
Pete’s brother, Andrew, is part of us too. He actually is a garbage man. Maybe
he could hire Bartholomew—it could be Bart’s own personal grocery store on
wheels.
Simon is a high school kid who’s into skateboarding, and Judas—he said that
he’s an art dealer, but I think he might be a bookie.
Tom owns a small printing business, Jude is an accountant, and Rosalita is a
councilwoman for Minneapolis. These were our three ringers. If our group was
going to affect change in our city—if that turns out to be our mission—I suspected it
would have to come from one of them.
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Oh, and let’s not forget the slave girl, Maddie. Actually, I think Maddie is pretty
cool. For someone in her position, she has a boldness and confidence about her, but
let’s face it, she’s a slave. There is zero chance that anybody anywhere would give a
rat’s ass about anything she might think or say.
That’s our cast. I seriously wonder if Jesus knows what the hell he’s doing.
I was about to walk into the front door of the Neon Cathedral when I saw my
stolen bike leaning against a parking sign. I looked at it, checked it out. It was mine
alright.
“Karma,” I thought. I took the lock from around the frame and secured it to the
sign. I wish I could be here when this guy comes back for it.
Most of the tribe was already gathered in the back corner of Suzy’s. Jesus was
sitting with everyone, joking around and laughing. There were a couple of pitchers
on the table and some appetizers. Bartholomew was inhaling the food as if this was
his first food in days. Simon, the high school kid, was drinking a beer, looking around
to see if he was going to get carded.
Jesus gave me a high five when I sat down and passed me a mug. Pete was at
the bar talking with Suzy. I had seen him get cozy with her in the past and always
wondered if they might have a thing.
When he came back to our table, Suzy traipsed along. She was wearing a low
cut black dress, with a dangling necklace and the words ‘Pray 4 Me’ on it. More
tightly around her neck was what appeared to be a priest’s collar. It looked like it
might have been one of those things you’d buy at a costume shop.
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Suzy was pretty, but a cheap sort of pretty. She wasn’t a natural beauty, but
there was something strangely attractive about her—her spunk, if nothing else.
Pete introduced her to Jesus. She put her hand on Jesus’ shoulder and said, “So
you’re that new Minneapolis Messiah." She laughed, “I heard the priest from the
Free Love Temple call you that, sarcastically. You sure pissed him off.”
Her eyes caught James and John sitting at the table. She smiled at them, and
then to Jesus she said, “So you’re the guy that’s been stealing my bands. What the
hell?”
Jesus smiled at her and said, “Sorry, I offered them a better position in my
‘band.’" He looked at Suzy and shrugged his shoulders, “Hey, we’re about to make
some plans for the next week, you want to sit in on this?”
“No, I’ve got work to do, plus I’m going to give a little priestly wisdom from
behind the pulpit in a few minutes. You might want to listen in, it’s going to be
packed with religious undertones." She stroked her collar as she said it.
“I look forward to it—and,” Jesus paused, looking at her necklace, “I will pray
for you." Suzy smiled, flicked her necklace with a finger and spun around, bouncing
from table to table, making conversation.
Jesus looked around the table. We could all tell it was time; he had something
to say. “First, I want to thank you for being here, for trusting me enough to jump into
this mess. It’s going to be busy over the next weeks and months.
“I want us to spend a great deal of time together, in fact, that is basically what
I’m asking of you—your time and attention. You twelve are going to have a very
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important role in history. The world is about to undergo a great change and you are
at the epicenter of that change.”
I looked around at my compatriots. They were all hanging on his words, but
like me, I could tell they were totally clueless as to what this historical change was
and how we would be players in it.
Jesus continued, “I have teachings that I will be sharing with you and with the
public, but I will also be performing more miracles. Down the road, you will be doing
miracles as well—greater miracles than the ones you will see me do.”
That got our interest. Who wouldn’t want to have the power to do miraculous
things? Was Jesus a comic book superhero come to life? Were we going to be the
Robin to his Batman? If I hadn’t seen what he did for Maddie with my own eyes, I’d
be getting up and walking out at this point, but like Pete said, “I saw what I saw.”
John was sitting right next to Jesus, eyes never leaving him. I think John was
one of those people that were either all in or all out. Once he believed, he was going
to ride that train till it ran out of track.
Simon’s attention span was a bit shorter. I could tell he was into Jesus and
what he was saying, however I did catch him checking his phone at one point. Judas
had eyes that wandered occasionally to an attractive girl walking by. I suppose I
should admit I’m guilty of that one occasionally as well. Jesus had picked some very
human, very average followers.
“So,” he concluded, “tomorrow let’s meet in front of Peter’s place at 9AM and I
promise you, it will be a very interesting day.”
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Maddie was sitting across from me. She hadn’t said anything so far tonight, but
now she spoke, “I, uh, I don’t think I’ll be able to do that." She tipped her right hand
toward us as if to say, "Remember, one of us is a slave.” Jesus looked at her with
such compassion. He was thinking, then he said, “Here’s an idea. Tomorrow morning
when you are serving Governor Thoroughgood his breakfast, tell him that an
interesting pubic figure, a guy named Jesus, has asked you to spend the next few
weeks and months with him as one of his chosen followers. Tell the Governor that
you could be his ‘inside eyes’ and report back to him as to what this Jesus is up to.
Tell him it would be a good service to the state to have someone on the inside.”
Maddie didn’t exactly light up with this suggestion. She spoke, “While there’s
nothing I would love more than to have some weeks away from Governor
Thoroughgood and with all of you, there is no way he would allow me to do that.
Besides, he would never believe that I was chosen to be your follower, or anyone
else’s, for that matter. He won’t listen.”
“Do me a favor, Maddie,” said Jesus, “Trust me. Ask him.”
Bartholomew piped in, “The best way to find out if you can trust somebody is
to trust them."2 We all looked at each other. Then he continued, “Faith is not belief
without proof, but trust without reservation."3 Bartholomew never looked up as he
delivered his quotes with an expressionless autistic sort of matter-of-factness. It
seems Bartholomew never speaks for himself. Quotes are his form of conversation,
his only form.
We were interrupted by Suzy. She had taken her perch behind the pulpit,
adjusted her collar, and began.
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“I am the high priestess of the Neon Cathedral. Welcome to my sanctum of love,
friendship, and booze." Cheers came from all around the room along with chants of
‘Preach it, girl’ and ‘Tell it, honey.' She continued.
“I have some wisdom to impart to you tonight, but first I want you all to
welcome a special guest to our worship service. Our very own Minneapolis Messiah,
Jesus—uh, didn’t get his last name." She said it like she was introducing one of her
bands. The crowd craned their necks to find him. Most everybody had seen
something about this guy on the news, so everyone had at least a modicum of
curiosity about him.
The buzzing in the room picked up considerably as people leaned into each
other, sharing whatever bits of gossip they had heard about this guy. Suzy, realizing
her customers’ interest, said, “Maybe we can have Jesus come up and offer some
concluding thoughts after my sermon." She looked at him. Jesus nodded.
“Good. Make a note, people, my sanctuary is now the only place in town that
has booked the Messiah to do stand up." Cheers went up again.
Suzy continued, “Tonight’s homily is on sin." A few boos from the crowd.
She began,
“There once was a man who lived a party life. Oh, he was good. He never
cheated. He hardly ever lied. He was kind to most. He gave to the poor, he cared for
the sick. He paid his taxes, he provided for his family. But he stayed out till the bars
closed most nights. He watched a little porn, not much.”
A couple of hoots from a table of frat boys.
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She continued, “When he couldn’t be with the one he loved, he loved the one he
was with. He laughed with his friends and went to bed exhausted and happy.
“And…he was a regular of the Neon Cathedral." Cheers rang out.
“Then, one day he died."
The crowd let out a collective, somewhat coaxed, sigh.
She paused, shifted, and then continued.
“There once was another man who lived a perfect life. He never cheated. He
never lied. At least he said he didn’t. He was kind to all. He gave to the poor, he cared
for the sick. He paid his taxes, he provided for his family. But he went to bed at 10:15
every night, right after the weather forecast. He watched only PG-13 movies. He only
had sex with one woman his whole life, and it wasn’t a girl like me, that’s for god
damn sure.”
Laughter spilled into her next line. As usual, Suzy had the wild animals eating
out of her hand.
“He prayed daily, he went to temple, he feared God. He had a few friends and
went to bed frustrated and confused.
“And…he never set foot in the Neon Cathedral.
Boos.
“Then, one day he died.”
Suzy paused to let the room settle. Then she raised her voice and challenged
the congregation,
“Choose this day which man you will be—Man A or Man B”
“A! A! A!” the crowd started chanting.
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“Death is coming people. There’s no denying it, there’s no delaying it. It doesn’t
matter if you’re good, bad, or boring. God or his equivalent is coming, and he’s going
to take you out!" She laughed.
“I heard somebody say once, ‘Maybe it’s our sins that give God consolation
when he finally has to give us cancer.’”4 I saw Jesus’ head slump a bit, looking down
at the table.
Shaking her fist toward the ceiling, “If my sin makes you feel better about what
you have to do to me, God, then good, I’m glad I could ease your conscience.”
She continued, now looking out at her clientele, “I say to you, I don’t give a
damn about death or sin. Yes, death is coming people, and it’s always on schedule.
“But it isn’t here tonight!
“Tonight we are alive.
“Tonight we can party.
“Tonight we can look death square in the face and say, ‘Fuck you’ and order
another drink!" Wild cheering erupted from the crowd.
She yelled to be heard over the cheering, “For the next half hour, all Surly pints
are half price. So go forth and—Sin well, Live well!"
The audience chanted the last line with Suzy. It was her hook, her moniker, the
closing line on all of her homilies—right after the drink special du jour.
The DJ jumped up and did his usual wrap-up for Suzy, “And all Suzy’s people
said—" Together the crowd shouted, “Amen.”
As she walked back toward the bar, people were shaking her hand with mock
sincerity and saying, “Good sermon today, reverend.”
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Jesus stood up and leaned over to me and said, “This is going to be a downer."
He headed toward the pulpit. Suzy high-fived him as they passed and admonished
him, with a smile, “Don’t mess with my followers." Jesus stepped up onto the stage
and turned to face the crowd. This was the first good look most of these people had
gotten of Jesus. They tilted their heads, squinted, and whispered their impressions
over their drinks.
I wondered if he felt a bit like a monkey in the zoo. He seemed to honor their
need to look and gave them a good thirty seconds to ogle. The crowd gradually
quieted.
“Sin.” Jesus said, as if it was the title of a book he was about to read from.

“Sin is the birth of death
The offspring of desire and deceit
A ruse
A skanky scheme.

It lurks around the edges of good.
It hides in the backwash of light.
It peaks around compliments
And rides the coattails of honesty.
It bends an accurate word beyond recognition.

Sin impersonates good.
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It’s truth in drag—self-righteous rags
Bad dolled up
Religious mascara on cosmetic faith
Squinting through a holy mask.

A worm coiled in a burnished apple.
Forked tongues behind fake pulpits.
Concealed weapons behind hidden agendas.

Sin is currency.
The cost of acceptance.
The price to belong.
A mark on your hand
A stamp on your heart
A price on your head

Sin walks shoulder to shoulder with good—indecipherable.
It lives among us—on our couch, in our bed.

It runs in our crowd.
It rides shotgun.
It lives, it breathes.
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It looks through our eyes.
It speaks through our mouth.
Stealth.
It watches, it stalks.

It’s bold.
It’s clever.
It’s smart.
It’s endearing.

It infects.
It won’t clot.
It returns.
It hounds.

It leaves puddles.
Residue.
Victims.
Casualties.

Sin has no remorse.
No conscience.
No scruples.
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No regret.

It’s believable.
It’s reasonable.
It’s convincing.
It’s rational.

It splashes onto our palette and begs to be used.
It drips from our brush,
Faux art, faux real.

It sings an aria of itself, to itself.
It bows and plucks and swells the ego.
Syn-phony.

It oxidizes character.
It blurs vision.
It clogs futures.
It corrodes integrity.
It violates legacy.

It’s a fruity essence with an oak finish.
It’s a good bottle from a bad year.
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It’s a kettle to a frog
Headlights to a deer.

When it vacates space, the atmosphere remains.
It hovers like a cloud, a companion.

It rains on parades and shines on the deserted.
It’s damage is collateral, it’s hatred impartial.

It leaves shivers on spines,
It crawls on skin,
It burrows in brows.

Sin seems what it isn’t,
But isn’t what it seems.

It feels good to the touch
Till the touch no longer feels.
It’s usually easier.
Less bother. Less pain.

The first bite sweet.
The last bite dour.
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The first frame erotic.
The last frame tragic.
The first step danceable.
The last step fatal.

Jesus was now breathing heavily, like he was engaged in some unforeseen
brawl. He continued, his voice rising like a tempest.

“Sin encompasses.
It surrounds.
It encroaches.
We inhale and it suffocates.
We exhale and it promulgates.

It bribes.
It lies.
It stabs.
It kisses.
It boasts. It butchers.
It fondles. It fingers.
It sings while it slays.
And soothingly slaughters.
It curses. Caresses. And kills.
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Now his pace slowed a bit, gathering himself.

“It lives on us.
It lives for us.
It lives from us.

It is in us.
We are in it.”

Jesus paused, almost panting as if out of breath, his fists clenched. He looked
like he was talking himself down from a full-on rage. Sweat dripped from his
forehead.

“But…”

The pause was interminable. It felt like he had just finished an octagon battle
with his worst enemy. Now his countenance changed and he looked across the room
as if wanting to convey the core of his message to each person, individually. With
great conviction he continued, deliberately,

“But,
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It is not who we are.
It is not what we are.
It is not our identity.
It is not our destiny.”

Jesus stood for an extra beat. There was no applause, no cheering—none from
our table either.
Before he stepped down from the pulpit, he smiled, spread his arms out wide
and with an all-encompassing benediction, he said,
“Live well. Love well."
I looked over at Suzy. She smiled.
Jesus walked through the crowd silently. People were hesitant to make eye
contact with him. In a sense it felt like he had called us all out, our lifestyles, our
philosophies, but yet his persona held not so much as an inkling of judgment.
Rather, it felt like he was empathizing with us, feeling sorry for a species that was
stuck in the gravitational pull of this darkness.
Jesus arrived at our table and stood at the head. It felt appropriate for us to
make some sort of comment on his talk, but none of us seemed to come up with
anything worth saying. He simply said, “I’ll see you all at 9. Sleep well." He turned
and walked out.
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Chapter 6—Used Car Salesman

Eleven of us converged upon Pete’s place at nine the next morning.
Bartholomew was rummaging through the corner trashcan, talking to himself, as
Jesus arrived.
Without hesitation Jesus said, “Follow me, everyone.”
He appeared to be in a fantastic mood, smiling and almost skipping along as we
went. Our leader turned and started walking backwards down the sidewalk so he
could talk with us.
“Tell me what you think of this, my dear tribe. Let’s say a band is playing at
First Avenue tonight. As they are setting up, the bass player forgets to plug in his
amp. The guitar player forgets to put strings on his guitar, and the keyboard player
has inadvertently tuned his synthesizer to the wrong pitch. The drummer alone has
properly prepared—he put new skins on his drums, tuned them, got just the right
sticks, and put the microphones in just the right places.”
“What will happen when they are introduced tonight and run up on stage?
What kind of music will they make?”
James laughed, “Yeah, we’ve done a variation of that after a bit too much to
drink, aye John? It sounded bloody awful, that’s what it did.”
“So what are ya tryin’ to tell us, Jesus?” asked John.
Jesus said, “The kingdom of heaven is a beautiful song. Each of you is an
instrument; each of you has a part to play. When the time comes for the song to be
heard, you must be plugged in, you must have a voice to strum, you must be tuned to
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the conductor’s pitch. As much as I love drum solos, this song was meant to be more
than that.”
“The song will not be as beautiful if you are not playing. You, whether you
know it or not, have wanted all your life to play this song in this band, and you will
miss out if you are not ready.”
He concluded, “So, my friends, tune your hearts to the key of Love, plug in to
the Source of all love, and lift your voice to the heavens. We are on a mission to bring
great music to our city, to our world. The song is beginning!”
Jesus turned, arms in the air, as if directing an orchestra down the sidewalk. I
could hear him humming a tune. Yeah, he was in very good spirits today.

***********

Maddie placed Governor Thoroughgood’s plate in front of him at the table. Two
scrambled eggs—peppered, no salt, one slice of homemade wheat bread that she
had baked at 5AM, a perfectly vine-ripened tomato, several organic strawberries cut
into thin slices, a dozen blueberries, fresh-squeezed orange juice with a squirt of
lime, coffee with one ounce of 2% milk, a blood pressure pill, and a few vitamins on
a saucer.
“Your breakfast, sir,” she said as she set the plate down and then stood at the
end of the table, awaiting his next command. He said nothing. He was wearing
readers, scanning the paper, occasionally squinting over the top of them at the TV
across the room.
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A story came on about Jesus. Evidently he had broken up a fight in a back alley
after he left the Neon Cathedral last night. The police had been called and arrived as
Jesus was talking a guy into putting his gun away. The Governor watched, intrigued,
grunting to himself. “Nuisance,” he said under his breath. “…An interesting
nuisance.”

***********

The further we walked, the more people were added to our train. It was almost
starting to snake around the corner one block back when Jesus pulled into a highend, 30-floor condo building called the Paradise Tower. Our crew piled into an
elevator and Jesus pushed the button for the top floor.
The elevator didn’t move. We waited for a few seconds. Pete was the one who
said, “Uh, Jesus, you have to have an access card to get to that floor. It’s private, a
penthouse. Is there someone up there that you want to see?”
Jesus simply thumped the 30 with the heel of his hand and the elevator started
moving.
Then he said,“You know, a time is coming when the rich will have nothing and
the poor will own Paradise Tower. The celebrities will be begging and the beggars
will be feasting on filet mignon. The religious big wigs will be busted and simple
sinners will be called righteous. Laws will be just, and there will be no fear. The song
will play all day and the dance will go all night." He looked over his shoulder, “The
story of your lives will be told to a hundred generations. You may think you are
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insignificant, but let me tell you, that isn’t even close to the truth. The last will be
first, and the first, last.
We passed floor 28. Jesus turned to face us in the elevator and whispered, “Get
this. In my kingdom, slaves will be Governors and Governors will be slaves.”
As the ‘30’ lit up above the door, Jesus put his finger to his lips as if to say,
“Shhhh.”

***********

Maddie had been thinking about Jesus’ challenge to ask the Governor for time
off, and she thought this might be her chance to jump in. She cleared her throat and
started to speak, but the words got caught up. She tried again, same thing.
The Governor looked at her, “What? If you have something to say, say it.”
Maddie said, “This Jesus? I met him. In fact, a few days ago I was crossing a
street and was hit by a car. I think I may have been dead. I don’t remember much,
but I think Jesus healed me. I think it might have been a miracle. Anyhow…”
The Governor jumped in, “Poor, poor Maddie. You went from free, to slave, to
stupid. Miracles don’t happen, Maddie. This Jesus is a scam artist; smart people
recognize that. Jesus preys on ignorant, uneducated people like you because you’re
easy.”
He finished with, “Now, little girl, you should go back to being silent.”
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Maddie was too far in to stop, so she stumbled back into the conversation, “I, I
apologize for being so forward, but sir, this Jesus asked me to be one of his
followers—his inner circle. I just thought it might be good…”
Again the Governor interrupted, this time with laughter. “His inner circle? Who
are you kidding girl? Jesus doesn’t need you; he’s making the headlines on his own
just fine. Seriously Maddie, what on earth do you think he could possibly need of
you?”
“I don’t know, I—uh, but he said he wanted me to spend my days with him…”
The Governor, all humor gone, jumped up and grabbed her arm and swung her
around. She lost her footing and fell onto the imported rug in the middle of the living
room. He stood over her and said, “Get those ridiculous thoughts out of your head
right now. I own you. You will show up here every morning for the rest of your life,
serve me breakfast, do my laundry, clean my house, and anything else I ask you to
do. If you do anything other than that I will have the authorities track you down." He
softened a bit and said with faux empathy, “Jesus doesn’t want you, Maddie. Nobody
does.”

***********

From inside the elevator there was a ‘ding,’ and the door opened to the
Governor’s living room. He owned the whole top floor, so the elevator was his
portico.
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Jesus stepped out into the living room just as the Governor delivered his last
line, standing, looking down on Maddie.
“Good morning Governor." He delivered it with a sing-song lilt. The Governor
jerked around, startled by the unexpected interruption.
“Beautiful day, isn’t it?” continued Jesus. “I hope you don’t mind us dropping in
on you like this." Then he said, “Hi Maddie, you look radiant today." Jesus reached
his hand out to help her up.
The Governor was in shock, “How—how did you get up here?”
Jesus, “The elevator. Pushed the button, here we are. You might want to call
security about that, otherwise you never know who might come knocking." Then to
Maddie, “We missed you this morning, Maddie. Where were you?”
She looked at Jesus, but said nothing.
The Governor spoke, “She was serving me breakfast like she does every day.
She’s my slave, not yours, Jesus. I bought her.”
Jesus responded, “Hmmm, bought. Interesting term." He then changed gears
and said, “You know my name? I’m surprised.”
“For a news junkie like me, it would be hard not to know who you are." The
Governor softened and became more amiable, “You’re a bit of a phenomenon, Jesus.
Somehow you’ve gotten everyone in this city talking about you. I’m not sure how or
why, but I am curious what it is that you’re up to?”
“Well, today, right now, I’m here to pick up Maddie. I have asked her to be one
of my followers, my tribe." The Governor looked surprised. Jesus continued,“You
wouldn’t mind lending me your slave girl for a bit, would you?" The Governor
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looked at Maddie then back at Jesus. I could tell he was trying to make sense of all
this. He seemed to have a bit of trouble holding eye contact with Jesus, as if there
was a sense of insecurity that had suddenly taken up residence in his usually
confident frame.
Jesus continued,“I’ll make a deal with you, Governor. Since you and your
political friends are so curious about me, wanting to keep tabs on me, how about
you let Maddie here be your eyes on all that I do and say. She will report back to you
everything she sees and hears. How about if she continues to serve you breakfast
everyday, a perfect time to daily apprise you of my actions. I’m guessing your
underlings will love that, plus you will be in the know far better than others." Jesus
paused. “What do you think, Governor?”
The Governor stared back at Jesus, trying to figure out exactly what the true
motivation of this move was. One thing for sure, Maddie wasn’t lying, she did know
him, and he seemed to know her—and he wanted her to be part of what he was
doing.
Jesus, reading the Governor’s thoughts said, “I do want Maddie to be part of
what I am doing. I have big plans for her.”
This made the Governor shiver just a bit. Jesus walked up to him, put his arm
around his shoulder and walked him over to the glass wall that overlooked the city
from his penthouse suite. Jesus motioned toward the city below, “This is your city,
Governor, these are your people. But they’re fragmented, confused. So many are
struggling to survive. So much anger and hatred, so much fear. Many have given up,
lost hope. It’s not good, Governor.
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“You have a huge responsibility, an almost impossible task, but I can help you. I
plan to bring these people back to where things were in the beginning, when things
were right and good, where love was the fuel—the rule, not the exception.”
The Governor looked at Jesus and a smile crept across his face. Something was
dawning on him, “Oh. I get it. Now I see why you are getting all these ignorant
people to follow you. You’ve got a certain charm, charisma. But you see Jesus, I’m
not one of them,” pointing to the tribe. “I can see through you. You’re just another
used car salesman trying to take people for a ride. Once they slide into your front
seat, you turn on the radio, you turn on the AC, you turn on the charm. Before they
know it they’ve written a check to you for a car that takes them nowhere. No sir, Mr.
Fake Messiah, I’m not one of your gullible neophytes. It’s going to take a good deal
more than that to get me…”
Somewhere in the middle of that sentence Jesus took the Governor’s hand and
aggressively walked toward the glass wall. But he never slowed down when he got
to the wall, but literally walked through it with the Governor in tow. They didn’t
break the glass, but slid through it as if it had become a thin layer of water. Jesus
walked a few more steps until they were both about ten feet away from the building,
hovering, with 350 feet of nothing beneath them. The Governor was freaking out,
trying to run back toward his penthouse wall, but he had no traction. Then he
grabbed onto Jesus’ leg with a death grip.
We watched as Jesus flagrantly broke the law of gravity, as if it was of no
consequence. Pete mumbled, “Holy shit." Judas reached out and touched the glass,
feeling for a weak spot, but it was solid.
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After the Governor quit screaming, Jesus spoke, “So, I’ve taken you for a little
ride in my used car, I’ve turned on the radio and the AC, and maybe just a touch of
charm—what do you think of the car so far?”
“It’s good, it’s good…just bring me back, please!”
Inside, Bartholomew started rattling off one-liners. “Forty-eight easy
payments. Low mileage. New Tires. Owned by a little old lady. What can I do to put
you in this car today? Let me talk to my manager—see what we can do. That’s our
rock bottom price.”
Back outside, Jesus continued, a bit sarcastically, with the Governor, “That’s an
awfully short ride, sir. Are you sure you want to go back to the dealership and write
me a check so soon?”
“Yes, yes, just, please, put me back in my condo." The Governor had his eyes
closed, too afraid to look.
Jesus took his free hand and put it under the Governor’s chin and lifted his
head till he was looking into Jesus’ eyes, “I really do want to help you Governor, but
you have to let me. Believe it or not, I have big plans for you as well.”
“Okay, okay,” breathing a bit more slowly now, “Just, please, can we go back
inside?”
Jesus tugged on the Governor’s arm a bit till he was standing again—standing
on what, I have no idea. Then Jesus walked him back through the glass wall and into
the living room. The Governor collapsed onto the sofa.
Nobody said anything. I think we were in as much shock as the Governor.
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Governor Thoroughgood looked at Jesus and said, “If—, if you want Maddie,
take her. Please." Maddie walked into the kitchen and took another blood pressure
pill from the bottle, filled a glass with water and brought it out to the Governor. He
popped it without questioning, finished the glass of water and said, “Please, leave
me. Just go.”
Jesus turned toward the elevator and we all piled in behind him. The door
closed and he hit ‘L’ for the lobby.
It was around the 10th floor where Jesus started very softly chanting, “Mad-die,
Mad-die, Mad-die…" He started getting louder and we joined in, ‘Mad-die, Mad-die,
Mad-die!”
Bartholomew was doing his own chant, “Worth every penny—Car of your
dreams—You made the right choice.”
By the time we hit the lobby, it was a full-on joyous celebration. “Mad-die, Maddie, Mad-die!”
Somewhere between the elevator and the door to the street Maddie jumped on
Jesus’ back and he ended up giving her a piggyback ride out the front door of
Paradise Tower.
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Chapter 7—Art Class

Behind the dark glasses, behind the blackened windows, in the back seat of a
black limousine, across the street from the Paradise Tower, sat Sebastian Damien
Gauntrifaux.
“Is that him?” he asked the driver.
“Yes, sir.”
“Keep your distance, but follow him."
Sebastian Gauntrifaux was the Lord Most High of a religion called the Ineffable
Ba’al. He was wearing his usual black, full-length robe with a huge ruby hanging
from a chain around his neck. A black Doberman was sitting next to him on the seat,
dozing off. The dog had a collar studded with smaller, but matching red rubies.
Sebastian stroked the head of the dog as he continued to stare across the street.
Jesus and his crew came barreling out of the Paradise Tower looking like they
were making a prison break—skipping and running and laughing.
“Undignified,” muttered Sebastian under his breath. He represented a doctrine
that placed high emphasis on the perception of dignity.
The belief system of the Ineffable Ba’al was a strange blend of the ancient
religion that focused on fertility—the fertility of the earth through rain, and human
fertility through sexuality—and a complex web of mystical rituals that leaned
toward the bizarre. Most adherents were either wealthy, powerful, or well on their
way to becoming one of the two.
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You might think Ba’al worship and Pleasurism via the Free Love Temples
might be cousins, but nobody in our culture confused the two. If there was any
relationship to be discerned between these belief systems, the Free Lovers would be
considered the uneducated bastard child of Ba’al, living in the back hills of
Appalachia, shirtless, shoeless, and sipping on moonshine. Of course the Free Lovers
didn’t much appreciate that assessment. But Ba’al made sure its family tree cast a
disparaging shadow on the scraggly weed called Pleasurism.
Jesus, the Pied Piper du jour, turned the corner onto 3rd Avenue. It took several
minutes for the lengthy tail of the trailing posse to wag its way around the corner.
“How does he get all these suckers to follow him?” thought Sebastian. The limo
crept around the corner just in time to see Jesus walk into Lieu D’Art, one of the
more exclusive art galleries in town.
Sebastian instantly became unglued and slapped the back of the seat in anger.
Marduk, his Doberman, jumped and barked, startled by the sudden movement. The
driver sunk a bit lower in his seat, looking sideways into the rear view mirror from
under his chauffeur’s hat.
Lieu D’Art was owned, jointly, by Sebastian and members of Ba’al. In fact,
almost every art gallery from New York to LA was now owned, at least partially, by
this group. The Ineffable Consortium, as their ‘business arm’ was called, had a
stranglehold on most of the serious art in the country, particularly the medium of
painting. It didn’t seem to bother them that an art form that encouraged the creative
freedom of expression should be regulated with a monopoly-like iron fist.
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“So why would this Jesus be walking into my gallery?” Sebastian wondered to
himself. “He obviously could never afford so much as a sliver of a paint chip coming
from my walls.”
“Hand me the binoculars.”

**************

The curator of Lieu D’Art saw the mob walk through his front door and knew
immediately this was not the classe superieure with deep pockets. Maddie was still
riding on Jesus’ back and the curator could plainly see the slave number on her
hand.
“May I help you?” he asked, read, This isn’t your kind of establishment…you may
want to leave now.
Jesus said, “I know this is an odd request, but I need a 2’x3’ blank canvas, a nice
set of brushes, a pallet with a decent spectrum of acrylics, oh, and an easel would be
nice.”
“But…,”
“By the way, Sebastian sent me here. He commissioned this painting I am about
to do.” Jesus and the curator looked at each other without moving, Maddie still on
his back. “I know you have everything I need in the back room." Jesus continued,
“Would you like me to go get it?”
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“Uh, no…I can retrieve it for you." He left for the back room. Jesus cleared a
space by the front window where he would have plenty of light. The canvas arrived
along with everything else that Jesus had asked for.
He sat Maddie down on a bench across from him.
“Has anyone ever painted a portrait of you, Maddie?" Her eyes grew big. She
broke out into a smile that answered his question. “Okay, well I’m going to need you
to sit still for a half hour or so…" He pulled his cell phone from his pocket, cued up I
am a Poor Wayfaring Stranger by Kristin Asbjørnson and he was already at work.
He squeezed about 10 colors onto his pallet and began mixing them into
various shades. Then his brush made a dive into the paint and he was off.

**************

The front of the binoculars were resting against the rear side window of the
limo as Sebastian watched Jesus almost throwing paint at the canvas. Sebastian was
a fairly accomplished painter himself, having done several hundred works, with his
paintings selling for thousands apiece. But as he watched, he knew he was
witnessing something quite unusual.
Jesus wasn’t just painting a likeness of this girl, he was expressing her feelings
through his brush strokes. In looking at the painting, still developing, it almost
appeared that he knew more about her than she knew about herself. It was brilliant.
And he despised it.
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It would be one thing if a prodigy arrived with training, credentials, and an
artistic passport, but this hobo had no papers and no pedigree. Jesus turned his
stomach. Everything about him repulsed Sebastian. Jesus was the antithesis of who
he was and what he believed.
Still, the painting was taking his breath away. On the surface it had an
indescribable innocence, but just below the surface you could see pain that had left
years of scars. Sebastian could almost feel the ragged edges of the scars coming
through the eyes on the canvas. Her eyes were looking straight at him. He finally had
to turn the binoculars elsewhere. Never before had he felt unable, uncomfortable
staring into the eyes of a painting.

**************

Jesus had the song on repeat, and when it finished its sixth play-through, he set
down his brush. Peter, the other visual artist in the room was standing, gaping at the
work. His eyes met Jesus’ eyes and Peter said, “Master, I’m ashamed of my drawing
on your arm. This is—inspired. I didn’t know…" Jesus put his hand on Peter’s
shoulder and gave it a squeeze.
Maddie looked up at Jesus as if to say, ‘Can I see it?” He reached his hand out to
her in an invitation.
She stood and walked around to the front of the painting, staring for thirty
seconds. Forty-five seconds. A minute. I saw tears well up in her eyes and she leaned
her head into Jesus’ chest, still looking intently at the painting.
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She finally said, “Am I really that beautiful?”
“To me, yes—far more beautiful than this.”
Bartholomew stated dryly, “Beauty is eternity gazing at itself in a mirror."5
Jesus lifted the painting from the easel. The curator nervously said, “Would you
like me to deliver the painting to Sebastian?”
Jesus said, “No, I’ll take care of it.”

************

Sebastian was looking down texting with an art dealer friend, when the
chauffeur said, “Sir. Sir.”
“What?” he responded, still not looking up.
“Sir!”
There was a rap on the window right beside Sebastian’s head. Marduk jumped
up growling. Sebastian turned to look. Jesus was standing right beside the window,
waiting for Sebastian to open it.
Sebastian grabbed the ruby collar to restrain Marduk and slowly lowered the
window.
“Yes?” he said as if all this was new to him.
Jesus smiled, “Hello, Sebastian. I’ve been looking forward to meeting you."
Pause. “I know how much you enjoy art. You’re quite a painter in your own right.
But your collection is lacking in certain areas, so I painted this, specifically for you—
to fill a void.”
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Jesus continued, “These are honest eyes. Eyes that will look deep within you,
whether you invite them or not. If a painting is true enough, you don’t evaluate it, it
evaluates you.”
Sebastian never responded. Jesus continued,“You might want to be careful
where you hang this, because she—she will see you." Jesus turned the painting
toward him. Sebastian looked away. “And once she sees you, you will forever see
yourself through her eyes.”
There was an uncomfortable silence. Jesus continued,“Anyhow, this is my gift
to you.”
Sebastian nodded a ‘thank you’ as he pulled the painting through the window.
“I’d love to have lunch with you someday, Sebastian, just to talk. Let me know if
you’re interested. Have a good day." Jesus started to reach through the window to
pet Marduk, but the growl and the teeth made him pull his hand back.
The window ascended and the limo pulled away.
Sebastian immediately texted Brunelle, the curator of Lieu D’Art, “Do not tell a
soul about what just happened. That painting does not exist. You did NOT see it!”
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Chapter 8—Religion Sucks

It was Taco Tuesday at the Neon Cathedral. One-dollar tacos and three-dollar
pints—the place was already jammed by six. Suzy loved packing the place out
because that meant she would have shoulder-to-shoulder pew-patrons for her
homily. Plus she just flat out loved a good party. Nothing gave her joy like looking
around the room and seeing people laughing and having a good time.
Tuesday was the Sabbath at the Neon Cathedral, the night Suzy dropped a
week’s-worth of wisdom, stirring the spiritual pot of her flock. She had spent a good
deal of time prepping for this week’s sermon—it was going to be a good one.
The tribe was parked at its usual table. The Neon Cathedral was becoming
ground zero for this group. I noticed that Jesus seemed more at home here than
most other places. I’m not sure if it was because it was a judgment-free zone or the
fact that these people were not trying to put on any airs. They were who they were,
flaws and all, pretending to be nothing more.
Not only did Jesus seem comfortable here, but the people at the Cathedral
appeared totally at ease with Jesus. They were beginning to adopt him as their new
associate pastor, the ying to Suzy’s yang. It was interesting to see him deliver a
rebuttal to her homilies, and see people’s heads nodding as if to say, “Hmmm, I see
your side of this as well." And he always did it in such a way that it didn’t feel like he
was judging them or criticizing her. I noticed that even when he came down hard on
a particular behavior, it always felt like he was condemning the behavior, never the
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person. Jesus legitimately loved these people. But then he seemed to love
everyone—well, some of the religious leaders, not so much.
It was weird for me to witness the contrast in Jesus’ approach with that of the
religious elite. They seemed intent on delineating a holy hierarchy, a sort of spiritual
flow chart where everyone could be evaluated and placed at a coordinate along the
continuum. They wanted to know who was ahead of whom in God’s eyes. And, of
course, they were God’s eyes.
Jesus, on the other hand, seemed completely uninterested in measuring-stick
religion. He seemed to clump all of humanity in the same box—messed up, but
loved. Needing forgiveness, but forgiveness at the ready. Needing an intravenous
inoculation of a new kind of love, one that he alone had loaded into a needle and was
willing to inject at the first whisper of desire.
I was already noticing that since hanging around Jesus, his Love-IV was
beginning to infiltrate my blood stream. It was changing me. Subtle, but evident. I
was more ready to overlook petty differences, quirky irritations. Previously my
default mode smelled of judgment and anger, now it was beginning to take on the
aroma of love and grace.
Grace—an interesting word for which Jesus seemed to have deep affinity. I’ve
been trying to wrap my arms around his definition—‘Unearned love, duty-free
forgiveness.' I think he means love and forgiveness without a complex architecture
of strings attached.
This is where he deviates from what I see in most religions. If they have such a
thing as grace, it seems conditional. If this, then that. If you do enough of this, then
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you might receive enough of that. If you follow these rules religiously, then you
might be accepted marginally. It seems like one too many ‘ifs.' This grace of Jesus’ is
a lot less complicated.
One time when Jesus was talking about it, Bartholomew piped up with, “Grace
is the beauty of form under the influence of freedom.”6 Maybe that’s how Jesus’
grace seems different, it smacks of freedom through and through. It makes faith
seem light, weightless, as opposed to the legalistic sack of potatoes that most
religions ask you to schlep around.
I get the distinct impression that one of Jesus’ great intentions is to empty all of
our sacks.
Interestingly, he insinuates that this grace is in some way connected to him,
contingent upon him. That’s the part I don’t get. Yet. How exactly does he plan on
emptying our sacks?
I heard him say to a group, “I am the road, the reality, the breath. All paths to
the Father lead through me." Sometimes I get the impression that Jesus is saying
that he is in some way related to God. The real God. Like they’re brothers or cousins
or something. I wasn’t quite sure how to react—I’ve never known anyone to make a
claim like that. Pretty ballsy.
“So Jesus,” Pete interrupted my daydreaming, “What exactly are you planning?
Where are we going? You’ve taken us on these little ‘excursions.' You paint a picture
and give it to Sebastian, one of the most devious scumbags on the planet. You take
the Governor for a walk—in space. It seems like we’re just wandering around, doing
weird shit…good shit, but with no real defined agenda or purpose. Shouldn’t we
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make a plan? I mean, do you want to run for office—do you want to start a
religion—do you want to start a revolt, or…?" He trailed off, insinuating that these
were just his preliminary questions.
The tribe was silent, as were several tables within earshot, waiting to hear
Jesus’ response to Pete’s questions. I had been thinking the same thoughts. What is it
that he—we—are hoping to accomplish?
Jesus jumped in, “Peter. Tribe. What do you think our plan should be?”
This didn’t seem like a fair question to me. This was his revolution, we were
just game-pieces on his board. I had no agenda. When I don’t know what my goal is,
it’s difficult to organize a plan to get there.
“Maybe we should start a new religion,” said John. “The existing ones are so
messed up, I doubt we could do worse."
Jesus smiled.
“We could bust some heads,” offered James—flexing his anatomical guns, fists
at the ready.
“We could abolish slavery,” said Maddie under her breath. That got a few nods
around the table.
“What if I told you my plan was to love the world?” Jesus threw in.
Pete looked a bit cockeyed at Jesus, then said, as if to educate him, “Love isn’t a
plan, Jesus. It may be an approach, but it’s not a blueprint that you can follow." Judas
nodded.
Jesus took a breath, “Imagine with me for a minute, what if the whole world
learned to love—truly love? What would be the ultimate consequences of that?"
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Jesus looked around the table waiting for responses. Nobody jumped in, so he
continued.
“Well, for starters, slavery would vanish." He smiled at Maddie. “Greed would
be gone. Crime would disappear. Wars would end. Poverty and hunger would
cease." He continued to paint a utopian picture, then finished with,
“Actually Peter, love is a blueprint—the blueprint. It’s the only plan that has
any promise of working. Yes, I can’t make people love, but I can show them what
real love looks like." He took a breath and looked around the table, “And you can
too.”
Judas, generally reticent to weigh in said, “Don’t you think you are being a bit
naïve Jesus? It’s one thing to be optimistic, but it’s quite another to be gullible." I
winced a bit at his choice of words.
Jesus grinned at Judas, “Hmmm. Okay, let’s say my approach is naïvely
optimistic. Tell me, what is the alternative? If we want to win all of humanity over to
the side of Love, what is a viable alternative to accomplish that?”
Silence.
“Well, if we had all the power, political power, we could control things and
bring about a new society.” said James.
“Any other thoughts?” asked Jesus, no critique in his voice.
“If we had financial control it wouldn’t hurt.” said Judas.
“If the slaves were given guns…” whispered Maddie, somewhat to herself.
Jesus let the ideas play out before he came back around. He looked at me and
asked, “Philip, you love your parents, right?”
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“Yeah, of course.” I said.
“John, you love your brother James, right?”
“Sure, but what’s not to love about Jimmy?” he smiled.
“Peter, you love Suzy, right?" Jesus smiled at him as if to say, "Busted!”
The table collectively chuckled. Peter, possibly for the first time in his life,
blushed, then flexed and said with a hint of a threat, “I kinda like her. So?”
Jesus continued, “So that’s how our world currently works—we love those who
love us, those to whom we are attracted, those who think and believe and talk and
walk and look and act like us." He paused. “Big deal. That’s not all that impressive,
not that difficult." Bartholomew rocked back and forth.
“But now, suppose we all started to love the scum bags of the world, the people
who hate us and put us down and mistreat us…" He looked at Maddie, “…who own
us." From across the table, he put his hand on Maddie’s, looked in her eyes, and said,
“What if you could actually love the Governor?" She jerked her hand away from his
and turned on her chair to face away from him. I tried to put my arm around her, but
she wouldn’t have it.
Jesus continued, “Each of you—imagine that one person who has most
mistreated you, the person you despise. Now what if you actually, tangibly started to
love that—”
Maddie spun wildly back to face Jesus and interrupted him with a barrage of
accusations, “You have never been owned, Jesus! You have never had to do the
horrible and demeaning things that I have had to do! You have never had to touch
and be touched by someone who makes your skin crawl! You have never thrown up,
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hating yourself for doing the things you have to do! You have never had to sacrifice
your whole existence for someone who treats you like shit!" Her breaths were
coming out in bursts. Her one hand gripped the side of the table like a vise, her other
hand slamming the table for emphasis. Her eyes filled with tears, but not tears of
sadness, but white-hot rage.
She looked across the table at Jesus and spit some more words his way, “I wish
I had the courage to kill him. Someday a knife will cut his throat, and then that same
knife will cut mine…and that will be a good day for me!" She glared at Jesus, “Don’t
you dare ask me to love that son of a bitch. You haven’t earned that right. I will not
love him. I may serve him, but I will never, never, never love him!" Her head fell to
the table. She sobbed loud gasping sobs of unknowable pain.
The tables within twenty feet of us heard everything. I put my hand on her
back, it was soaked in sweat. Jesus, eyes filled with tears, put his head against hers
on the table and held her. He rubbed her arm, her head. They cried together, heads
cheek to cheek on the table, for a long time. He didn’t really say anything except ‘I
know, I know’ a few times.
I have to admit, it crossed my mind that I should talk with James and come up
with a plan to kill the Governor. I know James would be with me in a heartbeat.
Maybe Judas was right, Jesus is gullible, unrealistic. It’s not human to love
people like the Governor. I’m not sure that’s even a possibility. I hate him and I’ve
never even spoken a word to him.
Jesus and Maddie were beginning to gather their emotions and pull together a
bit. They sat up, Jesus now holding both of her hands across the table. She willingly
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clung on to his hands, almost as if he was transferring a modest amount of courage
and love to her. He reached up and wiped a tear from her eye and then said, “I know
I am asking a lot. I know what you have gone through Maddie, and believe me I ache
for you. I know the Governor has earned every ounce of your hatred. I know.”
“But there is a kind of love that can begin to melt hatred—the hatred that is
killing you too. And that melting process will heal parts of you that you didn’t think
could be healed."
Jesus now scanned the table, individually looking at each one of us as he
concluded, “But for now, I want you to know this, and this only." He delivered his
next lines slowly, with conviction. “I dearly love you, my tribe. You mean the world
to me. I would give everything to prove my love for you." He paused. “But my love
will echo around uselessly and amount to nothing if you don’t receive it, grab hold of
it and own it. I need you to believe, from the depths of your beings, that I am telling
you the truth. The truth. I love you."
It felt like a strange love-letter was being read out loud to each of us in the
unromantic setting of a bar with glasses clanging and shots being slammed. It
seemed of great importance to Jesus that we take hold of this, his love. John, the
hard-nosed softy, had tears in his eyes. Maddie looked at Jesus as if she desperately
wanted to believe his words.
“I’m not asking you to be there right now. I’m not expecting instant change. I
will walk with you through this and help you. But believe me when I say, our tribe,
you—us, we are going to change the world with a love the world has never seen
before. You are part of that change. We will do this together.”
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Bartholomew, in his random way, tossed in. “A thing must be loved before it is
lovable.”7
Suzy interrupted our discussion when she stepped to the pulpit and said,
“Fellow sinners, wanderers, lost souls, and a few drunks—I have some words of
wisdom to impart to you tonight." Tonight Suzy was wearing a full-length robe,
vestments to some religious order that only she knew. It flowed when she raised her
arms. She noticed it and relished the flair and savored the righteous visual aura it
gave her.
“Religion is the great Satan." She began, theatrically delivering the line with
conviction.
“Religion claims to deliver hope, but all I have ever felt from religion is
judgment, shame, and guilt. It claims to lift us up, to elevate us, but it is the tool that
the elite few use to trample us under foot.
“Religion is a Svengali to the insecure. It is used to control, to victimize. It finds
its home in evil or ignorance, the self-righteous or the self-witless. It tells us what to
do, when to do it, how to do it, why to do it…and it has no idea who we really are.
“We, the church of the Neon Cathedral, have no need of religion. We are neither
holy nor stupid. We are neither arrogant, nor ignorant. We are regular people. Salt
of the earth. We wish to live and let live. We have no desire to lord it over anyone,
and no intention of being oppressed. We neither rule, nor serve." She loved sermon
night at the Cathedral.
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“Religion is not my tutor. It is not my mentor. It is not my guru. I don’t need the
keen eyesight of religion to point out my failures. I am plenty aware of my own
shortcomings without religion’s squinting eyes. I will judge me. You will judge you.
She raised her arms as if covering her congregation, “I, Suzy, the high priest of
the Neon Cathedral, cast a protective shield over you, my beloved parishioners. May
the spell of religion find you impermeable. May the curse of religion be banished
from this sanctuary. May the shroud of the devout be exiled from our sanctum. To
the snake oil charlatans and their gods, I say—go to hell!
“So, make a note on your napkins my fellow sinners—put me down on the side
of ‘I don’t need no fucking religion.’" A cheer went up. “I don’t need that kind of
hope. I don’t buy that kind of love. I don’t want that blessing, and I won’t receive that
curse. I don’t want religion’s hell, and I sure as hell don’t want their heaven. If
heaven is filled with religious assholes, I will choose to ride my horses hard for the
gates of hell!”
She took a final breath and the Cathedral echoed with her trademark
mnemonic, “Live well. Sin well!”
The faithful reverberated zealously. Suzy was their rage against the machine,
her annunciation was their battle cry.
Before she stepped down, she advertised tonight’s holy water, “For the rest of
the evening I invite you to wash your sins away with two-for-one shots of Jonnie
Walker. No sense in letting liquid redemption pass you by." Then she turned to Jesus
and invited him up to do his usual rebuttal.
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“I suppose you are going to take shots at my theology again tonight, huh
Jesus?" She winked at him as he put both arms up as if to say, “Well, we’ll see where
this goes.” She finished with, “Deep down, Jesus, you know I’m right on this one.
Religion sucks the big one." Cheers went up and beer steins pounded on the tables.
“But listen people, in fairness, let’s all give our local savior a listen. I like this guy,
strangely he feels like one of us. Come on up, your holiness." Jesus pushed himself
away from our table and started for the pulpit, giving Suzy a warm hug as he took
her place behind the podium.
I found it interesting that even though Suzy had just railed against religion, she
did not see Jesus nor what he was doing as religious. To her, Jesus did not represent
any facet of the pious cliques she had just crucified. He was a curiosity for her, not a
threat.
In the weeks leading up to this, Jesus had taken the pulpit multiple times,
always as a follow up to Suzy. Quite often he responded to her rants in his typical
style…
“I’d like to tell you a story,” he began. It was interesting how Jesus seemed
intent on painting pictures of ideas and allowing us the honor of trying to figure out
the meaning. Often, even when we asked him to explain his stories, he would refuse
to give us a straight-up answer. To be honest, it was frustrating at times.
Jesus continued, “I’m not sure if you picked up on this, but Suzy is not a big fan
of religion." The crowd laughed. “Depending on how you define religion, I’m inclined
to agree with her." Suzy applauded, feeling a win coming on. “However, let me tell
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you a story about a different kind of religion. Or should I say a different kind of
belief.”
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Chapter 9—Bum Insurance

Jesus had just begun his story when Sebastian and a few of his night crawlers,
in their rustling robes, slithered through the side door of the Neon Cathedral. They
found a table in the dirty shadows and burrowed in.
Jesus pulled a few sheets from the back pocket of his jeans, unfolded them, and
began to read.

“There’s hope for now if you got hope for later,” said Jesus in an affected
voice, as if he was playing the part of a character in his story. “Hope for now if
you got hope for later,” he repeated as if making a sales pitch.

I settled in. It looked like this was going to be one of Jesus’ longer stories, but I
loved them. And so did the Neon crowd. He continued.

“They called him Mr. Insurance. He peddled his policies from the front
of a rickety old shopping cart. The sidewalks and alleys of downtown Chicago
were his region—from the lakefront, over to State Street, and on down to the
river. He punched in around noon and sold till the streets emptied.
Stubby fingers poked through unintentionally holey gloves. His soiled
Bulls stocking cap hadn’t left his head in three months. He wore a ruptured
Air Jordan on his left foot and some non-discernible brand of hiking boot on
his right. Neither had come with a box or receipt.
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“There’s hope for now if you got hope for later,” he said as he skittered
along the gutter. It was hard to tell if he was driving the cart or if the cart was
driving him. Only the occasional passer-by would acknowledge his existence.
I met him on a Friday night. My partner and I were patrolling along
Michigan Avenue, zig-zagging our blue and white down every alley on our
beat. It was 10:30 and I was getting sleepy, that tiredness that comes five
hours into a sedentary shift.
“You want some coffee?” I asked mid-yawn. “I’m gonna need a little
caffeinated buzz if I’m gonna make it to midnight.”
“Yeah, I guess I could use a hit myself,” said Kelly. Kelly was my
partner—pretty new to the force. Still a bit green, but good, solid cop
potential. I liked him.
I’d been cruising the streets of Chi-town for 22 years. Pretty much
seen it all. Muggings, murders, accidents. Made a million arrests—everything
from jay-walking to drug dealing. Not a cush job, but I liked it—it fit me.
I jumped out of our car and headed into a little corner coffee shop. A
rainbow-colored neon sign over the door flashed, “Funky Java." I’d been
coming here for bean for three or four years now. It was one of those retrolooking joints that made me feel at home—garage sale tables and chairs in all
the colors of the tie-dyed 60’s, complete with lava lamps and macramé wall
hangings. They played old Crosby Stills and Nash. Doors, Hendrix, and Joplin.
I could hear the nostalgic rhythm in the aroma before I smelled it.
“Hey, Benny. How’s the street looking tonight?"
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Roxanne was one of the few people on the face of the earth that could
get away with calling me Benny. She naturally disarmed people. Her smile
always cut about a half-hour off my eight-hour shift.
“Hi Rox. So far, so good. Everybody’s acting like adults for a change.
Must be drinking your brew." She smiled and turned to get what I always got
without me having to say a word.
“There’s hope for now if you got hope for later.”
I turned to see who was talking at me. He was only about five-foot
four, but stood tall, maximizing every last inch of his hunched frame. He
stood next to his shopping cart, holding several sheets of paper out to me.
“I’m sorry,” said Roxanne, “haven’t you two met? Benny, this is my
friend, Mr. Insurance. Mr. Insurance, this is Mr. Gentle ‘Gun-toting’ Ben." She
winked at me.
“Pleased to meet you Mr. Ben. Do you got life insurance?”
“Yeah, I’ve got a policy—somewhere. Not gonna make anybody rich,
but they’ll be able to put me in a hole plus a few grand or so for my sister in
Atlanta. That’s about it.”
“No, I mean life insurance, Mr. Ben. Not money insurance or casket
insurance. ‘At don’t do you no good. You still dead." He raised his eyebrows
and gave me that ‘are you trackin’ with me’ look. I turned to Roxanne for
some feedback, but she just shrugged her shoulders, which I took to mean,
"Hey, figure him out for yourself.”
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I’ve been dealing with homeless people for years. Some of them are
crazies, but for the most part I’ve come to see them as people who got a bad
break, took a fall, and just couldn’t seem to climb back into the world. I was
trying to figure out which category Mr. Insurance fit into. I took the papers
from his hand, figuring it might lend a clue as to the state of his mental
whereabouts.
The top of the paper simply read, “Life Insurance For Bums." It was
almost like a contract, very neatly organized into articles, paragraphs, points
and sub-points. Very legal looking except for the fact that it was all handwritten—all six pages of it. And it appeared that he had dozens of these
contracts in his shopping cart. It had to represent hundreds of hours of
dragging a pen across paper. Staggering. Had he never heard of Kinkos?
It took me a while to find the hook, the epicenter of his scam. I found it
on the bottom of page two. There was no section in this policy pertaining to
beneficiaries, because—and get this, according to the contract, the holder of
this policy would not die. In fact, this policy claimed to give the bearer eternal
life.
Well, at least now I knew in which category to put Mr. Insurance. Had
to be the crazy bin. What could be more illogical than a decaying hobo
marketing the fountain of youth? I mean, I’ve seen people break the laws of
the 6th precinct before, but physical laws, like death? I don’t think so. Dying
always came with a chiseled-in-stone certainty.
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I decided to play along, let him take me for a whole buck or two. “So,
how much for the policy?” I asked, reaching for my wallet.
“Free. It’s free. Didn’t you read page four? Says right there." He
pointed out the section. Sure enough, free. Not a red cent. Eternal life for
nothin’. Just sign your name and forever was yours for the taking.
“Seems, uh, too good to be true, Mr. Insurance."
“It is…but that don’t make it not true. True doesn’t always make as
much sense as you think it should." He thought for a second, then finished
with, “True is or isn’t—it’s not ours to decide.”
I nodded. I had to admit there was less idiot in this savant than I had
originally thought.
He looked at me like he was still waiting for a decision. In his mind
he’d just offered me his prize produce for free and couldn’t imagine why I
wouldn’t want to take a bite.
“What’s wrong, Mr. Ben? Can’t afford free?" He saw me looking at the
heading on page one, the “Life Insurance For Bums” title.
“Ah,” he said. “You’re still looking in the Fun House mirror." He
paused, glancing at the ceiling, then went on, “The way I see it, the whole
world’s made up of two groups: bums and potential bums. Mr. Ben, I’m afraid
you just haven’t realized your potential yet." He laughed a hacking laugh,
then, more thoughtfully, he finished with, “It’s hard. Nobody wants to look at
a bum…especially when he’s looking back at you in the mirror. But it’s okay.
Tell you what, bein’ the generous insurance agent that I am, I’m going to sign
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a policy right now and put your name on it. It’ll be waitin’ here. You come
back to me when you’ve seen the reflection of you that is, not the one that
might be."
He turned and started walking toward a corner table. “Besides,” he
continued without turning around, “this policy won’t work till you know you
ain’t nothin’ but a bum." As he sat down at the table he exhaled his final
thought, “The policy is for bums.”
I leaned an elbow on the counter and Roxanne proceeded to tell me
about this little philanthropist of whole life. It turns out he’d been around for
only a month or two and already nearly eighty percent of the downtown
homeless carried his paperwork on them. A sort of street brand of anti-social
security.
He also carried a rubber hand-stamper, the kind you’d push into a pad
of ink and then stamp on a piece of paper. His stamp simply said, “Insured for
Life." After a person signed a policy, he would stamp the backs of their hands
with red ink. “There. You’re covered.” he would say. The homeless had come
to see him almost like a savior, issuing hope stamps to the hopeless.
Kelly, who had tired of waiting for me in the car, joined me at the
counter. He took his coffee and a newspaper and headed for a back corner
table. Roxanne gave me a refill and a double shot of her caffeinated grin and I
went to join Kelly.
We were finishing our drinks when a guy walked through the door
carrying a revolver-full of trouble. He had a stocking cap pulled over his face.
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He charged straight up to Roxanne, grabbed her by the hair, put the gun to
her head and started yelling, “Nobody move or she dies!" The place went
silent except for Crosby Stills and Nash coming from the stereo,
Our house, is a very, very, very fine house.
With two cats in the…
A shot rang out and CS&N breathed their last.

Jesus stepped down from the podium and started walking toward the bar. He
had his finger out as if it was a gun, pointing it at people as he passed. I have to
admit, it added a bit of drama to the story. He looked back down at his sheets and
continued.

“I hate cats." The gunman slowly looked around the room as if
analyzing each person. “Anybody here own a cat?" Not a sound. “Good. You’re
smart people. Stay that way for a few minutes and I might let you live.”
He directed Roxanne to empty the register and put the money in a
bag. Kelly and I were in a dark enough corner so he couldn’t see our
uniforms. We both had our hands on our guns. Both waiting for the right
moment, both not wanting to put Roxanne in any danger.
I don’t know how he got up there without being noticed, but all of a
sudden we heard, “There’s hope for now if you got hope for later.”
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The gunman wheeled to square up with the voice. I thought for sure
Mr. Insurance was about to find out the cash value of his policy. “Sit down
and shut up, ya stupid bum."
My grip tightened on my gun.
I’ve never seen a more complete lack of fear in my life. I’ve been in
hundreds of situations like this and I’m always afraid. My heart always
pounds a hole in my chest. Mr. Insurance looked like he could have played a
game of Pick-Up-Sticks he was so calm.
Mr. Insurance broke in again, “There’s hope for now if you got hope
for later.”
“What are you talkin’ about?”
Mr. Insurance cocked his head a bit and took a half step toward the
gunman. “I know what you want, and it ain’t money. It’s what you think you
can buy with money. You want hope, but hope ain’t for sale.”
The robber stared at him for a while and then chuckled, and then
started laughing harder and harder till he was almost convulsing. Kelly
thought about making his move but I put a hand on his arm to stop him. Our
thief abruptly cut off his laughter, turned and put his gun up the nostril of Mr.
Insurance. He leaned into his words with a low, steely delivery, “What would
a loser like you know about hope. There is no hope for scum like us. We’re
born shit and we’ll die shit. That’s it. End of story." He backed off.
I could see sweat on Roxanne’s forehead. Her heart had to be doing a
hundred fifty or so. Mr. Insurance, still in a dead calm groove stated, “The
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money you just took? You don’t need it. You can’t buy what you want with
it…cuz what you want is free.”
“And what exactly is it that I want, Mr. dumb-fuck know-it-all?”
Mr. Insurance slowly reached into his shopping cart and pulled out a
policy. “This,” he said, as he handed it to the thief. The stocking-capped
gunman held it with his hand that he had wrapped around Roxanne’s neck.

Jesus, still acting out the drama, mirrored the story’s gunman. He wrapped his
arm around Suzy neck, with his finger to her head. She smiled, but I could tell it was
kinda giving her the creeps. Jesus’ story resumed.

The thief put his cheek up to hers as he scanned the contents. Page
two caught his attention.
“Eternal life? Ha, ha!" He let out a yelp of glee and started dragging
Roxanne from table to table, asking customers, “Do you got yours yet? Hey
cart man, get over here, this lady ain’t got no ticket to heaven. Hurry up!"
Directed by a loaded pistol, Mr. Insurance put some papers in front of her and
she signed. The thief looked at Mr. Insurance and said, “That’s it? That’s all
there is to it?”
Mr. Insurance pulled his rubber stamper from the cart and said, “Well,
I usually finish by stamping their hands with this.”
“Well go ahead then,” his sarcasm marched on. “I don’t want to be
responsible for messing up her future.”
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Mr. Insurance pressed the stamper into the red ink pad and then
branded the backs of both of her hands. “There. You’re covered,” he said as
he looked into her eyes.
The thief appeared to be enjoying this little game.

Jesus now began moving, with Suzy still in tow, his arm gently around her
neck. She played along with it.
Sebastian was looking down as Jesus passed his booth, he and his cohorts
hoping Jesus wouldn’t see them. But he did, giving Sebastian a little grin of
recognition. Jesus pulled Suzy up to their table and continued reading his story.

The gunman approached another table, this one a religious man with
a stiff collar and a headful of self-righteousness. The thief walked up to him,
Roxanne still in tow, and asked in his best salesman-like voice, “Excuse me
sir, have you gotten your policy for eternal life yet? This might be something
you should consider."

Sebastian glared back at Jesus, letting him know that there was nothing
entertaining about this little game. Jesus seemed to enjoy making him squirm. Suzy
was relishing her part in this play-acting crime scene as well. She hoped that this
brood of robed vultures had heard her say, “I don’t need your fucking religion.” She
wanted to give them a piece of her mind right then and there, but she figured she
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would just stand there, in Jesus’ arm, and see if he would go after them. Again, Jesus
went on with the story.

The religious man nodded and the thief motioned for Mr. Insurance to
bring a policy. The contract was set down on the table and turned to page six.
Mr. Insurance started to hand the pen to the priest, but then paused and
looked at the thief in a pleading way and said, “Please, don’t do this.”
The gunman ground the barrel deeper into Roxanne’s temple and
cinched his arm around her neck. She winced under the pressure. The thief’s
voice went cold again. Looking hard into Mr. Insurance’s eyes, he said, “Do it.”
Mr. Insurance reluctantly handed the pen to the priest who seemed
unnerved by this dialogue. As he put his hand down to the paper to sign, the
thief arced the gun toward the forehead of the priest, stopping between his
eyes.

Jesus, mirrored the imagery of the story, moving his finger to the forehead of
Sebastian, who refused to look away from Jesus, not wanting to show any weakness.
Then Jesus inhaled and made a sound like a gunshot, and his arm recoiled as if from
the kick of his revolver.
The Neon Cathedral was dead quiet, waiting to see what Sebastian and his
fellow flock might do. They did nothing, but there was a hateful steam building just
behind the eyeballs of Sebastian. Jesus stared right at him as he continued his story.
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The sound echoed for a second, followed by a few screams that
quickly settled into restrained sobs. The gun was instantly back on Roxanne’s
head.
The thief was still staring at the lifeless priest. I noticed something
strange. The gunman had tears in his eyes and his hand was shaking. He
quickly tried to wipe the betraying tears away with the barrel of his gun, but
there seemed to be plenty more where those came from. He tried to regroup,
mustering up a snarly dose of rehearsed cynicism. Still in a shaky voice he
said, “What a shame. He was just seconds away from living forever." He
sighed and looked at Mr. Insurance through eyes flooded with years of pain
and hurt. Then he said in a choking whisper, “You never really know how
much time you got left, do ya?”

Jesus had now walked back to the pulpit with Suzy. This had to be Jesus’
craziest story so far. Where was he going with this? Jesus looked back to his sheets
and marched on.

Now, the gunman with his left arm still around Roxanne’s neck, slowly
moved the pistol from her temple to his own. He pulled the hammer back
with this thumb. The tremble of his hand now exaggerated. He squeezed his
eyes shut as hard as he could, searching for the courage to pull the plug on
his own life.
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Mr. Insurance took a step toward the murderer. He put his hand up as
if to say, “Wait.” Without looking away, he reached in his cart and pulled out a
contract. He held it out to the killer and offered, “There’s still hope for now…”
he paused, then continued, “If—if you got hope for later." The whole room
held it’s breath. For 15 seconds all we heard was the one-note prayer of the
refrigerator compressor.
Mr. Insurance continued, “You were a bum before you walked in here
tonight. You were a bum before you stole from Roxanne. You were a bum
before you murdered that man." Mr. Insurance looked at the man on the
floor, then back up at the hooded face. “You’re still just a bum, no more, no
less." He took a long, slow breath, “And this contract…it can still cover you.”
The killer couldn’t hold on anymore. The mask was crumbling. His
arm still collared Roxanne’s neck, but the gun was now hanging at his side.
His head hung low as he said, “How?" He looked at Mr. Insurance pleadingly,
“How can a no-good piece of garbage like me still qualify for something so
unbelievable?”
“The owner of this company paid a great price to make this policy
available—to you. Look." Mr. Insurance opened the policy to page six and
showed him the place for his signature. Underneath the line designated for
the policyholder was printed ‘Sebastian Damien Gauntrifaux.'

The real Sebastian exploded with fury. He hurled his beer mug toward Jesus,
but it slammed against the back wall of the bar, shattering the mug along with a
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dozen other bottles of liquor. His face was blazing with rage. He thrust a finger in
Jesus’ direction and shouted, “Go to hell, Jesus!" Then in a lower, sinister growl he
said, “Watch your back Messiah—a gun may come looking for you as well." He spun
on his heel and the four robes stomped out the door.
Pete’s eyes were like saucers. Suzy’s mouth hung open. The whole bar was as
silent as the coffee shop from the story. The music had died.
Jesus seemed completely unfazed by Sebastian’s fit. He looked back down to
his papers and continued on with the story.

The killer lowered his head, squinting, wondering if he was seeing
things. He touched the barrel of his revolver to his own name on the
contract—Sebastian Damien Gauntrifaux.
Mr. Insurance took the chin of the killer in his hand and lifted it so he
would look into his eyes. “You can’t be bad enough that this contract won’t
cover you. Stop running, turn around. Take off your mask…”

Jesus looked toward the door, and as if speaking to the real Sebastian, he said,
“Take off your robe…" Then continued.

“The owner wants to cover you.”
The murderer released Roxanne for the first time in a half hour. She
sank to the floor, exhausted. He pulled the cap off his head as Mr. Insurance
slid the gun from his hand.
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“You knew I was going to shoot that guy. You knew my name. Who are
you?”
“I’m your—insurance agent." Mr. Insurance gently set the gun on the
counter. Sebastian signed his name to the contract of hope.
It was the very last thing he ever did as a free man. Kelly locked the
cuffs on his wrists and started walking him toward the door. Mr. Insurance
called out to him and Kelly pulled Sebastian to a stop and turned. Mr.
Insurance took Sebastian tenderly by the hands, reached out with his rubber
stamper, and sealed the contract with his red ink.
“There. You’re covered."
Sebastian looked at the “Insured For Life” lettering on his hands. He
noticed that Mr. Insurance, too, had red stains on the backs of his hands, but
they were no longer legible. They almost looked like scars from an ancient
wound. Mr. Insurance wiped a tear from Sebastian’s cheek and reassured
him, “You’re covered.”
I didn’t get out of there till 2:30 in the morning. I was headed for
home, tired and emotionally spent, when I happened to get a glimpse of
myself in the rear view mirror. This time the mirror stared back at me. I saw
the reflection that is, not the one that might be. I saw malnourished eyes,
deep set with hunger and loneliness. I saw rags. I saw hopelessness. I saw a
cop wearing a Bulls cap.
I saw a bum.
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I made an illegal U-turn right in front of the Crate&Barrel store on
Michigan Avenue. I pointed my car back toward Roxanne’s with the intention
of finding Mr. Insurance and that six-page mortality waiver. I went back to
get covered.
On Saturday, the Tribune reported a murder at Funky Java, but that’s
not the whole story. Today there’s an altruistic insurance agent on the corner
of Grand and St. Clair cavalierly dispensing life to the dying, with the words…
“There’s hope for now if you got hope for later.”

The Neon Cathedral didn’t move. Jesus had tears running down his face. We all
instinctively knew this story was more than just a story to him. It seemed intensely
personal. Suzy stood, still at his side, searching his eyes as if to comprehend the
depths of this story, this man. Finally he spoke.
“I come to you not as a religion, but as the courier of hope. I am your insurance
agent. I am your forgiveness, your grace. I am your hope for now…” he paused,
“…and I am your hope for later.”
With that he folded up his sheets and slid them back into his pocket. He
stepped down from the pulpit and started making his way back to our table. Several
steps in, he stopped, looked across the room and said, “I want you all to know that I
dearly love you—each of you." Then he raised his hand and quietly said, “Live well,
love well.”
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Chapter 10—Courage

“I don’t know.” Peter said, looking at James. “He seems like he’s riding the
edge of sanity. Sometimes I think he might be on the verge of cracking up…and then
sometimes I think I might be the one who is losing it.”
James, John, Peter and I were still sitting in the back corner of the Neon
Cathedral. The others had all left.
“Well, he’s very certain about what he’s doing and why he’s doing it. It’s not
like he’s just making stuff up. This is all very intentional, don’t you think?" I wasn’t
sure what Jesus was up to, but I was quite certain he was sure about it.
John weighed in, “I’m as confused as you guys are, but one thing for certain,
I’m coming to believe that there’s goodness in him that I’ve never seen before. I
think I trust him…I think.”
We sat in silence for a while. There was a sense that we all wanted to figure
him out. Maybe that was for self-preservation reasons. With each passing day Jesus
seemed to be pissing off a whole new group of people, and some of these groups
were not the kinds to be messed with. Sebastian and his cohorts had power and
were not shy about taking things into their own hands. Stories were whispered
around town about people who disappeared, and we all assumed that Ba’al was tied
to plenty of them. When you cross powerful people, there were often significant
consequences.
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If Jesus continued down this path with total disregard for the unspoken rules
of Ba’al, the road was going to get increasingly rocky. And not just for Jesus, but for
all of us. It seemed like we were approaching that place where we had better start
counting the cost of being in the tribe of this Jesus.
Yesterday we had been talking about this with growing fear when
Bartholomew blurted out, “The ocean takes care of each wave till it gets to shore."8 I
don’t know where he gets this stuff from, I’ve never seen him reading. But I was
starting to suspect that our waves were headed for chop.
Suzy walked up to our table and sat down. The place was starting to thin.
When Jesus had finished his story, the placed buzzed for an hour, weighing his
words and debating what exactly they meant. Suzy still didn’t buy Jesus’ line of
thinking, but she was increasingly enamored with him. I wouldn’t say this out loud,
at least not in front of Peter, but I think she had a bit of a thing for Jesus. She loved
that he challenged her, that he didn’t back down from her like most people did. She
was used to people that either agreed with her or shut up. Even Peter, of all people,
had to spread his stance and brace himself when Suzy’s appraisals were dished out
with whip-cracking attitude.
So now as Suzy slid into our circle, she said, “Damn, that guy’s got balls. I
can’t believe he pointed his finger at Sebastian and pulled the trigger. Did you see
that little twit? He almost shit his pants." Suzy laughed with gusto. “Courage. That’s
courage, boys.”
“It also might be crazy,” I said, not making eye contact with her. “He’s going to
get himself killed.”
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Suzy looked at me, almost with a sense of pity. Then she said, “Every man
dies, but not every man lives."9 Then she got up and walked back to the bar.
Peter looked at me for a while, then gradually broke out into a grin. “Ouch."
He threw a light punch at my shoulder. “The chick just called us out. She’s right you
know." Then with a bit of remorse he said, “She’s more bad-ass than me.”
James pushed away from the table and said, “I’m going home. But I’ll tell you
what, tomorrow I’m going to start carrying a piece—just in case.”

……………………………………………………………………………………….

Sebastian’s cheeks were still blushed with residual rage. He sat in his
oversized chair behind his desk. His three robed shadows sat across from him,
shrinking from the heat they knew was coming.
Sebastian looked above their heads on the far wall and saw the painting that
Jesus had given him. The knowing eyes of Maddie stared him down, again, for the
hundredth time since he had hung the painting. It got the best of him and he
grabbed the coffee cup sitting on his desk and hurled it at the painting. It streaked
straight for Maddie’s face, but when it was six inches from the painting it stopped
dead in its tracks, then dropped harmlessly to the floor.
Sebastian jumped to his feet, reached for the painting, grabbing it on each
side of the frame. With all his strength he tried to rip it from the wall, but it wouldn’t
budge. He tried again. The painting wouldn’t move. Some hidden power was holding
it in place.
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With his sleeve, he wiped the sweat from his forehead, which was now
dripping on the floor. He seemed to gather himself, taking slow, calculated breaths.
He walked back to his desk, sat down, and looked at his fellow priests. He pointed
across the desk and with chilling coldness he said, “Find a way for me to humiliate
this Jesus. We need to teach him a lesson. And then…and then I will find a way to kill
him." He swept the back of his hand toward the priests as if to shoo them from his
presence. They jumped, and scurried out.
……………………………………………………………………………………………

Jesus slipped into the alley from the back door of Lieu D’Art around midnight.
The pressure of the day had left him. His shoulders now relaxed, at peace.
He had come to find the back room of this gallery as a haven from the chaos,
the place he went when he needed to think, to talk with his Father. The curator,
Brunelle, had taken a liking to Jesus and had told him that he was welcome to come
and paint anytime he wished.
Most of the time Jesus painted in silence. His brush did the talking, but
sometimes Brunelle overheard a strange conversation of sorts taking place. Part
discussion, part argument. Not like a disagreement, but more like working through a
relationship struggle, as if difficult things were in play and they needed to be
hammered out.
Jesus always entered the gallery through the back door, and he left his
paintings there in the back room. Brunelle hid them away, safely, so no one was
aware of the work Jesus was doing there.
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The paintings always featured people, faces, emotions. Some had the
loneliness of an Edward Hopper painting—a sole woman in a café, or the blurred fog
of a Monet. Some had an angular, angry skeletal vibe that felt almost Picasso-like,
while others seemed to tell an intricate story like a Rubens or Chagall.
But always, it was people. It was the story of a person, an individual. It was
eyes red with hurt or bodies bent in pain. Other times it was rampant joy or
pandemic expressions of love.
Brunelle speculated at the source of all these disparate emotions, but he
never felt the freedom to ask. It seemed so intensely personal with Jesus that it felt
like he would be intruding on the muse, and Brunelle had no intention of interfering
with whatever was bringing these images to life.
Originally, Brunelle had mixed motives behind helping Jesus. He understood
that he was witnessing something extraordinary, and by being on the inside—by
securely vaulting the paintings—he thought he might stand to benefit greatly,
financially. But as the sessions and months wore on, Brunelle came to realize that in
addition to these paintings being magnificent pieces of art, they also told the story of
a very unusual man. He began to see his role as the sole custodian of a rare history.
Deep down, he sensed that Jesus would ultimately be the story, not his paintings.
As Jesus turned the corner and headed for his apartment, three robed figures,
deep in the shadows, watched him emerge from the back alley of the gallery.
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Chapter 11—Garage Church

Saturday morning, 6AM, was the most common gathering time for the
Brotherhood church. Many slave owners would party late on Friday night, sleeping
in on Saturday, affording slaves a bit more free time before they were expected to be
on the job.
The top floor of a parking ramp was the sanctuary this morning. The sun was
just cresting over the Mississippi River as an accordion breathed the first strains of
music. Most people were clumped in groups, sitting on blankets spread across the
concrete. Some had coffee, some had bread. They were enjoying a late breakfast as
the service began.
There was no stage, no chairs, no sound system, just a lot of world weary
humans looking for a smidgen of hope—300 or so, all with inked digits on their right
hands.
The gathering was a complete hodge-podge of age, race, and culture. There
was no demographic for pidgeon-holing the Brotherhood; they were an eclectic
breed of outcasts. The one thing they had in common was the one thing they
despised, yet that one thing drew them together like family. In fact, within the
Brotherhood, they often referred to one another as The Family.
A large black man, missing his right arm just below the elbow, was the leader
of this family. He had visible scars on his cheek and a distinct limp when he walked.
In the absence of a right hand, his number had been tattooed to his forehead. He
wore no robe, no vestments, just garage-sale jeans and a T-shirt.
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They called him Father John. In spite of his many physical flaws, he radiated
warmth. His voice had a tenderness that drew people to him. He had kind eyes that
embraced you once you made peace with the scars.
He hadn’t been elected. He hadn’t sought the role as leader. He simply fell
into what was needed of him by the people he loved.
The clumps of gathered people quieted and the music began again.

…………………………………………………………………………………….

We didn’t know where Jesus was taking us this morning, but then you could
say that about every one of our daily field trips. Jesus wasn’t much for publishing an
itinerary or apprising us of his long-range plans. But then, again, it seemed doubtful
that he actually had any long-range plans.
We turned right on Hennepin Avenue and into a parking garage. He was
whistling as he started ascending the stacked circles to the top floor. It wasn’t until
we were two floors from the top that I began to hear the faint music. The melody
gradually melded with the tune Jesus was whistling. I knew this song.
Now I heard a voice, a beautiful voice. It was pure and innocent, singing
words that a voice that pure should know nothing about.

We shall overcome, we shall overcome
We shall overcome someday
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Here in my heart, I do believe
We shall overcome someday

As we rounded one more floor, the music got louder.

We'll walk hand in hand, we'll walk hand in hand
We'll walk hand in hand someday
Here in my heart, I do believe
We'll walk hand in hand someday

We shall live in peace, we shall live in peace
We shall live in peace someday
Here in my heart, I do believe
We shall live in peace someday

We came around the last corner into the open-air balcony of the ramp. I
could now hear the music lightly bouncing off of the neighboring buildings. A gentle
breeze reached us dissolving the smell of oil and asphalt. I took a deep breath, my
eyes adjusting to the light, taking in the makeshift service that was in progress.
I knew right away this was the Church of the Brotherhood. It had that
unrehearsed informality of a people steeped in poverty. Some of us looked at Jesus
as if to ask, "What are we doing here?" He never broke his gaze from the girl singing
and quietly began singing along.
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We are not afraid, we are not afraid
We shall overcome someday
Here in my heart, I do believe
We shall overcome someday

It was halfway through that verse that I recognized the girl, the singer. It was
Maddie. She had an angelic voice. So pure, so…free. Her eyes were closed and she
sang as if blissfully unaware of her caged existence.
Jesus slowly walked through the crowd, stepping over and around blankets
and bodies, always keeping his eyes on Maddie. She started in on the next verse.

We shall all be free, we shall all be free
We shall all be free someday…

She was only a couple lines into that verse, Jesus within 10 feet of her, when
she heard and recognized his voice. Her eyes popped open. A smile spread across
her face that instantly spoke of her love for him. She kept singing, but walked to his
side, and leaned into his shoulder as she sang.
Most of the rest of us hung back a bit, feeling that awkward mixture of not
wanting to be there, sensing that we were intruding on a private protest rally with
no horse in the race—no purpose to picket. Yeah, we all had things we needed to
‘overcome,’ but to sing that in unison with those who were truly oppressed seemed
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inappropriate.
Jesus, however, didn’t seem to have those reservations. It appeared like he
was identifying completely with the Brotherhood, ready to raise his fist in the air in
solidarity.
Maddie saw me, smiled and waved. That felt good. Even though I knew how
positively foolish it would be to fall in love with a slave, I seemed to be heading
down that path oblivious to reason.
She finished the song, grabbed my hand and sat Jesus and me down on a
shared blanket. We whispered a few things to each other, not really aware of what
else was going on. Finally, realizing the lengthy vacuum of activity, we looked up.
Father John was staring at Jesus, wearing an uncomfortable concoction of fear and
awe.
This was not typical. Father John feared no one. That was the reason he
carried scars and limps. He didn’t withhold truth for the sake of self-preservation. In
fact, he had surgically removed the numbers and the chip from the back of his own
hand with a pocket knife on two occasions, refusing to wear the label of slave. After
his second rebellion, the authorities had reasoned with him—either leave the
number and chip or we will have to take drastic measures. He had looked them in
the eye and said, “Do what you have to do.”
They cut off his right hand and tattooed his number to his forehead. I felt
Maddie tense beside me as she tried to read this foreign expression in the Father’s
eyes.
Finally he gathered himself and began to speak.
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“Family. Friends." He cleared his throat and cast a sideways glance at Jesus.
“I, I don’t know how exactly to tell you this…but I believe that this might be the day
that we have been waiting for, praying for. I smell the fragrance of a violet not yet
opened." He let that settle.
He turned to look at Jesus. “This man, Jesus…I believe that he is the one. The
one sent from God. The one who comes to make everything right." The fear was now
gone, replaced by a breathless anticipation. “He is the one who will bring peace. He
is the one who comes to set us free!”
His last word hung in the air, but wasn’t allowed the space to finish its
import, because a booming voice intruded from the back of the gathering.
“Silence! Enough!”
We wheeled around to the sight of Sebastian and thirty of his black-robed
shadows. Sebastian pointed his finger at Father John and said through gritted teeth,
“Unless you wish to lose your other arm, I suggest you sit down and shut up." Father
John, uncharacteristically, retreated.
Sebastian, followed closely by his flock, swarmed to the front, encircling
Jesus. The rustling of fabric made it sound as if a shivering wind was descending
upon us. When Jesus and those of us sitting toward the front were completely
surrounded, the priests all raised their arms, creating a sense of wingspan to engulf
us, and then began quietly humming. The melody felt ancient and dark.
“Slaves. Scum.” began Sebastian, softly, “I hate to be the bearer of bad news,
but YOU WILL NOT OVERCOME!" He shouted the last phrase. “And this Jesus is not
the one. He is not your hero. He is not your savior. He is not your God!" The
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humming amplified.
Then slowly, “And he will not set you free."
As if wanting to educate a band of ignorant beasts, he continued with a
condescending lilt, “Jesus is just a wannabe. An illusionist. He’s wrapped a few magic
tricks into a sales pitch, dragging you all into his fifteen minutes of fame." The
priests droned on. “But don’t be mistaken, he can’t set you free." He thumped his
chest with a fist as he said, “WE are what freedom looks like. You will never be free.
You will forever serve and fear us.”
He ruffled his feathers and slithered in a tight circle around Jesus. “I would
venture to prophesy that this man, by the end of this year, will be a slave." Then, as if
coming up with a clever idea, “In fact, I may purchase him myself.”
“Tell them, Jesus.” he challenged, “Tell them what a fraud you are.”
I was slouching from my spot on the blanket, trying to keep my distance, not
making eye contact. Jesus, on the other hand, was nonplussed by Sebastian and his
speech.
Now Jesus walked a circle around Sebastian. He reached out to take a pinch
of fabric from Sebastian’s robe between his fingers. The drone of the priests stopped
as Jesus spoke.
“These are fine piece-goods. Certainly nothing a slave could ever afford.
Nothing I could afford,” added Jesus with a smile. Then he looked out to the Family,
addressing them.
“Sebastian and his friends come with starched robes—cleaned, pressed, the
smell of wealth doused in a cologne of affluence and power. But do you know what
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is under these robes?" Jesus looked at Sebastian, then with one swift motion he tore
the robe from the priest standing beside Sebastian, revealing decomposing flesh
hanging from an exposed skeleton, puss dripping from open sores. Immediately a
stench filled the air. It was so acrid that even some of the priests covered their
nostrils. The naked priest scrambled to retrieve the robe and fashion it about his
shoulders.
Jesus continued, “All shiny on the outside, but underneath, faux
righteousness—rotting flesh on religious bones. The aroma hovers, crouching,
waiting to infect anyone touched by their presence. They wear power like an
inheritance, but they are just the bastard children of Darkness.”
Now Jesus looked back to the Family, “The priests of Ba’al strut around as if
they are free. Look in their eyes. Do you see joy? Do you see peace? Do you see
contentment? Do you see freedom?”
“You, the Brotherhood, my Family—you can have inner freedom, a freedom
they will never know. You can carry your expansive liberty with you into any
confined reality. They, on the other hand, must carry their caged souls into every
dark corner. So who is really free?”
“I say they are more slaves than you are. They just haven’t realized it yet."
With that, Jesus reached out his hand as if to shake Sebastian’s hand. He gripped it
hard, then looking him in the eye he said, “Who is your master, Sebastian?”
Sebastian glared back at him. Jesus didn’t let go of his hand and you could see
the discomfort grow. Then Sebastian’s eyes grew suddenly wide. Wincing, he let out
a muffled scream, feeling a searing sensation on the back of his right hand. With
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Jesus’ hand still locked in a death grip, Sebastian rotated his hand to see what was
burning.
He saw smoke rising from his skin as an invisible force branded the back of
his hand with a slave number. Sebastian, face contorted with horror, shoved Jesus
away, and ran from the gathering. The black-robed murder of crows descended the
parking ramp in full flight, Sebastian’s guttural screams lending an eeriness to their
southerly migration. We listened as the flapping of robes faded into the distance.
As the Family settled, Jesus gestured to us, his tribe. He invited us up to join
him in front of the Brotherhood. We stood in a line, facing them. Then he said, “I
bring you freedom…freedom in the middle of slavery. Peace in the middle of chaos.
Contentment in the middle of want. Love in the middle of abandonment."
Then he grabbed my hand, clasped it and raised it. I grabbed John’s hand and
raised it. We all raised our hands in the air. Then Jesus continued, “I will never
abandon you. I am your brother. We…” he looked down the line, “We are your
Family.”
The moment he said that, I felt an intense burning sensation on my hand. It
was now happening to us, the tribe. We watched and moaned as each of our right
hands were branded with a number.
There was confusion, fear, chaos. Why? Thoughts raced. “But Jesus, I don’t
want to be a slave.” Thomas cried out in pain. Judas started rubbing at the brand,
frantically trying to erase it. Bartholomew quietly said, “If we have nothing to
sacrifice, we have nothing to gain.10
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Maddie approached me and tenderly held my hand, tracing the number with
her fingertips. She smiled and held me. I had a moment of revelation for the first
time in my life, somewhat understanding what it meant to be one of the forgotten,
the nobodies. And for some odd reason, I felt a sense of release, a strange sense of
freedom.
James, John, and Peter had big smiles on their faces. This was the war they
had been hoping for, the cause celeb that would give purpose to the tribe. To them it
felt like we had finally found our ‘thing,’ our reason to be.
Jesus knew all of these thoughts and the varying degrees of
misunderstanding they represented. But he stood there, hand in my hand, smiling as
Father John defiantly raised his right stump in the air and began singing…

We shall overcome, we shall overcome
We shall overcome someday
Here in my heart, I do believe
We shall overcome someday
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Chapter 12—The Kite

Strangely, we went undercover after that day. Just when it seemed there was
an objective direction to our tribe, we retreated.
Peter wasn’t happy about this. Thomas didn’t really care one way or the
other. Judas was pissed at Jesus and refused to talk to him for a week. Bartholomew
just rambled semi-incoherently in lofty dialect while dumpster-diving for breakfast.
The Sons of Thunder had been working on a song that they undoubtedly
hoped would be the war-cry for the revolution. It was a variation on the ‘We Shall
Overcome’ lyric, but, of course, with a head-banging intensity—a musical score for
an alley brawl.
Maddie wasn’t too happy about it either. I saw marks on her—black and blue
marks where the Governor obviously was gripping her arm so tightly that it left a
bruise—but she never said a word about it. She knew Jesus had the power to do
things, extraordinary things. If he hated slavery so much, and had the power to do
something about it, but didn’t—what was that all about? What did that make him?
It didn’t make sense to me either. What was he waiting for? This start-stop,
herky-jerky strategy didn’t exactly instill us with confidence in our leader.
But here we were, sitting on the Stone Arch Bridge early one morning. Just us
and our Jesus.
Judas had made up with Jesus. They had had several private talks and Judas
came away with at least a tolerable understanding. But he carried a reticence that
wasn’t very well hidden. This morning he sat furthest away from Jesus, facing
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perpendicular, so as to indicate ‘You’re only getting half of my attention.’
“How are you all feeling about your—numbers?” Jesus asked, touching a
finger to the number on the back of his hand. Judas turned the additional 90
degrees, now with his back to Jesus. Closed for business.
Maddie shrugged, “Comme ci comme ca." It was a French term of indifference
she’d heard the Governor repeat whenever she asked him, “Strawberry or blueberry
jam?" She had fanaticized about asking the Governor if he would prefer that she
plunge the butter knife between L3 and 4, or L4 and 5 on the back of his neck. Then
with a ‘Comme ci, comme ca’ she would stab indiscriminately.
Peter was playing with his Glock 26, slowly flipping it hand to hand. He had
nine rounds loaded and one in the chamber. He said, “I’m feeling good about my
number. After burning hundreds of these onto others, it feels strangely at home on
my hand." Pushing the safety on and off, he said, “Plus I feel like I’m actually part of
the revolution now.”
“Well you’re not, Peter!” Maddie fired back at him. “All of you, you’re bent out
of shape cuz your pretty little skin got messed up. My life got messed up. This
number is just the shiny surface of slavery. When your hope gets locked up and the
key gets thrown away, then come talk to me about being one of us, joining the
revolution." She had no tears, just a frigid stare.
Peter slid his gun under his belt. It feels weird to hear an 18-year-old girl put
the brakes on a man like Peter. Jesus stood and took a few steps away from us, then
he turned and leaned against the railing. The mighty Mississippi was rushing 80 feet
below us, the falls just up stream. I could feel the cool of the mist on my skin.
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Jesus had brought a kite along today, a kite he had evidently made himself.
There was nothing overly fancy about his kite, but it looked like it might fly. It was
one of those rudimentary, old school diamond-shaped flyers made of crossed-sticks
and a paper covering. The tail had thin-cut strands of a silk-like fabric. I had seen
Judas give Thomas a look when he saw Jesus pick up the kite and tell us we were
going flying.
I have to admit, sometimes there is a bi-polar aspect to Jesus—challenging
the deepest issues and most powerful people in society one minute, and then flying
a kite the next. Hard to figure.
Jesus stood by the railing, kite in hand. “Maddie’s right.” he said. “The number
doesn’t make you slaves. You were all slaves long before that." He let that sink in
while he checked the knot attached to the bridle of the kite, making sure it was
secure.
“The minute you tie yourself to something or someone, you become a slave."
He leaned over and invited Peter to show him the number on his hand. Jesus made a
mental note of it, pulled a marker from his pocket, then wrote Pete’s number in
large numerals across the front of the kite.
“The question is, who holds your string?”
With that he threw the kite into the air and very expertly began giving the
kite slack. Tight, then slack. Pulling, then letting it run. He moved, almost dance-like,
as he flew the kite, orchestrating the dips and dives. Subtle nuances. A gentle tug to
the right, a bend to the left, and the kite responded. They almost seemed connected,
as if the kite understood and mirrored the inclinations of Jesus’ body-English.
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We got caught up in the dance we were observing. There was such a freedom
to it. Effortless. The kite and Jesus locked in sync.
Then Jesus began reeling in the kite. When it was within reach, he grabbed it
and set it down on the ground in front of us. He looked at Judas, who had turned
back to the action unable to ignore what was happening. “Judas, have you got a
dollar in your pocket?” Judas squinted at the odd question, but dug in his pocket,
and handed it to Rosalita, who handed it to Jesus. He carefully tied it to one of the
tail strings on the kite.
“Rosalita, hand me your watch." She did, and he tied it to another one of the
tail strips.
“Thomas, hand me your skepticism." Thomas, confused, but trying to look
cool, looked away. Jesus made as if he was tying it to the kite’s tail. “James, hand me
your fear?" James was visibly upset that Jesus, or anyone for that matter, would
think he was afraid of anything.
“Bartholomew, may I have your confusion?" Without hesitation,
Bartholomew reached his hand out to Jesus, all the while mumbling, “Confusion.
Confusion. Confusion.”
“Philip, hand me your need to be somebody." What? I looked down. “John,
hand me your career. Maddie…hand me your hatred and anger."
He went through our group like a bulldozer dredging up our most personal
anxieties, the dreams that we lived for and the crutches we leaned on. Exposing
them. Exposing us.
Then he turned to look at Peter. I could tell Peter was wondering what ‘flaw’
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Jesus was going to call him out on. Jesus reached out his hand and said, “Peter, give
me your gun." They made eye contact. Peter hesitated, but handed his Glock over to
Jesus. Jesus very methodically tied it to the tail of the kite bearing Peter’s number.
Then he stood, kite in hand. He looked around our circle, then threw the kite with its
ornamented tail over the railing.
It made a mad dash for the river. It was taking string at 20 feet per second.
The spool in Jesus’ hand whirred as it unraveled. Then Jesus very deliberately
pressed his thumb against the spool, slowing it down gradually till it stopped, just
feet from the water. He let it dangle there. He spoke.
“We get attached to things. Then they get attached to us."
“We put our hope in things. Then they weigh down on us.”
While he spoke he began reeling in the kite.
“We put our trust in things, things that can’t lift us up.”
“We put our faith in things, things that prove to be unworthy.”
He continued reeling.
“We lean on ideas, power, strength, certainty—until they all prove
themselves to be imposters.”
I heard Peter’s gun clang against the side of the bridge as Jesus grab the
bridle of the kite.
“We have to let them go.”
Jesus, holding the kite over the railing, pulled the tail strips, one-by-one, from
the kite and let them fall into the river below. Judas’ dollar. Rosalita’s watch. The
skepticism, fear, insecurity, anger, hatred, shame, dreams, careers, control…Peter’s
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gun. Peter twitched, almost imperceptibly, as his Glock plunged into the river below.
Jesus turned back to our circle. “So, is there a something worth tying our
hopes to? Someone?”
He threw the kite back into the air, and again it flew. He reeled out the string,
giving the kite every inch of play available on his spool. It was two, maybe three
hundred feet out over the river, playing in the breeze, carefree.
Jesus again turned back to us and said, “So, Peter is up there blowing in the
breeze, free as a bird." Jesus looked back at the kite. Then back to us, tugging on the
string once, twice, three times. “Or is he?”
Again, looking at the kite Jesus said, as if talking to the kite, “We are all slaves
to something, or someone. And there is no shortage of those willing to pull on your
string." Back to us, he said, “Choose carefully who you serve. There is one who loves
you and will fly you with such ease that you will feel more free than if no one at all
was holding you.”
“Don’t be fooled, my friends, you cannot fly yourselves." With his right hand,
he broke the string coming from the spool. He held the frayed end in the air for a
moment, then let it go.
The kite flew—briefly. It floundered in the sky, losing loft. Then, lacking the
pull to resist the wind, it drifted, fluttered, and fell from the heavens into the river
below. We watched as it floated along in the current, soon to find it’s home in the silt
and mud on the bottom of the river.
With earnest conviction Jesus said,
“I will hold you."
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“I will guide you."
“I will love you."
Then,
“True freedom isn’t found in flying, it’s in being flown.”
“Trust me.”
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Chapter 13—A Girl Called Love

Bartholomew made eye contact with me today. Briefly. Very briefly, but that
is the first time I have seen him do that. Of course, he then followed that up with,
“Sell your crazy somewhere else. We’re all stocked up here."11 I’m not sure if he was
making a reference to himself or to our tribe. Both fit.
When we had left the bridge yesterday, a crowd had gathered, surrounding
Jesus. It started with a few hundred, but within an hour it had swelled to several
thousand.
There were cancer patients, people with MS, people with arthritis, congestive
heart failure, diabetes, depression…they all came with varying degrees of hope that
this Jesus might, in fact, be able to heal them. They had heard the stories, seen the
testimonials. Was it possibly true? Could he heal them?
So for several hours they lined up, and Jesus touched them. For three hours I
saw a 100% cure rate. No surgery, no medication—just a touch. Healed. New. Sure,
for many of these people there would have to be tests, lab results to determine if
they were healed. But in my heart, I had little doubt about the outcome.
As a med student—someone who knew a bit about how the human body
works, and doesn’t work—I had no category for what I was seeing. The power
coming through his hands and his voice seemed to crackle with energy, more than
sufficient for anything that came his way.
I walked away after two hours, putting a bit of distance between myself and
the action. I sat down and put my head in my hands. Who is this Jesus, really? I felt
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like my head might explode. Where does this kind of power come from? How do I
explain it? A few weeks ago there was no room in my thinking for what I had now
seen with my own eyes.
Was he a god? Was he a prototype, a predecessor of a fully enlightened
human—something we could all realize? Hell, maybe he’s an alien. I just didn’t
know.
Jesus had started out as a curiosity in the Twin Cities, but in recent weeks he
had grown into a full-fledged obsession. It was hard to watch a local newscast
without some mention of his latest bizarre escapades.
It seemed everyone was picking sides; the middle ground was least
populated. The politicians—whether they loved him or loathed him—all were eager
to be seen in his company. The Police Department loved the peace message, but
feared the simmering whispers about an uprising.
Businessmen, hoping to ride the coattails of the latest, greatest, hottest thing
were trying to get him to speak at their conventions, endorse their products, or at
least a photo op. Who wouldn’t want their picture taken with this celeb-du-jour?
The offers started rolling in.
Judas had come to Jesus, offering to be his manager, his booking agent. “We
could make some serious money doing this, Jesus.” he had reasoned. “Think of all the
good we could do with those dollars." But again, Jesus had been totally uninterested,
angering Judas to no end.
Even though most religious leaders fell somewhere between indifference and
abhorrence, the Institutes of Religious Studies were all buzzing with the
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philosophies of Jesus. Religious leaders of every stripe were debating his messages
and his ‘theories.' Actually, more of them seemed interested in his marketing
approach, wondering how a virtual unknown with no money and no PR firm had
managed to capture the attention of the city, and increasingly, the country.
Speaking of which, several national networks had been nosing around
looking to tell the story of this Jesus. So far, he had avoided doing any actual oncamera interviews, but we all knew it was just a matter of time. The momentum was
set.
The Church of the Brotherhood was the one group that seemed to be fully
vested in this Minneapolis Messiah. They loved him. But then, why wouldn’t they?
Jesus was now a tattooed, card-carrying member of their ranks, complete with his
own number.
Many people had noticed that Jesus now had a slave number on his hand, but
their curiosity about that played second fiddle to the fact that he was healing people.
If somebody can heal your son of cancer, you don’t give a rat’s ass if they have a
number tattooed on their hand. You just want your son healed.
But eventually, we knew the question would get popped.
There was a reporter in the crowd who finally threw it out there. “I see you
and your followers all have slave numbers on your hands. What’s the story with
that, Jesus? Did you sell yourselves to someone?”
The whole crowd leaned forward, excited to be in the first ring of those to
hear the latest gossip.
Jesus, seeing a little girl, two or three years old, dancing around innocently in
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front of him, seemed to get distracted and just watched her while the crowd waited
for his response. She was wearing a sundress of bright yellows and reds. Her hair
bounced as she danced, singing a little ditty, joyfully.
Jesus kneeled down by her and held out his arms. She looked at him
hesitantly for a second, then, her trust earned by his smile, she walked into his arms.
Holding her with his right arm, he stood and looked back to the crowd saying, “You
ask an interesting question, did I sell myself to someone?" He paused. “You cannot
sell what you do not own. I am not my own, but a slave to the love of my Father.”
The little girl played with Jesus hair, and pulled gently on his ear lobe.

……………………………………………………………………………………

Sebastian sat in his office, his robe unzipped to the waist. The television
attached to the far wall sent colored splashes of light ricocheting about the room.
The 6PM news was droning on. Jesus, again front and center, the focal obsession of
the local stations.
“Bastard.” Sebastian exhaled under his breath. The coverage was of the scene
by the river from earlier in the day.
“Look at her,” Jesus said, tenderly holding the little girl. “I see my Father’s
eyes in this little one. He has placed that same innocence in each of you, the same
capacity to love and be loved.”
“I have traveled a great distance to personally bring that Love back to
humanity.”
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“Great distance?” shot back Sebastian. “You’re from Ely. Fucking Ely!”
“So who is my master?" Concluding, he now lifted the little girl high above his
head, gazing into her eyes he said, “She is my master. Her name is Love. My Father
has sent her to teach us how to live, and I intend to serve her with my last breath.”
“Oh God, Jesus,” breathed Sebastian with disgust.
They cut back to the reporter who was saying, “We’ve tracked down the little
girl from earlier today, the one that Jesus was holding, the one he said was his
‘master.' Her real name is Sofie Johanssen. Her parents live in South Minneapolis
and they have never met Jesus before. We asked her mother, Elizabeth, if she knew
why Jesus would have called Sofie his master?”
“I don’t know. He’s obviously a guy who likes to paint word pictures and he
uses whatever is convenient to do that. Sofie was a cute prop for him, I guess." She
realized that that might have sounded like a judgmental statement so she clarified,
“No, I don’t mean it that way. It’s just that this Jesus character uses imagery to teach
ideas. I actually think that’s pretty cool. And really, why is everyone getting so riled
by this guy? I mean, what has he done? He metaphorically sells himself to Love, and
we get upset by that?" She continued, even though it looked like the reporter was
trying to wrap it up. “If you ask me, Jesus’ brand of love seems a whole lot more
genuine than what I’ve seen from the Ba’al priests.”
Sebastian removed his ruby collar and slammed it onto his desk. The State
Media Network was going to hear from him.
The story ended with another quote from Jesus, “So yes, I am bound, but I am
free. I have been bought, yet I am an heir. I am a slave, but I am my Master’s beloved
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son. And I have come, inviting you to shackle yourselves to this freedom, this Love."
The news anchor moved on to the next story.
“Think, Sebastian, think.” he said, talking to himself. No one had ever gotten
under his skin like this before. He prided himself on being intelligent enough to
always be a move or two ahead of his adversaries. He twirled the ruby in his hands
until it came to him. A plan.
He zipped his robe back up to his neck, placed the ruby necklace back where
it belonged, and a dark smile unfurled across his face.
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Chapter 14—The Proposal

Jesus disappeared after that. Vanished. He told none of us where he was
going, other than that he needed to spend some time with his Father. I guess we
assumed he had gone up to Ely, but the media had sent trucks and vans and
bloodhounds to sniff him out, and no one had found him.
The weeks flew by.
Our fearless leader had spawned multiple TV shows. Some were celebrity
gossip formats, some religiously based, and some were scientific studies on his
miracles. “It’s time for, How Did Jesus Do THAT?” the studio audience mimicked.
Another was called The Jesus Chronicles. They interviewed anybody willing
to tell a ‘Jesus story.' And there were thousands of them—some true, some
ridiculous fabrications. His absence seemed to just heighten the public’s curiosity
about him. They couldn’t get enough.
The tribe gained its own notoriety in his absence. Some of us liked it, others
not so much. Bartholomew didn’t give good interviews. I felt for him, because he
became the butt of their jokes. “Here’s one of Jesus’ followers. Tell us, sir, what’s the
story with Jesus?" He stammered and twitched and mumbled random nonsense. It
made us all look stupid.
Judas went back to taking bets, but now he added fun Jesus-themed wagers.
Like, what’s the over/under on:
•

Jesus running for Mayor? Winning?
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•

Jesus beating Sebastian in a fistfight?

•

Jesus starting a new religion?

•

Jesus starting a television network?

I think Judas’ intention was to try to talk Jesus into all these things when he
returned, making a killing off of it. By the way, Simon had already started a line of
‘Jesus Rides’ skateboard clothing—mostly T-shirts with Jesus’ mug all over them.
Rosalita went back to the city council.
Andrew went back to hauling people’s trash.
Tom to his printing biz.
Jude to his CPA firm.
Bartholomew to his cardboard box under the Lake Street-Marshall Avenue
Bridge.
I went back to med school.
Maddie went back to work for the Governor, full time. After Jesus had been
gone a week, the Governor sent troops to round her up. Playtime was over.
James and John went back to playing gigs, but on the side they were
scheming with Peter. I heard they were meeting with faction groups from the
Brotherhood and were planning some gorilla attacks on various government and
religious targets.
I ran into Simon on the street one day and he told me that Peter had bought a
new gun. He had showed it to Simon. It was an old Browning that the French had
referred to as the Grande Puissance, which meant ‘Higher Power.'
Right before Jesus disappeared, he and Peter had had a run in. Peter had gone
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to him and reasoned that the only way to see significant, permanent change was to
force our government and the religious elite to respect us. Jesus had said he
intended to sacrifice himself in an offering of love. Peter, as if educating Jesus had
shot back in frustration, "Respect is not casually handed over to those who threaten
with love." Peter had said it with a tone a tad too harsh. "You have to take it, Jesus.
Sometimes you have to demand things, using force for the cause of good."
Peter was sure that Jesus would understand his logic, but Jesus had lost his
temper with him. “Get away from me! You want control Peter, but that’s not why I’ve
come. Now, leave!" The longer Jesus was gone, the more that episode ate at Peter.
It’s funny, in Jesus’ absence, our tribe had very little in common. We certainly
had no direction or purpose to hold us together. I did miss my time with the gang,
but mostly I missed being with Jesus. It really had felt like we were onto something,
something that might just change everything. But in the five or six weeks since he
had disappeared I was starting to wonder if I had really seen those miracles. Were
those real people, real miracles; were they really healed? It felt like I had been cast
in a blockbuster action movie and now was being relegated to my trailer.
Then one day, my agent called. It was Jesus; he was back! “Get the tribe
together.” he said. “We’ve got things to do!”
It didn’t take much to ramp up the crew. Even though they had gone back to
their old lives, they were wishing and hoping for the reentry of their director. The
slightest whisper of his return would have brought them running.
We met him in front of the Falafel King on 7th and Lake. He had just popped
what was left of the deep-fried mashed chickpeas into his mouth as we approached.
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He came running when he saw us.
“You don’t know how I’ve missed you all,” he said as he threw his arms
around each one of us. Maddie jumped in his arms and wrapped her legs around
him. Judas shook his hand; Simon proudly showed him his T-shirt. James picked him
up in a bear hug, and I saw a trace of a tear in John’s eye. Jesus held Bartholomew’s
face in his hands, full eye contact. If I’m not mistaken, I think I saw the hint of a smile
on Bartholomew.
Peter held Jesus for a long time. Through the healing hug, Jesus felt the
replaced gun that Peter had tucked under his belt, but he didn’t say anything.
Jesus hooked his hand behind my neck and pulled my forehead right up
against his. He looked at me and tenderly said, “I’ve missed you, Philip, how are you
my friend?" I’ll never forget that moment.
He then turned and started skipping down Lake Street. This was my favorite
Jesus-mood—playful, happy, carefree. It seemed the weeks away had done him
good. He was like a new person.
“Damn, it’s good to be back!" He laughed the words out of his mouth, then
said, “So, our time is getting short, we’ve got a lot of work to do. I have so many
things I want to teach you before I leave.”
Leave? He just got back. What’s he talking about?
John asked the question. “But you just got here Jesus. Why would you have to
leave again?”
“I have to be about my Father’s business. But don’t worry, when I leave I’m
sending a replacement. You won’t be alone.”
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Maddie said it, “But we don’t want a replacement, we want you.”
Jesus just smiled, then, again walking backwards down the sidewalk said,
“The kingdom of heaven is all around us, kids. Do you see it? Everything speaks of
my Father’s love for you and your role in His plan. Everything! I dare you, name
something and I’ll show you how it tells the good story.”
We were walking by the front of Clancey’s Meat Market at the moment.
Through the window we could see one of the butchers wielding the meat cleaver,
parsing out precise cuts. Simon said, with a smirk, “Tell us how cuts of meat are like
the kingdom of heaven, Jesus.”
Without a pause, he said, “You are the kingdom herd. Some of you are ribeyes, some are pot roasts, and some are fillet mignons. Some of you are marbled,
and some a bit tough to chew." He laughed. “You all have a role; you all have your
skills. But it takes all of us to make a cow. You can stack a hundred pot roasts in a
pile and they can never give you milk, butter or cream. It takes all of us, together, if
we want to be that righteous cow we were intended to be." Then, turning back and
walking, “Stick together my tasty sides of beef!”
“Next!” he shouted the challenge.
“Time. What does time teach us about the kingdom of heaven?” asked
Rosalita, looking at the empty space on her wrist.
“Patience and time do more than strength or passion. Next!”12
“Parking meters?”
“Time is short, people. Swipe your grace-card or you’ll be towed. Darkness
has a fleet of a million tow trucks with engines idling, just itchin’ to drag your
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chassis as far from me as possible. But if you swipe, I’ll guarantee you an eternal
space on my boulevard!”
“Grace-card?” asked Judas.
“More on that later…Next!” Jesus was on a roll and wanted to keep it moving.
“Traffic lights.”
“Hmmm,” said Jesus. “Stop-Start. Stop judging. Start loving.”
“What about the yellow light, Jesus?” Maddie asked.
“Everybody knows the answer to that—it means step on the gas!” he laughed
a hearty laugh.
We started picking up followers. “Jesus is back! Jesus is back!" The crowd
doubled every five minutes. The game continued.
“Coffee,” someone yelled.
“Ah, don’t fall asleep spiritually. Keep a mug of my love in your hand at all
times. In fact, carry a thermos and share it. My kindness is caffeine; it will wake the
world up to goodness. The aroma of my freshly-ground grace will open weary eyes
and one sip of my dark-roast mercy will stock your cells with joy.”
“Dark-roast mercy? Really?” asked Jude, sarcastically.
“Keep a healthy spiritual buzz, my friends!” said Jesus, ignoring the question.
“Dogs!” someone yelled.
“Eternal acceptance.”
“Cats!”
“Eternal rejection!” he laughed.
“McDonalds.”
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“A guy pulls up to a drive-through in heaven. The box squawks, “What’ll you
have?" Guy says, “Quarter pounder of peace of mind, hold the onions." She says,
“Done!" The guy says, “Really? You serve peace of mind sans onions?" Girl says,
“Yup, and have you tried our love-your-neighbor-as-yourself happy meal?
Heavenly!" Guy says, “Wow. I’m lovin’ this!”
Staying on the food train, someone yelled, “Hotdogs.”
“You might think you are nothing but left-over meat, extraneous cuts, throwaway clippings, but when you let me spice you up, slather you in my special sauce,
and wrap you in my love, you become a delicacy—savored by friends and admired
by enemies. Oh, and people in ballparks will literally eat you up.”
The game continued, “A good cigar.”
“A great companion on the golf course of life!” But choose carefully what you
inhale, it can leave you with nasty breath in the morning.”
“Wine.”
“Character transformation takes a long time to ferment. Can’t rush it. But if
you let me do the work, you will be aged to perfection. You will become a good year
from bad circumstances, a bouquet of wisdom blossoming from years in the
woodshed.”
“How is Yoga like the kingdom of heaven, Jesus?”
Jesus stopped, went into a standing pose, arms stretched toward heaven. He
was silent for fifteen seconds, then said, “Be still. Stop and reflect. Spend time with
my Father. Get to know his voice. Learn to feel the nudging of the Spirit. Slow down.
The fastest road to maturity is not a shortcut through ‘self-help land,’ but a
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disciplined detour through extended silence, listening for the whisper of my Voice.”
“Pawn shops.” said Peter, as they passed Uptown Pawn.
Jesus pulled the tribe through the door and walked up to the guy behind the
counter. “Do you take trades?" The guy gave him a look that said, ‘Duh, do you know
where you are, buddy?' Then Jesus turned to Peter and said, “Can I have your gun,
Peter?”
Peter, looking away in exasperation, mumbling to himself, “Not again." He
made no move to retrieve the gun. Jesus stepped up to him, looked him in the eye
and said, “Do you trust me, Peter?" Peter shrugged. Jesus continued, “Do you believe
that I will do nothing except that which is good for you, that which will make you a
better person?" Peter kind of nodded. Jesus held out his hand again, “The gun." Peter
agonizingly retrieved the semi-automatic from under his belt, and delivered over his
second firearm to a man who made them disappear.
Jesus took it and began examining it. He popped the clip—fully loaded. He
ran his finger around the wood engraved handle. “This is a nice gun, Peter.” He
looked up at the guy behind the counter as if to say, "This baby is worth some
serious dollars." The guy behind the counter took a step back, unsure as to whether
this was a transaction or a heist.
Jesus then noticed an engraving on the barrel that said, “Justice for All." Jesus
nodded, appreciating the heart of a man who cared for those unable to fight for
themselves. “You’re a good man, Peter,” he said.
Then he turned to the guy behind the counter. “I kinda hate to trade such a
fine piece of craftsmanship, but I really need—that." He pointed the gun at a
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beautiful diamond ring inside a jewel case. Peter’s eyes grew like saucers, as did all
of ours. Jesus slid the gun across the counter and was handed the ring. Jesus turned
to Peter, holding out the ring so he could see it.
“The kingdom of heaven is achieved through the most unlikely of measures.
It doesn’t come by force. It doesn’t come by power. It arrives, one loving act of
kindness at a time.
“I have pawned my power to be with you. I have traded my authority to
become your servant. And I have done this all for my love of you.”
He held the ring up so we all could see it.
“I would like to make a proposal." Looking around, from face to face, he very
deliberately said, “I Jesus, take you, Peter.”
Then to James he said, “I Jesus, take you James." And he continued.
“John."
“Maddie."
“Philip."
“Bartholomew."
“Judas."
“Andrew."
“Simon."
“Rosalita."
“Tom."
“Jude…” he went around the whole circle.
“I take you to be my bride, to have and to hold from this day forward, for
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better or for worse, for richer, for poorer, in sickness and in health, to love and to
cherish; from now until the end of time.”
There was a long silence when he finished. It was a bit awkward. Do we say
vows back to him. Who does this kind of stuff?
I heard Maddie, under her breath, say, “I do.”
Jesus then took the ring and placed it in Peter’s palm, and wrapped Peter’s
fingers around it. Then with a sparkle in his eye, he said, “Now, my recommendation
to you, Peter, is to slide this on Suzy’s finger and marry the hell out of her!”
Cheers erupted from the tribe. Peter blushed, but the breadth of his grin
betrayed his intentions. He walked out the door of the pawn shop without casting a
backward glance toward his gun.
As we walked down the street, Bartholomew, in the most deadpan of voices,
chanted, “Peter and Suzy—sitting in a tree—k-i-s-s—i-n-g—first comes love…”
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Chapter 15—Lunch with Sebastian

The first snow of the season was piling up outside. Sebastian sat in an
oversized chair carved from Mozambique Ebony. He set his chalice on the table and
leaned back, looking at the Gothic-styled fireplace that was keeping him warm.
Sneering Gargoyles lined the top ledge of a hearth made of Berigatto marble. The
sides had several columns of open Gothic spires making it look like the whole
structure was firmly anchored in the fifteenth century. His hand draped over the
side of his chair and stroked the head of a snoozing Marduk.
He was waiting for Jesus. The invitation had gone out two weeks prior for
Jesus to join him for lunch at the Ineffable Club, the exclusive retreat for Ba’al priests
that inhabited a full city block of downtown Minneapolis. Sebastian had been
pleasantly surprised when Jesus had sent word back that he would accept the
invitation.
When Jesus had disappeared for five weeks, Sebastian thought he might have
been rid of this Jesus and the circus that surrounded him. But with his return last
week, the three-ringed frenzy was once again the greatest show in town.
Sebastian had never ascribed to the theory ‘Keep your friends close, and your
enemies closer,’ he preferred making disagreeable nuisances vanish without a trace.
But with Jesus’ popularity heading in the wrong direction, he figured it might be
time to sidle up to Jesus, to look for soft spots, vulnerabilities.
Jesus arrived two minutes late. He was ushered in by a woman in a full-length
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red evening gown. She pulled his chair out for him, then bent down to pet the
Doberman before she retreated.
“Sorry I’m late, Sebastian."
“The Messiah begins with an apology—how ironic,” observed Sebastian.
Then, “I appreciate you joining me today. I have been hoping to get to know you
better.”
“Strange,” responded Jesus, “I feel like I know you quite thoroughly.”
“How so?” asked Sebastian.
We were interrupted by our server, a young boy, 10 or 11, wearing a full
length black robe with a small ruby necklace.
He refilled Sebastian’s chalice with a deep burgundy wine, then looked to
Jesus for a drink order. “I’ll have water, please.” said Jesus. The boy put his hands
together and bowed deeply to Sebastian, then to Jesus. As he was turning to leave,
Jesus noticed the slave number on the boy’s hand. He gently reached out and took
the boy’s hand, then held his own hand out to reveal his number. The boy almost
smiled, but checked it, then hurried away.
“How is your painting going, Sebastian?” asked Jesus, changing the subject.
“As you well know, Jesus, there is always more to learn.” Then nodding
toward the painting above the hearth, “That’s one of my more recent ones.”
“What’s it called?” asked Jesus, looking at the portrait of a disfigured girl with
excessively large, protruding eyes and pale white skin, almost blue-ish as if she were
dead.
“I call it Retribution." They both admired it for a while.
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“You’re a very gifted painter, Sebastian."
Sebastian, trying to hide the fact that he was deeply flattered, responded, “As
are you, Jesus. The painting you gave me? It’s, it’s quite extraordinary.”
“Ah, Maddie—she’s a masterpiece—truly one of my greatest creations. Don’t
you just love her?”
“We’re talking about the painting, right?” clarified Sebastian.
“Sorry, sometimes I have a hard time differentiating between the two…You
know, where does creation start? Where does it stop?”
Sebastian, ignoring the questions, asked, “Where did you study, Jesus?”
Jesus took a drink of his water that the boy had brought. “My Father is a
Master—the Master, if you ask me. He’s been painting as long as I can remember.
Every one of his paintings is a bonafide masterpiece. I’m not just saying that either.
It’s the truth. The greatest Artist to ever live.”
Sebastian observed, “High praise. And where would I see one of his
paintings?”
“Oh, you won’t. He has never sold one. But…” Jesus looked toward the ceiling,
as if lost in thought for a moment, “My Father’s creations are all around us,
everywhere you look—walking, breathing—living masterpieces. But his paintings
are his children, far too precious to sell."
“Come on now, Jesus,” he said with a hint of condescension, “You and I both
know that everything is for sale." The boy placed our salads in front of us and stood
at the ready, waiting for Sebastian’s next cue. I took a bite while Sebastian went on.
“I own whatever my eye lands on, whatever I desire. This club, my Bentley, that boy.
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Hell, I think I might be able to purchase you if I truly wanted to." He laughed,
disarmingly, and filled his fork with greens.
Jesus wiped the corners of his mouth with his napkin. Setting his fork down,
he said, “When you put a price on anyone, you devalue everyone. When you
purchased this boy, you, yourself, became affordable, cheap." Jesus looked at the
boy. This time the boy smiled visibly.
Jesus continued, “Has he ever smiled at you, Sebastian?”
Sebastian took another bite, ignoring the question.
“I have been here for fifteen minutes, and I already own a bigger piece of this
boy than you do. You may have purchased his flesh and blood, but I am holding a
growing sliver of his heart with each passing minute.”
“I don’t want his heart, I want his service,” shot back Sebastian. Then he
gathered himself and changed the subject.
“What is your mission, Jesus? You breeze into town, you collect followers by
the thousands, the media falls at your feet, and yet none of us really know what it is
that you want.”
The boy brought us our main course, a stew of sorts mixed with peppers in a
red sauce. “Iguana.” said Sebastian by way of explanation, as he dug in with his fork.
“Do you know how they stop them from escaping once caught? They cut the tendons
on their front legs and use them to tie their legs behind their backs." He went on
eating. The woman in the red dress came back and stood behind Sebastian, reaching
around, laying her hands on his chest as he ate.
“Have you met Evangeline?”13 he nodded toward the woman in red. She
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smiled at Jesus. “She is my forest primeval." He leaned his head back against her
breasts. “Now, your mission, Jesus?” said Sebastian, directing him back to the
question.
“Well, interestingly, my story and yours are going to intersect in a significant
way, Sebastian. I intend to use you to help me accomplish my destiny.”
Sebastian set his down fork. “Really,” he said it with a sort of indignant doubt.
“And what exactly will that look like?”
“I hate to ruin the surprise. I think you will just have to wait and watch to see
how things play out.”
Sebastian did not appreciate this response. “I hate to break this to you Jesus,
but I don’t think we’re on the same team.”
“I’m aware of…”
Sebastian interrupted him, “So the likelihood of me coming alongside you to
help you accomplish whatever it is you hope to do, well—when hell freezes over,
Jesus.”
He went on, “However, I do have a surprise for you today." He smiled with
self-satisfaction. “I’ve taken the liberty to organize a press conference as soon as
we’ve finished our lunch. All the national networks are here—including a good
number of those from all continents. There’s a good chance that this will be seen
around the world. Do you realize what a big deal you are…or should I say, what a big
deal they think you are?" Jesus didn’t respond. Sebastian continued, “I should thank
you, I would not have been able to assemble this consortium—not without the
‘Messiah.’" He finished off the sentence with mocking reverence.
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The woman in red now bent down and wrapped her arms around his neck
from behind. He leaned back, kissed her on the cheek and said, “Maybe we should
have a little after dinner drink before we go meet the press." She smiled and left us.
Jesus, looking across the table at Sebastian, said, “What exactly will we be
telling the press? I have no announcements to make.”
“Well, then they are going to be terribly disappointed. I told them that you
were ready to inform the world of your intentions. They have high expectations of
this meeting.”
“And if I decide not to talk, to stay silent?”
Sebastian smirked just a bit, “I’m afraid you would look the fool. For your
own sake, I would recommend you cordially answer their questions. After all, if you
have nothing to hide, this will be a wonderful opportunity for you to tell the world
why you are here.”
The woman arrived back at our table with a silver tray covered by a dome
inlaid with jewels. Two empty shot glasses and a knife were off to one side. She set it
on the table and Sebastian almost imperceptibly licked his lower lip. The dome
moved slightly. Something was moving the dome from underneath. The girl reached
and pulled the dome from the tray.
A live, very young cobra snake was writhing underneath. Its head
immobilized by a hook that confined it to the tray. The tail was now threatening to
knock over our water glasses. Sebastian placed his hand in front of the snake, just
out of reach. The fangs flashed in an attempt to sink into Sebastian’s hand. The boy,
still standing beside our table now took the knife that was on the tray and grabbed
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the tail with his left hand and pulled it taut. Then he carefully made an incision with
the point of the knife along the middle of the snake’s belly. He then reached through
the incision, finding the cobra’s heart, and pulled it out, placing it in Sebastian’s shot
glass.
He had obviously done this before. Evangeline smiled and stroked
Sebastian’s hair. The boy went about his business mechanically, with a rehearsed
proficiency. Next he severed the head of the cobra, set down the knife, and held the
snake’ body over Sebastian’s glass, lightly squeezing as the blood dripped into it.
Then he drained some blood into the other shot glass for Jesus. When he was
finished, he stood back, with his hands at his sides as blood dripped from his
fingertips. His face told no stories, just a dead-cold emotionless stare.
Sebastian, leaned forward, looking into his glass. The heart was still beating,
creating ripples in the liquid. “I don’t mean to be selfish, Jesus,” still admiring the
efforts of the heart, “but today I get the heart and you must simply settle for the
blood." He picked up his glass, held it up toward Jesus, and with a smile on his face,
said, “A toast?" Jesus made no move to pick up his glass. “To friendship." He began to
bring the glass to his lips, then stopped. “But if not friendship, then to a war where
one of us will pay in blood.”
He threw the shot glass back, heart and all, and swallowed. He set down the
glass, then looked off into the distance as if allowing it to settle. Then he said, “My
favorite part? Feeling the heart continue to beat in my stomach." For twenty seconds
he enjoyed the sensation, then he raised his eyebrows and pronounced, “Dead.”
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Chapter 16—Press Conference

Jesus watched a spider crawl up Sebastian’s robe till it got lost in a pleat. A
sound technician was running a wire under his robe, then attaching a microphone to
Sebastian’s collar. They had done the same with Jesus under his shirt.
Sebastian’s mouth was dry, caught between nerves and excitement. This was
to be the biggest audience of his lifetime—millions of people watching. He felt his
own heart beating in his stomach.
The assembled press corps was massive, with a diversity of looks and
languages. Suits, saris, and sarongs. Kilts, tunics, and kurtas. Boots to sandals, Pradas
to Alibabas. The room ricocheted with distant tongues and a mélange of scents.
The media invitation had gone out to the countries of the world, but
Sebastian had never dreamed of a global turnout of this magnitude. The sheer
numbers of those attending had forced the Ba’al Council to move the press
conference into their sanctuary.
This was the holiest room in the complex. It was, for all practical purposes, a
theater in the round with an upper tier gallery circumnavigating the stage. Those in
the balcony were almost poised over the stage so as to create a sense of immersion
into the drama. At full capacity the room seated 300 and it was elbow to elbow by
1:30 in the afternoon.
The stage was elevated, two steps up from the main floor. It was bare except
for a brass altar in the middle and two pedestals for the guests, one on either side.
There was a teleprompter in front of each pedestal, ready to prod the presenters.
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The altar was already subtly hissing with a low-grade propane fire glowing
from inside the brass caldron. It was widely rumored that the Ba’al priests offered
sacrifices of various animals during their religious rituals. Most people didn’t care
one way or another about this practice. Many religions adhered to some sort of
atonement ritual, whether it was to appease the gods for their past sins or to
proactively earn indulgences for transgressions yet to be committed.
Ba’al’s sacrifices were neither. For them, being witness to a death-in-progress
was viewed as an accelerant into a more visceral mysticism. They relished the
moment of passage when the prey was borne through the portal of death.
At precisely 2PM, the lights dimmed and three long, slow chimes were
hammered from somewhere external. A small clutch of hooded priests standing at
the head of each aisle in the gallery began humming a sustained note. It gained in
volume for thirty seconds then trailed to a whisper. They remained in their places
for the remainder of the event, pillars of black rimming the balcony. The red lights of
TV cameras were now blinking, primed to capture and beam every breath to the
watching world.
Sebastian and Jesus made their way down opposite aisles toward the stage,
motorized cameras documenting every move, frame by frame. Each stepped up onto
their respective pedestals, Sebastian in his robe and ever-present ruby necklace,
Jesus in jeans and a button-down oxford shirt.
A spotlight rose on Sebastian sending aberrant red flares about the room
refracting from the ruby necklace. He spoke.
“Ladies and gentlemen, honorable media guests, people of the world—
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welcome to the halls of the Ineffable Ba’al where truth is harnessed to bring power
to the worthy." With forty other religions represented in the room, there was no
applause, no acknowledgement of Sebastian’s effort to glorify Ba’al.
He continued, “A curiosity has arisen on planet Earth. A most unorthodox,
charismatic man has emerged from questionable origin to grace the ranks of
humanity. His words have captivated and his illusions have mystified. Today, I bring
this man out of the shadows and into the light. I give you, the man, Jesus.”
The lights came on, almost blinding the Minneapolis Messiah. Jesus blinked
and gave a half wave to the crowd as they welcomed him with applause. The
cameras strobed. Several reporters started yelling questions toward Jesus, but
Sebastian wouldn’t have it. He stepped on their questions, making it very clear that
he would shepherd this event to its conclusion.
“Jesus, would you like to introduce yourself…tell us, my friend, who are you?”
Jesus looked at Sebastian, then around the room. Taking in the reporters
leaning over the gallery railings to get a good look at him. This crowd had been
covering him for months. From a distance, they had all written a dozen stories about
the guy now standing mere feet in front of them. Suddenly, he looked terribly
normal, like a regular guy, not the bigger-than-life persona they had anticipated.
He was shorter than they expected. He had his hands in his pockets. Until he
spoke, it seemed he might even be a tad uncomfortable, insecure.
His eyes traced the room one more time, then as if overcome with a sense of
pride at what he was witnessing, he said, “What a beautiful representation of
humanity you all are." The crowd chuckled a bit, not sure if he was kissing up to
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them, or making an honest assessment. “Seriously,” he said, as if addressing their
question, “You are all beautiful. It gives me great pride to see what my Father has
done. You are truly His Masterpieces.”
“Who’s your daddy?” yelled one of the reporters, addressing the ‘Father’
mention.
“My Father is the Father of mankind. He is the Artist, the Architect of life, the
source of all breath." He paused, and smiled again, “And he loves you all dearly.”
This wasn’t the opening salvo Sebastian or any of the press corps had
expected.
Sebastian jumped back in with a hint of cynicism. “And my dad is
Hercules…he’s ruling the underworld even as we speak." The audience laughed an
uncomfortable laugh. “Seriously, Jesus, doesn’t your father live in Ely? Aren’t you
from the Iron Range? Weren’t you born in the Bloomenson Community Hospital?
Don’t you have four brothers and two sisters? Didn’t you graduate in the middle of
your class from Humphrey Junior College with an Associates degree in accounting?
Aren’t you an unemployed street urchin living off the generosity of your tagalongs?”
He finished and waited for Jesus to answer.
“I see you’ve done your research, Sebastian. As is typical with you, you speak
just enough truth to lend an air of respectability to your lies." He took a breath. “The
truth? I was born in Ely. But I am from a world you know nothing about…”
“You’re an alien?” The voice came from somewhere in the crowd.
“It’s strange that you say that. I do feel like an alien here, and yet I have never
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felt more at home, more among my own. I sense a oneness with you, a oneness that I
wasn’t completely sure I would welcome.”
“Well,” said Sebastian with sarcasm, looking around the room, “It’s certainly
generous of you to lower yourself to the likes of us. It must be terribly demeaning.”
“Demeaning? No.” said Jesus, “Historic? Yes.”
Sebastian decided he wanted to bring the press conference back onto script,
his script. “So for the past several months you have been traveling about our city,
performing—illusions. You have been conducting quite a side-show." He did a
gradual 360 on his pedestal, playing to the crowd. “Your Magical Mystical Tour has
become popular with the slaves and the uneducated. To those lacking a keen eye,
you are quite an accomplished magician." Now looking across the altar to Jesus, “But
really, Jesus, aren’t you just a common door to door peddler of false hopes, a
glorified snake oil salesman, duping the innocent with your hocus pocus?”
The crowd, a bit surprised by Sebastian’s frontal attack, waited for the
answer. Jesus took his time, then said, “Outwardly, you’re a powerful man,
Sebastian. You control people, events, cells of the government—and you do this
through force and fear. But what you don’t realize is—that is not power.”
Jesus stepped down from the pedestal and continued, now with a story. He
walked around the stage, extemporizing.
“There were two men, both men of the sea. Sailors. They had both studied the
ocean, charting its depths, its currents, its tendencies. They intended to explore the
ocean’s mysteries, to understand its complexities and become skilled navigators of
the deep.
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“One man bought a thirty-five foot yacht with a self-tending staysail and fullfoil keel. It tamed a confused sea, and safely cruised along at seven knots. It was a
good boat, but it relied on the winds to travel.
“So he upgraded to a sixty-four foot power-boat with twin-engine diesels that
could push him through most any sea with its 3300 horse power. He cruised and
partied on this for years—until it felt small.
“Then he went shopping for a ship. One-hundred and twenty feet of pure
luxury. Appointments of leather, polished brass, and inlaid gold—the power to
domesticate a raging sea. He hired a skipper to captain his ship so he could focus on
his guests. He wanted to rule the ocean. His ship created a wake that bullied weaker
vessels, forcing them to alter their courses. The man’s eyes smiled behind his dark
glasses.
“People looked at him and said, 'You’re really somebody in that ship.’ And he
believed them.
“He had power, so he used it. He decided where he was going, why he was
going, and how much throttle he would use to get there. The power was intoxicating.
Occasionally his slipstream drowned the unsuspecting sixteen-footers, but that was
simply ‘cause and effect,’ the natural de-selection of the weak. ‘If you don’t want to
suffer my wake, give me some berth.’
“The first man gradually lost interest in the sea. For him, it had simply
become a necessary evil, the obligatory buoyancy required to float his self-interest.
He came to resent the water. Even though the sea was at his feet, the ocean had
slipped from his grasp.”
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Jesus now turned to the other side of the room. Sebastian wanted to cut the
story short, apprehensive about where it was going, but he could see that the room
was engaged and he feared that push-back would be met with protest.
Jesus continued.
“The second man bought a raft, an eight by ten-foot inflatable dinghy. There
was no engine, no sail. No reinforced hull and no luxurious appointments.
He loved his raft, in spite of its Spartan trimmings. He felt close to the ocean,
he was learning its ways, its swells, and its nudgings.
However, it wasn’t easy. The thing about rafts? You have no idea where
they’re going. They rely on the benevolence of the ocean. Oh, he had a paddle. One. A
couple of oars would have given him a better shot at directing the raft, but all he had
was a single paddle.
The second sailor decided that even this apparent disadvantage seemed to be
part of a plan. Because of his complete inability to maneuver his floating craft, he
would have to rely on currents. The ocean would navigate, decide where he was
going. He could see and sense the currents, and possibly paddle a bit to place his raft
in the flow of those currents, but then he would just put the paddle away and
surrender.
The current began taking him places he had never planned to go. He saw
things he never thought he would see. He arrived at destinations he didn’t know he
was destined for.
‘What is this ocean,’ he thought, ‘And who initiates these currents?' He began
to wonder if the ocean was just the wading pool for God, and as the Creator cooled
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His ankles, strolling through the heat of the day, the water of life swirled about His
feet creating the currents of hours and days and years that take us to places we
never knew existed, to places we never knew we were going, to places the ocean had
prepared for us.
“One day the first man came upon the second man out on the ocean. He
looked down from the deck of his luxury liner and yelled, 'Hey buddy! What are you
doing in that puny raft. Don’t you realize you are completely at the ocean’s mercy
out there? It’s bound to swallow you whole. Look at me, I’ve tamed the ocean. I’ve
conquered it. It is me that now rules. I don’t have to fear these waters anymore.'
“The second man looked up at him and said, ‘Oh, I’m not afraid of the ocean. I
love it here, where I can feel the currents, ride the swells, and feel the splash of
saltwater on my face. I probably stay in the currents only because I don’t have the
power to fight them. My paddle can direct me toward the currents, but is unlikely to
cause me to overshoot them.'
‘I have given myself to be tutored by the ocean. She has become my teacher.
So, thanks, but no thanks. With my little inflatable I’m learning to trust the ways of
the ocean.' The second sailor waved and sat down in his raft.”
Jesus turned back to Sebastian now. “I am the Ocean. Your ship is a blip on
my radar, a piece of driftwood among the waves. You terrorize the smaller boats
thinking you rule the seas, but a wave is coming Sebastian, a wave that will banish
you from the face of the water.”
Jesus now turned and sat down on the edge of his pedestal. The crowd
waited for Sebastian to respond. He seemed to be gathering his thoughts.
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Sebastian started a slow, sarcastic clap. No one joined in. “Evidently storytime is over, children. Thank you for regaling us, oh thou great Ocean. My ‘ship’ does
not fear the ripples you are creating in our city, Jesus. I fear it is your dinghy that is
taking on water.”
Jesus made no move to respond.
“You regaled us with a tale of the sea, but you conveniently neglected to
address my questions. Are you simply the latest in a string of magicians trying to
pull power and influence from your hat?" Then with a twinkle in his eye he said,
“Maybe our Messiah could do one of his tricks, right here and now, to entertain his
lowly creatures. Go on, Jesus, show us your power!”
The challenge had been laid. Cameras came back at the ready. Telephotos
zoomed in. The press had hoped for an opportunity to see a miracle in person.
Directors and producers had begged for them to return with footage of the
spectacular. Maybe this would be the moment.
Jesus sat, unmoving.
“A rabbit from a hat? A coin from behind my ear? Anything?" Sebastian
cocked his head at Jesus.
Again, nothing.
Then Sebastian threw his arms in the air toward the bronze altar and
screamed, “Potentia ad infernum!”
Instantly the altar erupted with fire, flames licking ten feet in the air, and
Evangeline, the woman in the red dress, materialize from within the fire, hovering
over the altar. She floated there, suspended, flames all around her as she smiled,
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unfazed by the fire.
Cameras buzzed. Priests began the steady, droning hum. The room, now lit by
orange flames, cast eerie shadows above the gallery. The crowd gaped, not so much
in awe, but more caught by surprise. Sebastian had been known for grand displays
of magic, but they hadn’t anticipated an injection of showmanship at a press
conference.
Then, just as quickly, “Pacem, in inferno!" The woman vanished and the fire
receded. Sebastian stepped down from his pedestal and walked over to Jesus, still
sitting on his stool. Sebastian put his hand under Jesus’ chin and gently tilted it
upwards till Jesus was looking up at him, then said, “Magic is given, Jesus. Power is
taken." He paused. “You and your insignificant tribe have no power. You will never
have power. You are a flash-in-the-pan. This is your fleeting moment of fame. Enjoy
it. Tomorrow, and the next day, people will begin to say, ‘Jesus who?' A year from
now you will be an afterthought—a dimming blip in the annals of history.”
Sebastian reached for Jesus right hand, then tilted it toward the crowd,
showing them the slave number. Then he began pacing around the stage, as if a
prosecuting attorney was now delivering his assessment of the defendant.
“As far as I can discern, Jesus, your mission is that of inciting a revolt. You
have been instigating unrest among the slaves, telling them they are more than
property, more than the assets of their owners. The state has invested heavily in our
system of order. Society is a machine that only runs when rules are followed—the
laws of the land.
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“Even though you have not sold yourself into slavery, you have chosen to
wear their brand. Why is that?" Without waiting for an answer, “You fancy yourself
the leader of a revolution. The poor man’s prophet, the voice of everyman. If you
wear their brand, you become their hero. And you desperately want—need to be a
hero.”
Now as if in sentencing mode, he said, “You have encouraged rebellion. Some
of your followers have been carrying out clandestine attacks. What do you have to
say for yourself?”
Jesus now stood. He walked up to Sebastian, looking him square in the eye,
he said, “Life is not a commodity. Humans cannot be purchased. Souls are not for
sale…”
Sebastian interrupted, “Then how do you explain the fact that I own ten
slaves? Reality is a commodity Jesus…everything and everyone is for sale for the
right price."
Jesus responded, “There is some truth to your words, for you have indeed
sold your own soul. You have traded your singular, invaluable identity for a shot at
deity. But you are not God, Sebastian. That is my Father’s identity, that is his DNA. It
is not yours to choose."
“Again, with the ‘your father’ thing." Sebastian, irritated, but condescending,
“Where is this father of yours? Can we send a bus to Ely to pick up this nursing home
deity? I’d like to meet his highness.”
A reporter from the audience jumped up, no longer able to play a passive role
in the press conference, “Yeah, Jesus, stop speaking in metaphors. It shouldn’t be
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surprising to you that you are misunderstood. You’re cryptic. You’re vague. Quite
frankly, you’re confusing. Some of what you say makes a whole lot of sense, but then
you talk as if you are the living breathing son of God. I mean, really, how in the hell
do you expect us to take you seriously?" The press corps liked this new challenge.
They would all love to be able to unveil the mystery of this Jesus, and they didn’t
care if it validated him or destroyed him. They wanted clarity, but more than
anything, they wanted a good story.
Jesus smiled as he responded to the question. “I’m sorry, I know this is
difficult for you to grasp. It doesn’t—I don’t fall under any cognitive pattern of
understanding. There is no past experience by which to quantify my existence. The
simple fact that I am here, standing among you, is unprecedented in history.”
So far his explanation was doing very little to clarify things. But they waited.
“I was not born as you are born. I have come from the Spirit—the Spirit of the
living God. I have an earthly father, but my true DNA is divine.”
Three hundred reporters began entering that last statement into their mobile
devices. This was as close to a claimed identity as they had heard, and it was
instantly being uploaded to the four corners of the planet. The room buzzed.
Sebastian now broke into the chatter. “Let me see if I have this straight. By
default, you are claiming to be a god?”
Jesus, knowing this would spark worldwide controversy, said, “You are very
close to the truth. But there is only one God.”
Again the room erupted. Sebastian, making the connection, “Then you’re him.
You’re God!" Without waiting for Jesus to respond, Sebastian pulled a dagger from
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underneath his robe. The room instantly went silent. Sebastian held up his hand as if
to say, ‘It’s okay, I’m not going to do anything rash.' He then took Jesus’ left hand and
turned it over, palm up. Jesus didn’t fight him.
Sebastian held the handle of his sharp-tipped dagger between his thumb and
index finger. It dangled just an inch above the palm of Jesus. He then said, “I’ve
always wondered, does God bleed?" With that he dropped the dagger. It imbedded
about a quarter of an inch into Jesus’ palm. Jesus winced, but made no sound.
Those in the gallery had the best view. They leaned over the railing to see if
the blood would come. It did, it started to trickle down Jesus’ hand, with a ‘drip, drip,
drip’ onto the floor. Sebastian pulled his knife from Jesus’ hand and held the dagger
up for all to see as if he had completed his science experiment. “God bleeds!” he
exclaimed, “God. Fucking. Bleeds!”
He then put the dagger up to his own mouth and carefully licked the edge of
the knife. His eyes turned introspective as he swished the blood around in his mouth
as if analyzing a fine wine. He sarcastically said, “Who knew, God’s blood has a
woody, earthy finish." He roared with laughter. Some in the crowd joined in.
They had expected more of Jesus at this press conference—a show of power,
an explanation of his purpose, anything—but all they had gotten was a fishy story
about boats and an unsubstantiated claim of divinity. Three hundred reporters
would be leaving this building to deliver a reportage of a pseudo deity who bleeds
red blood.
Sebastian suddenly seemed angered by the state of affairs. He hated being
bothered with insufferable fools, and after this meeting, that is exactly what Jesus
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seemed to him. With more force than necessary, Sebastian pushed Jesus backwards
onto his pedestal. Jesus landed awkwardly and remained half lying, half sitting.
Sebastian began, “Jesus, you have just wasted the time of three hundred of
the most prominent journalists in the world, not to mention a billion viewers
around the planet. You have squandered my time and insulted the hospitality of
Ba’al." He walked circles around Jesus. Then mockingly, “My daddy is God. I was
born of the Spirit. Your claims of divinity are laughable. DNA of God, my ass!" He spit
that last statement full in Jesus’ face.
“My one recompense for enduring this inane charade is that I get to exact
judgment on one of your followers." He let that lay for a moment.
“In order to prevent further rioting and revolt, the State has empowered me
to make an example of you and your ‘mission.’ We have arrested one of your
followers and have issued a death sentence against him. The blood of this man will
be on your head, Jesus. Let this be an example to any who choose to follow you
down the path of insurrection." Sebastian spread his arms wide toward the ceiling
as if welcoming a visitor, then stated, “Witness the end of your revolution, Jesus.
Exspectata morte!”
On cue, a trap door on the sanctuary’s ceiling swung open and a man fell from
the rafters, abruptly yanked to a stop two feet above the altar. There was an audible
cracking of vertebrae as the noose did its’ job on the neck of the hanged man. His
body spasmed for a few moments, then it was still.
The man was missing his right arm. Scars on his face, a number on his
forehead.
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Jesus looked away and wept as the lifeless body of Father John swung back
and forth above the altar.
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Chapter 17—Self-Preservation

The next morning, the Minneapolis Tribune headline read,

‘Jesus of Ely: Messiah, Magician, or Rabble-Rouser?'

Every fifteen minutes the anchor of CNN would recite,
“Jesus, the curiosity of Minneapolis, Minnesota, gave his first press
conference yesterday. It was attended by journalists from around the globe.
Jesus did little to convince anyone of his preposterous claim to be the actual
son of God. He made an eloquent speech, telling an ambiguous story about
two sailors with differing life philosophies, but left this reporter unsure as to
who he really is or what he intends to do. In the most defining moment of the
event, Sebastian Gauntrifaux, the High Priest of Ba’al and host to the affair,
punctured the palm of Jesus with his knife to see if, as he said, “God would
bleed." Jesus indeed bled. It seems the mystery of this oddity named Jesus is
still unsolved, however his claims to have divine DNA tend to put him in the
company of unhinged souls, who throughout history, have had grand
delusions of their importance.”

An Indian network thought he might be a heretofore unknown Hindu god.
Many Asian and African countries suspected he might be the reincarnation of an
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ancient prophet—or a shaman, a sage, or a wizard. Western European states
thought he was a joke.
The State Media Network (SMN) almost ignored his statements of deity
altogether, and focused on the slavery matter. They labeled him an insurrectionist,
the ‘self-appointed leader of a slave rebellion.'
The State made a good deal of money on the slave trade, not to mention that
the majority of the government’s grunt-work was handled by slaves—road
maintenance, construction, farming and food production, basic utilities, most menial
service industries, etc. It was definitely in the state’s best interest to maintain
slavery as a foundational tool to keep the wheels of government turning.
There was little said about Father John. Executions, while not common, were
the expected outcome for slaves who repeatedly disobeyed and rebelled against
their owners. The lives of slaves were considered a thing of value only in as much as
the dollar amount that was attached to them, which was a reflection of the
uniqueness of the service that the slave could provide.
For those without power or money, life always seemed to have a reduced
price tag. There was always the fear of ending up in the clearance bin.
For those with money, you could play games with life. Money seemed to be
the seminal ingredient in the morality of science. Through gene selection, mix-andmatch DNA, and disposable fertilization experiments, biology had become a
commodity. There were Build-a-Child labs and Designer Baby consultants.
Customized conception was expensive, but life was cheap.
To Maddie and the tribe, the execution of Father John was not
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inconsequential. They knew him. Maddie had become almost like a daughter to John
and his family. The whole Brotherhood was buzzing with a jumble of grief and
anger.
The media event hadn’t been announced publicly until noon the previous
day—two hours prior to the event—but word spread like wild fire through every
crack of the internet, and before the lights went on, the whole world was watching.
The tribe had watched the press conference with excitement, hoping that
Jesus would bet big and play his face cards. Instead, he slipped into his meek-jacket
and humbled his way through the event. Oh, he said some nice things, made some
lofty claims, but then he sat back and let Sebastian poke holes in his identity.
Judas had gone ballistic, swearing at the television. To have Jesus-kind-ofpower and choose not to use it was the epitome of idiocy in his book. "Why does he
raise someone from the dead when no one is watching, but when he has the stage of
the whole fucking world, he tells stories. If I was running this show, the world would
be kissing his ass by now!"
Secretly Judas was weighing his options. Either he was going to find a way to
force the hand of Jesus or abandon this ineptly-run revolution for something else—
anything that held more promise.
The Brotherhood, the Family, was devastated. Father John had been their
voice, their mentor, their hope. He was the face of slavery. He had that ability to
passionately champion justice while still maintaining a peaceful, gentle nature. The
Family loved him and now looked to Jesus to fill the vacuum.
The State wasn’t pleased with this. They had given Sebastian authority to
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execute a slave leader as an example, but the choice of Father John—and to do it so
publicly—it showed poor judgment on Sebastian’s part, and he would hear from
them.
The events had solidified Jesus as the champion of the Brotherhood of the
Yoked, and by default, the voice of the downtrodden masses. Jesus had become not
only the guardian of the Brotherhood, but the patriarch of the worshiping Family.
And now it wasn’t two or three hundred attending the services, it was thousands.
They gathered wherever they could find shelter, moving each week to stay one step
ahead of the State Police who now had Jesus in a surveillance chokehold.
Peter, James, and John were increasingly agitated. They tried their best to
understand Jesus, but as men of action, they opted to carryout occasional missions
where retribution was served to those who mistreated slaves.
In the weeks that followed, a common theme developed in Jesus’ talking
points with the tribe. He kept insinuating that he would have to die to see his
mission fulfilled. This made no apparent sense. How could he accomplish anything
from the grave? How could the death of the leader foster victory? Why not make the
guilty bleed? Why not take down the systems that perpetuated injustice?
Even though Jesus frequently talked about injustice and slavery, it was
becoming more and more clear that he viewed slavery as an unwitting symptom of
something deeper. His mission, he said, was bigger than mere social revolution. It
wasn’t just the system he wanted to eviscerate, he wanted to ‘do battle with death
itself and redeem the souls of humankind.'
Maybe it was because we, the tribe, were nothing but skeletal shells filled
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with exceedingly human souls, but this kind of talk reverberated through our
craniums making no synaptic sense whatsoever. Battle death itself? Redeem souls?
Increasingly, we were returning blank stares to our idealistic mentor who seemed to
be coming off the rails with a romanticized view of his purpose.
The tribe was becoming splintered. Rosalita and Tom wanted to abide by the
rules of the land and fight through established legal avenues. Peter and crew were
more prone to vigilantism, wanting to ‘stomp on Sebastian’s bones.' Simon and
Judas looked to monetize the mission. Bartholomew spent more time in dumpsters.
Maddie? The Governor had tightened the screws, pulling her away from most of our
gatherings.
As for me, I didn’t know what to think. Jesus was still the most profound
human I had ever met. He had power in his hands that came from—somewhere. And
he was good, truly good. But was he from God? Was he divine? What does that even
mean? How do you quantify that—test for it? I don’t know. I just don’t know.
We all still followed him, but I’d be lying if I said we were 100% sold out to
Jesus. We were only partially all-in.
Several more weeks went by. There were slave flare-ups, random violence,
mysterious deaths—usually slaves. But the general public paid little attention. The
State Police handled things with skilled efficiency and the State Media Network
barely breathed a word about any of it. Slaves and their stories were swept under
the carpet.
For the most part, things went back to normal. Jesus continued to do his
thing—teaching, healing the sick, and pissing off the religious leaders.
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It was Tuesday, late afternoon. I sat in my room on the edge of my bed. It was
sermon night at the Neon Cathedral. Suzy would do her bit, then Jesus would rebut.
The tribe would sit at our reserved table and accumulate the gawking eyes of
visitors. ‘That’s his inner circle. He calls them his tribe. They look pretty average to
me. I wonder why he picked them.’
Good question.
I threw on a different T-shirt and headed out the door.
Jesus had said something at the press conference that was still messing with
my head. He had said, “You, Sebastian, do not have followers, you have automatons
who obey only out of self-preservation and fear. True followers willfully choose
what may be painful, even deadly, because the truth of their mission is greater than
their need to survive. They follow for love. That is what you will see in my
followers.”
Shit. I like self-preservation.
I want to survive.
And yes, I’m afraid.
I think I truly love this Jesus, and I am passionate about what he believes. I
believe it too. But this is starting to get sticky. We’re making enemies in high places.
It’s funny, Jesus said he saw me as brave, fearless. I’m not feeling it.
I hopped on my bike and started pedaling toward the Neon.
I don’t know. This all makes me—I don’t like this.
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Chapter 18—Bar Talk

Suzy took a long drag on her weed. She liked to foster a low-grade high when
she was wiping down the bar at the Neon Cathedral. It was a ritual, as close as she
got to religion. Actually, she had bought into a hazy brand of faith for a while. It was
a loosely organized flock called Transcendence.
Nirvana for the wasted.
‘Live High. Stay High” was their unspoken motto. The only commandment
etched on their tablets of stone was “Thou shalt not come down." Becoming unstoned was the only sin.
Before she bought the bar, she would sometimes say, “Man made beer. God
made pot. Who do you trust?"14 She had actually spent a night in jail during her
college years when weed was still illegal. She had been protesting at a political rally
and yelled out, “Senator, you’re full of shit. But you are right about one thing, the
legalization of Mary Jane could lead to more harmful substances—like alcohol and
TAXES!"15 She flipped him off, and was promptly ushered to the slammer.
That was then, this is now. Ever since she took on the Neon, her vice of choice
was hops, not grass. And Suzy had mellowed considerably since her college days.
She often said the Neon Cathedral had saved her life. Her first years out of college
were a blur of mushrooms and coke. It wasn’t until she found the old church, with
its stained glass and statues, that she found the resolve to get clean. Well, kinda
clean.
Sometimes I wondered if Bartholomew had spent too much time
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‘transcending’ as well, frying half of his brain cells. But then there were other times
when I thought he showed more intelligence than the rest of us. One day he said,
“There is no genius without a mixture of madness.”16 Probably.
Suzy took one more drag as she put the finishing touches on her talk. She
flipped the switch to turn on the ‘Mender of Broken Hearts’ sign above the bar, and
remotely lit the oversized gas fireplace in the corner. This was going to be the most
personal of her sermonettes. It was going to be autobiographical, her story, her
heartbreak. She had always pushed for honesty, expecting it of others, so she
thought maybe it was time to come clean about who she was, how she had gotten
here, and what she was still struggling with.
She had notes for this talk, something she had never used. But this was going
to be more difficult than the others.
The Cathedral started filling at five. With the advancing popularity of Jesus,
and the awareness that the Neon Cathedral was his home away from home, getting a
seat was becoming a hot ticket. Business was booming. Suzy’s alcohol sales had
doubled in the past month. She had even considered a cover charge. She knew that
whatever it was, there were people who would be willing to pay it. Especially on
Tuesday nights, when there was a good chance they’d get to hear the Minneapolis
Messiah. But Suzy, true to her roots—a woman of the people—figured that if Jesus
didn’t charge to ‘perform,’ then she wouldn’t charge them to see him.
Another thing had changed at the Neon. There were more and more slaves
showing up. With the tribe all sporting fresh numbers, there seemed to be a tacit
approval for their kind at the Cathedral.
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Suzy had mixed feelings about this. Slaves didn’t drink in huge quantities, and
you couldn’t up-sell them to the premium bourbons or whiskeys, or any other highpriced booze, for that matter. They were a beer and nachos crowd. But,
interestingly, they tipped well. Maybe it was a kinship with those who served.
Either way, it didn’t matter. The Neon Cathedral had become a tourist
destination. Even in December, when there was nothing to celebrate except maybe
the winter solstice, the crowds kept lining up outside the Cathedral. Everybody who
was anybody had been there.
The tribe had a permanently reserved table for months now. Everybody
knew which was theirs, and the tables within earshot were wrestled over.
At 7:30, Suzy clanged the bell and announced, “Stop talking and start
drinking, you imbeciles." She laughed, “Tequila shots to warm you on a cold night,
two for one. And tonight, all night, in honor of Father John—free beer for slaves!" A
roar went up from half of the crowd, including our table. She quickly followed with,
“Jesus, that doesn’t include you and your minions. You’re just wannabes.”
“Hear! Hear!” yelled Maddie.
“Get that girl a beer,” yelled Suzy to one of the servers.
There was a TV camera in the back corner of the room. Since the press
conference, Jesus was now a full-blown celebrity, the paparazzi shadowed us
everywhere we went. Suzy, with a gut-level hatred for them, struck a deal with an
independent media company to have one camera in her bar for Tuesday nights. No
other media, no reporters. They all had to buy the feed from her. She often thanked
Jesus for her ‘retirement plan’ and then promptly told the media where to go.
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The broadcast had been covered by countless cable networks, but tonight it
was debuting on the government sanctioned feed, the State Media Network, the
most watched channel in the country. The SMN was the mouthpiece for the State,
propagandizing with flare, but even they could not resist the ratings bonanza that
was the Minneapolis Messiah.
Suzy wondered if the President would be watching tonight. She took another
pull on the doobie, trying to still the slight jitter in her hands.
Popularity had led to a constant queue of ornery customers outside who
negotiated, begged, and bribed to get in. Suzy’s team of newly-hired bouncers held
them at bay, waiting for someone from inside the Neon to leave, the likelihood of
which was nil. She had hung a large screen TV just under the stained glass window
outside so they could be part of the action from a distance. She had a whole separate
staff of servers out there, serving pints to the disgruntled ‘outsiders.’
Sebastian had never come back since Jesus’ Insurance story had shamed him,
but you can be sure that he was watching tonight from the safety of his office.
The networks had asked Suzy to start promptly at 9 so it would track with
their schedules. At 9:03, precisely—intentionally, Suzy was introduced by her DJ.
“And now, live from the Neon Cathedral, I give you the Buddhavista of ‘No
Bull Shit,’ the Sorceress of Booze and Buzz, the High Priestess of Hotness. Ladies and
Gentlemen, Slave and Free, I give you The One and Only—Suzy!”
Suzy stepped behind the pulpit to cheers and whistles.
“Su-zy, Su-zy, Su-zy!”
She now wished she had asked her DJ to downplay her intro, since it wasn’t
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going to be one of her ‘rally the rabble, shit-shaker’ messages. Nobody knew what
she had planned. She had told no one, not even Jesus. She wondered how he would
respond, what his rebuttal to her story would look like.
Suzy stood, smiling at the crowd. When they quieted enough to hear her, she
said, “You know what? I love you knuckleheads." The crowd cheered and pounded
mugs on their tables. Through the din I saw something different in her eyes. She
really meant it, she did love us. Her sermons weren’t just performances, they were
her true gut beliefs. And she had been offering them to us as a gift, her best
understanding of how to navigate life.
She was a spiritually curious soul, always, ever on a quest to understand even
a smidgen more of why we are here. Yeah, she downplayed it with her one-liners
and sloganeering, but most of us who knew her were convinced that she was
trying—trying to figure out the answers to the big questions. And when she did
think she found something, her first inclination was to share it.
Now she cleared her throat.
“I haven’t been totally honest with you." That cocked a few heads. “I get up
here week after week and work you up into a lather behind my ‘Live Well, Sin Well’
philosophy. And yes, I do believe it, but I have to admit that it doesn’t leave me
without questions." She shifted behind the pulpit.
“My mother was a hooker. She locked me in hotel bathrooms all over this city
so I wouldn’t see things. My dad was a good man, but he gave up on both of us when
I was six. I don’t blame him.
“Mom was an optimist, she was convinced things were going to get better.
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We were always just two Johns away from a better life. She told me, ‘Suze, when you
see something you want, you better grab it right now, cuz in ten minutes it won’t be
there.' She was right, you know. Good doesn’t hang around waiting for the
indecisive.
“She died when I was sixteen. Accidental drug overdose, they said. I don’t
think it was accidental. She looked at death and saw a better life, so she grabbed it.
“For ten years I grabbed at everything that felt good. I even tried grabbing
death, twice, but he’s a slippery little shit.”
I glanced over and saw Peter transfixed on Suzy. He loves her, I could see it
tattooed all over his face.
“When I found this place, I found you. And you helped me find me. This place
gave me purpose, a reason to get up in the morning, a reason to be. For a while I
thought I found a family. You, my family, or as close as I was going to get to one.
“But then I would look around the room for a face, a smile that really knew
me. I looked and I looked, for years." She paused. “How many of you knew any of
that stuff about me before tonight?" Silence.
“Sometimes I think we just come here full of holes. People have shot us
through. Life has screwed us over.
“So we drink.
“We laugh.
“We drink.
“We talk.
“We drink…don’t get me wrong, I’m all for drinking. In fact I wish you slaves
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would drink less and the rest of you richy’s—go ahead, get sloppy drunk." She
laughed a bit, then continued, “But the drinking doesn’t fill the holes. It runs out and
we have to drink more." She looked around. The crowd was very uncomfortable.
This was not the Suzy they knew, or thought they knew.
“Doesn’t it sometimes feel hopeless?”
She leaned back on her heals. I could see the wheels turning; she had more to
say.
“Hope is a shadowy thing. It’s not something we’re born with like two arms
and two legs. It seems to ebb and flow through life—some mornings we wake up
with an abundance, some mornings we’re scrounging around for crumbs.
“When you’re short on it you can’t go to Target and pick up a refill. You can’t
go to Home Depot, buy a couple of two by fours, a few nails, and reconstruct it.
Sometimes is seems to rebuild itself through strings of good circumstances, but
really, in life, you can’t count on circumstances.
“Hope is a fire. Life is a firefighter—with a squirt gun. He usually doesn’t
douse our hopes, he just squirts away at the edges.
“Tssss, tssss, tsssssss.
“So where does that leave us?" She looked around the room as if waiting for
an answer. “I don’t know either. Until I find answers to the questions, I guess it
leaves us here. The Neon Cathedral—as close as we’ll get to being known.”
She paused.
“So drink, laugh…and get laid. Keep the booze flowing so nobody can see
your holes. It’s not a good answer, but it’s the only one I’ve got.”
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She looked around the room, stopping at Peter, knowing he was as close as
she had ever gotten to love. She raised her arm, and with minimal conviction said,
“Live Well. Sin Well." The crowd barely joined in on the line.
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Chapter 19—December Fire

Jesus stepped up to the podium with a pocketful of story. As he passed Suzy
on the way up, he gently placed his hand on the back of her neck and pulled her into
a hug. She put her head against his chest and held on for what seemed like an
excessively long time.
Finally he turned to face the Neon crowd. They were all waiting to hear how
he might respond to this most serious of Suzy’s sermons.
He saw the red light on the TV camera in the back corner. Two hundred faces
all turned to hear his heart.
“This is the story of a man who lost hope, whose life had holes." He pulled the
sheets from his back pocket, smoothed them out, and began to read.

My fire went out in October. It’s not that I ran out of wood, or paper, it’s more
like I ran out of—well, fire. I still had everything I needed to make a fire—all the
ingredients, but something was missing, the something that makes heat, warmth. I
couldn’t find it and didn’t even know where to look for it.
When I think about it now, my fires had never been much to brag about. It’s
not that they didn’t look “fire-ish,” but they always had a showroom quality to
them…more pizzazz than essence. They had sparkle to burn, but no blaze to warm.
They cast shadows, but couldn’t throw heat.
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At first I was okay without heat, as long as the fire burned big and bright. If
the fire was flashy enough I could almost talk myself into feeling the warmth. But
gradually, even the imagined heat escaped up the chimney. That’s when the cold
became real—when the chill entered my home. One day I sat down in front of my
fire and saw it for what it was…anemic strands of pale, passionless flame. I hardly
recognized it. It seemed artificial, hollow. And I was cold.
For the next month, I did everything in my power to coax my hearth to life. I
went through boxes of matches, stacks of papers. I created sparks without fire,
flames without heat. I tried burning a lot of different things that made some pretty
hot claims, but they all left me cold.
In the evening I would go for walks, long walks. I’m not sure if it was an
attempt to close my eyes to my predicament or if I just wanted to see what other
people’s houses looked like—houses that harbored real fires. My favorite walk took
me by the Wellington Mansion. It was the original house in Bakersville, the oldest
house. The centerpiece of our little town. It was over a mile from my house, but
worth every step. The place glowed, practically radiated heat. Mr. Wellington had
fire, lots of it. I think I counted twelve chimneys and there were fires in at least half
of them at all times.
I remember walking by there for weeks, slowing as I went by, watching the
smoke curl from the chimney tops. I walked down-wind so I could smell it. I climbed
the drifted snow banks so I could look in and see the firelight flickering against the
walls. It was a study in light. I imagined the warmth on my skin, my face.
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Everyday I fought the urge to approach the front door, ring the bell and invite
myself in. I had heard that Mr. Wellington was a kindly old gentleman, generous
with strangers, but I’d never met him personally. I couldn’t just waltz up to his door
and expect him to drop everything and give me a tour. It seemed so presumptuous,
so I walked on by. Again.
One night, I told myself I’d just walk up to the door. I wouldn’t ring the bell,
I’d just get close. I climbed the last four stairs, hands in my pockets, trying to look
casual, inconspicuous. There was a big Welcome mat in front of the door and an
engraved bronze plaque attached to the wall that said, ‘Make Yourself at Home.'
Maybe it was the plaque, maybe it was the wind, but I involuntarily reached for the
bell. I felt the button go in as I pushed it. I actually thought about running, but I had
crossed the invisible line and now I had to stay. I hurriedly stumbled through a
mental rehearsal for why I was ringing the bell. The explanation seemed so clumsy
in my mind I dreaded hearing it trip out of my mouth.
When no one answered I was almost relieved. I noticed the inner door was
slightly ajar, an inch or so. Another freak inoculation of bravery punctured my right
arm. I knocked on the door, surprisingly hard. Still nothing. Feeling very cold and
having spent so much courage just getting to this point, I pulled the storm door open
a foot and yelled through the opening, “Hello. Anybody home?" No response. All I
could hear was the crackling of the fire in the next room. I stepped just inside the
door, wondering where this dose of courage had come from. “Excuse me. Um, I was
just wondering if, uh, if it would be alright with you if I came in and just, um, stood
by your fire? Just for a minute or so?" Still nothing. “Anyone?”
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I started to feel ill at ease and turned to leave. Just then a loud snap from the
fire reminded me of my chill. I turned back and looked around the foyer. A beautiful
chandelier hung above me with a thousand glowing crystalline pendants. A wide
arcing staircase of maple and cherry lay straight ahead of me. It ascended counter
clockwise to a balcony lined with heavily framed landscape paintings. The walls
were a mix of mahogany trim and deep burgundy paint.
The fire snapped again. I made a mental calculation…if I took two
considerable steps straight ahead, I should be able to look into the living room and
see the fire. “Why not,” I thought, “I’m this far in." I took those two giant steps and
turned to face the room. I felt the warm glow on my face before I had even finished
the turn.
The fire captured me. There was an instantaneous feeling of connection with
something that had been missing, absent, lost. I felt a surge of emotion—at first I
thought it was fear—but I knew it was more than just that. Not sure how to handle
this avalanche of feelings, I turned and ran out the door.
I was still warm when I arrived home that night. I made a cup of hot tea and
sat down in my big soft chair in the living room. I tried to picture what else had been
in that room with the fire, but I realized I hadn’t even looked at anything else. I had a
vivid mental picture of the entryway, but the living room? Nothing. The fire had so
consumed me that its presence was my only memory.
As I sat in my chair, reliving the evening, something caught my attention. I
thought I smelled something. Smoke. I jumped up and started checking around the
house. Was something burning? I looked everywhere, upstairs and down…nothing. I
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came back to the living room. There it was again, a faint smell of smoke. I finally
figured it had to be coming from one of the neighbor’s houses and let it go at that. I
closed my eyes, picturing Mr. Wellington’s fire, and fell fast asleep.
The next night I walked again. There were chunky snowflakes falling through
the evergreens in front of the Wellington Mansion. The light sifted through the
windows and danced on the floating white crystals. The warm pull was irresistible.
Without hesitation, I walked up to the door and rang the bell.
Again there was no answer. I rang twice and waited. I noticed the stately
wooden door was even further ajar tonight, it was practically swung open.
Something else was new. There, stuck to the bronze plaque, was a handwritten note.
In graceful penmanship it simply said, “Please, come on in. Make yourself completely
at home."
So, he had seen me last night. I wonder why he hadn’t come down, said “Hi?”
Had he been watching me the whole time? I stepped inside the door.
“Hello? Mr. Wellington?" I kicked the snow off my shoes as I waited for a
response. “You have a beautiful place here." I took another step in. “Would you mind
terribly if I just warmed myself by your fire for a minute or two again? I won’t be
long." The only sound was the crackling of the fire. I followed it into the living room.
It was everything I had remembered. Every inch of the hearth flashed with
flames. Several good-sized logs lay on a gleaming bed of coals. The logs looked like
they had been freshly laid on the fire. Had Mr. Wellington seen me coming? Had he
refreshed the fire just for me?
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I walked closer to the fire this time—halfway across the living room. The
warmth saturated me immediately. I felt a droplet of water land on my nose as the
fire melted the snow on my hair.
I reached my hands toward the fire, receiving its warmth, pulling it toward
me. My muscles relaxed. My breathing slowed. The heat almost seemed to be erasing
the months I’d spent without fire. The flames touched me in a healing way, in places
I never knew needed healing.
I remember thinking, "Who was Mr. Wellington? What kind of man invites a
perfect stranger into his home? The kind of man who knows how to make a fire,
that’s who,” I thought, answering my own question. As I left that night, I yelled from
the entryway, “Thanks Mr. Wellington. Thanks for sharing your fire.”
As soon as I opened the front door of my house I knew something was
different. The smell of smoke was much stronger than it had been last night. I put
my sleeve up to my nose thinking maybe it was just my clothes that had taken on the
smell from Mr. Wellington’s fire, but I knew—I knew that wasn’t it. As I rounded the
kitchen and headed for the living room, I saw the glow. The room was bathed in a
faint amber tint. Subtle, but certain. I stopped at the edge of the room and peaked
around the corner toward the fireplace. I couldn’t believe what I saw. It was
beautiful. There was no fire, but the hearth was covered with embers, a bed of redhot coals. The room had a warmth it hadn’t enjoyed for months. My home was
coming back to life.
It didn’t make any sense, this rekindling, but yet it seemed completely
natural. I couldn’t explain it, but it almost felt like I didn’t need to. Back in November
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I had ignited all kinds of things on my own and never produced a heat I could feel.
This new beginning felt real. I didn’t question this discovery, I was enjoying it too
much to question it.
The next evening I was even more eager to pay my nightly visit to the
mansion. Things were turning around for me and, in large part, it seemed due to my
new acquaintance with Mr. Wellington and his fire.
This night as I skipped up the walk I noticed another note hanging on the
door. It said, "I enjoyed your visit last night. Please feel free to stay as long as you
like, till you’re warm. Try out my chair. I moved it in front of the fire just for you."
I did. This was the closest I had been to the fire yet. The chair had been pulled
around squarely in front of the hearth. I fell into it and was surprised how it fit
me…like it was my chair, custom built for me. I took my shoes off and stretched my
legs toward the fire. I was sitting in a stranger’s house, and yet I was completely
comfortable, completely at home. It felt so right.
I stared into the fire for hours that night, mesmerized by the blue, red and
yellow flames. They seemed to talk to me. They told me of where I’d been and where
I was going. They showed me who I was and who I could be. I saw ashes of failure
fall and sparks of hope rise. The chimney carried the sparks heavenward and
sprinkled them across the sky. I had a sense that I had been freed, lifted and
released by the fire—the darkness lifted, the chill released. I snuggled down into the
leather chair and fell asleep under a peaceful blanket of warm.
The sun was just beginning to flirt with the horizon when I woke up. I’d been
there all night. I was toasty, my cheeks rosy red. I sprang from the chair with an
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excitement I hadn’t had in…well, ever. I threw on my shoes and ran out the door.
Halfway down the walk I skidded to a stop, wheeled, and ran back inside. With a lilt
in my voice I said, “I still haven’t stayed as long as I’d like, but I’m getting there.
Thanks Mr. Wellington. See you tonight.”
As I started jogging toward home, my mind jumped from his fireplace to
mine. Would my coals be even brighter, hotter? I notched it up a few miles-per-hour.
As I ran down the middle of the road, skipping over the long shadows of dawn, I felt
the steam coming off my heat-saturated body. Would the glow still be there?
Anticipation coaxed me into a full-out sprint. Did I dare to wish for fire? I practically
flew around the last corner, squinting down to the end of the block. I pulled up
abruptly and stood, staring in the middle of the street.
Through the steamy mist of my own frozen breath I gazed toward my house.
My eyes passed over it the first time, thinking they had focused on the wrong threebedroom English Tudor. My eyes shifted back one lot. My knees gave a quiver as I
realized it was my house that was aglow, it was my windows that were ablaze, it
was my chimney that was puffing like an industrial smoke stack.
I did the last hundred in ten-flat. I threw the door open and skittered across
the hardwood floor, sliding the last few steps into the living room. Before I could
even look, the snap-crackling told the story. It was an inferno, the biggest fire my
hearth had ever seen; not just sparkle and flash, but sizzle and fizz. It was throwing
strikes of pure heat. It was real, the fire was real. The snap was familiar, the warmth
reminiscent of a fire I had come to know. Mr. Wellington’s fire had come home—to
my home.
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I spent the day in a dreamland. I knew this dream was reality, but reality had
never felt this good before. I had never spent an entire day barefoot and warm, in
winter. I danced around in a tee shirt. I ate frozen yogurt and drank iced tea. My
house was so hot, I even left my front door cracked open.
I had heat to spare.
At about seven o’clock that night I grabbed my coat and gloves and headed
for the front door. Even though I had my own fire now, I was still drawn to Mr.
Wellington’s…maybe even more so because I had my own fire. It’s hard to explain.
As I pushed the front door open I ran head-first into a woman standing on my
steps. I grabbed at her arm just in time to keep her from falling off the steps into my
shrubs.
“Oh, oh, I’m sorry.” I said, “I didn’t see you there. Are you okay?"
She was even more startled than me. Flustered and confused and
embarrassed. “You must think I’m a snoop. I’m not, really, I’m just…"
“No, that’s okay, you just startled me.” I said, trying to downplay the whole
situation. Whoever this woman was, we were getting off to an awkward start.
Finally, I looked at her, in the eyes. She was a young woman with eyes that
looked sad. She was looking down at her feet when she decided to speak, “I’m really
sorry, but I was just, well…I’ll, I’ll come back later…you’re leaving so, I’ll just come
back…,” she trailed off as she turned to leave.
“No.” I said. “I’m in no huge rush. What can I do for you, Miss…?”
“Suzy. I live two doors down. Right over there." She pointed.
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“Hi Suzy. I thought you looked familiar." Then I added, “You look—cold. How
long have you been out here?”
She paused, “A while.”
It seemed like she was trying to figure out what to say. She finally found
some momentum, “You’ll probably think I’m nuts, but I’ve been looking at your
house all day. Your windows—they’re glowing. I noticed your chimney—it’s busy."
We both smiled. “Well, you’ve obviously got a fire in there and, well, uh, my fire went
out a while back, and, I was just wondering if, if I could…”
“…Come in and stand by my fire?” I finished her question for her. She looked
like she was caught between a smile and tears. I grabbed her hand and started
pulling her into my house, then stopped.
“Wait a minute,” I said. “I’ve got an even better idea. Wanna see the best,
most beautiful fire in the world?" I didn’t wait for her answer, I just started tugging
her down the street. As she bounced along beside me I told her my story, which I
suspected would soon be her story. Just hearing about this fire was bringing a little
color back to her cheeks. I wondered if she had any idea how this fire would change
her life.
Well, that’s how I found fire…for real. Good story, huh? If you’re ever in
Bakersville make sure you visit the Wellington Mansion. You really need to
experience it…this fire.
Anyhow, I haven’t figured it all out yet, but one thing I do know…I was cold,
but now I’m warm. It’s December, and I’ve got a new fire burning in my home.
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Chapter 20—Night Games

This was a mistake. I knew it the second I caved.
Like I told you, I don’t often make decisions for myself. I’m the jelly-spined
crowd-bait who let’s others do it for me. Stupid! I guess this is what happens—this
is what I deserve when I’m afraid to stand up for myself.
“Shhhh.” James said it like he could hear what I was thinking. “There’s one
guard by the door and I can see another one inside at the desk.”
It was Peter, the brothers, and me. Andrew was supposed to be the fourth
man, but he had gotten sick so they picked me up on the way, and I was too chicken
to chicken-out.
It was 2AM. Our necks and hands were smudged in black. We wore black
pants and black jackets. Masks at the ready. We huddled in the shadows of the
shrubs outside the back-door entrance of the Ineffable Club.
We had seen robed priests coming and going up until 12:30, but it had been
quiet since then. Even the guard outside the door seemed to be dozing in his chair.
I’m not sure whose idea this was. Probably Peter’s, or maybe James’. Ever
since the hanging of Father John, the guys had been scheming. There was no way
they were going to ‘let Sebastian and his shit-heads get away with murder.'
Retribution was the word I heard whispered when Jesus wasn’t around.
It’s funny, Jesus was the undisputed figurehead of this justice movement, yet
any plot for revenge had to be kept secret from him.
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Peter had a knife sheathed to his belt and a club, eighteen inches long, an
inch-and-a-half in diameter. I don’t think he had a gun. I had asked him and he said,
"No," but I wouldn’t bet on that. As far as I could tell, James and John had nothing but
their knuckles; fists were their preferred weapons anyhow. And from what I had
heard, they had provided more than their share of patients to various ERs around
the city—patients needing stitches to patch up what the Knuckles Brothers had
thrown down.
I had nothing. No knife, no club, no skills—and no courage.
“I’ll take the guard on the outside, then you guys slip in and get the one at the
front desk. Kid, then you stay in the front entry area and warn us if anyone else
comes along. We’re gonna go mess up the halls of the high and mighty.”
“Ready?" The brothers nodded. We all pulled our masks over our faces.
“For Father John." Even through the mask I could feel the smile on James’
face, like he had just stepped onto a rollercoaster ride and was joyfully anticipating
the impending thrill. We were in his amusement park now.
Peter stepped out of the shadows and walked up to the guard.
“Hey man. How’s it going?” asked Peter as he pulled the club from his belt.
The guard reached for his radio, but the club beat him to it. Some bones in his hand
gave way as the radio went flying across the lot. The next blow was to the side of his
head. He crumpled as James and John hurried past Peter through the front door.
I saw Peter drag the guard into the bushes before following us through the
door. As soon as we were inside, the guard behind the desk started to pull open a
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drawer, but James was already airborne. His shoulder took the guard to the floor,
then with one efficient left and one right, his fists did what Peter’s club had done.
As the guys were leaving to do their thing, Peter handed me a small derringer
and said, “If anyone comes along, fire a shot into the ceiling and we’ll come running."
Then they were gone, off to do whatever damage they could in two or three minutes.
I was shaking. I pushed a piece of furniture in front of the door as they had
instructed me. The gun felt awkward in my hand, but in light of our situation, I made
no move to put it down.
I didn’t want to stand in the front area, visible through the window, so I
walked down one of the hallways. It was wide and plush with heavily decorated
doors about twenty feet apart. The doors had numbers on them. I opened one. It was
thick and solid, probably sound-proof. I was surprised to see what looked like a sex
suite, complete with various ‘toys’ and ‘tools.' I was pretty naive about most of this
stuff, but I recognized BDSM paraphernalia when I saw it.
I had heard that these kinds of things were going on at the Club, but they
were going on everywhere, so there was nothing unique about this. Hell, this was
the fundamental activity of a bunch of religions of the day—a staple of our current
‘spirituality.' One more reason to question religion.
Back in the hallway, I heard a couple of distant crashes as the boys went
about their business. Then I heard something else. Very faint. It sounded like the cry
of a little girl. It was coming from the next room across the hall. Without thinking
through the implications, I reached for the knob.
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The instant I cracked the door open, the cry became a scream. I saw a middleaged man on top of a little boy, naked—maybe eleven or twelve. The man’s robe was
lying crumpled on the floor. The priest looked at me as if he didn’t give a damn and
said, “Did you come to watch or do you want to play?" His smirk, an invitation. He
hadn’t seen the pistol in my hand, and I had forgotten it was there.
He went back to molesting the boy as if my presence was inconsequential.
The boy, now quiet, looked at me with fright, his eyes begging for help. He reached
his hand toward me and I saw his slave number.
Something snapped. I have never felt rage, a burning uncontrollable hatred,
but in that instant my domesticated conscience ripped at the seams and I went
medieval. I tore the priest off the boy. He fell to the floor and I began stomping on
his head like firing pistons. I couldn’t stop. Then, as if the nerve endings in my arm
informed my brain of their intentions, I felt the gun in my hand raise, on it’s own, till
it aligned with the priest’s head.
I don’t remember pulling the trigger, but in my mind I can still see the hole it
left. It’s burned into my gray matter, a shadowy profile every time I close my eyes.
The boy had slipped past me and was gone.
When Peter and the brothers heard the gunshot, they had come running. I
was frozen and couldn’t speak. They tell me that they carried me out and brought
me to James’ and John’s apartment.
It took an hour for me to undo the shock and begin to see and hear. They had
doused me in water, wrapped me in blankets, slapped me a few times, till finally the
tears started to flow. Then they wouldn’t stop.
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I told them what had happened and they tried to reassure me that I had done
the right thing. I know they meant well, and they were trying to make me feel better,
but I had just succumbed to the economy of retribution and all I felt was numb. I
didn’t feel better, I felt nothing. And that is probably what scared me the most.
I was now the med-student with blood on his hands. I had taken life, not
given it. In one act, I had gone from a timid coward to a killer. I had murdered a man.
Back in my apartment, I stared at the ceiling, sleepless for 48 hours. My mind
raced. My scattered thoughts banged into one another like delinquent asteroids,
each exploding as it landed, preventing any cohesive strand of rationality. One fear
led to the next. One regret piled upon another.
I wish I had stayed in school.
I wish I had never joined this damn tribe.
I wish I had never met Peter.
I wish I had refused his gun.
I wish I had the balls to say no.
I wish had never been born.
I wish I was dead.

I wish I had never met Jesus!

There was a knock on the door.
‘Shit! They’ve come for me. What do I do now. Oh God, I wouldn’t do well in
prison. Execution! They won’t put me in prison, they’ll kill me. I can’t…’
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“Philip. It’s Maddie.”
Maddie. Maddie. With great effort I pulled myself out of the fetal position,
scraped myself off the floor, and stumbled toward her voice.
The door opened and she caught me. I fell on her like a rag doll and cried.
She had forced Peter to tell her what had happened and came looking for me.
“Philip, look at me. It’s done. He deserved to die…I know, I know, that doesn’t
mean that we should be the one to carry it out. Believe me, I have dreamt of a
thousand and one ways that I would like to kill the Governor, but when it comes
right down to it, I’m not sure I could do it.”
She held my face in her hands. Her eyes were so full of compassion, as only
someone who has walked through equally deep waters can understand. She wiped a
tear with her thumb.
“You’ll be okay. I’ll help you. We can get through this, together.”
She smiled. I felt my pulse normalize a bit.
“I’ve been watching the news.” she said. “They have no idea who broke into
the Club. Even if they suspect it was someone from our tribe, there is no way they
can prove it.”
Luckily, Peter had retrieved his derringer that I had used that night. I had
dropped it on the floor after I had taken the shot. They had also burned my shoes
and my clothes to get rid of any evidence that might implicate us.
“We still have work to do, Philip. And we need you." She held my hands.
“Tomorrow we’ll regroup and figure out where we go from here.”
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She walked me to my bed and laid me down. I was exhausted. She kissed me
on my forehead and turned to walk out, then came back and lay down beside me.
She held me and I found sleep for the first time in two days.
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Chapter 21—Revolution

Hennepin Avenue was blocked. Wall to wall people. I aimed my bike over to
Nicollet to get through. It was a logjam. Downtown Minneapolis was at a stand-still.
There must have been 100,000 demonstrators in the streets. All slaves.
"What the hell happened while I was sleeping?"
I found some alleys where I could get through and started weaving my way
toward Pete’s place.
Placards and signs were sprinkled among the crowd.
“Slaves are people too."
“Change. Not Chains.”
“Freedom’s a Fight.”
And worse, “Behead Ba’al!”
As I got up toward the river, I saw the riot police staging and organizing.
Thousands of them with riot gear and weapons. This could get exceedingly ugly in a
heartbeat.
I jumped off my bike and blew through the door of Screamin’ Skin. Peter,
Andrew, Judas, and the brothers were there. They were so glued to the TV that they
almost ignored my entrance. James tossed a dismissive glance in my direction that
seemed to carry a dark undertone.
“Sit down, kid, we’ll talk in a minute.” said Pete.
The State Media Network was coolly dispensing the government line on the
downtown chaos, spinning it with their usual bias.
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“The funny thing is,” said one of the anchors, “Every one of these
demonstrators made a conscious choice. They chose to become slaves. Nobody
forced them. Nobody held a gun to their heads. When they failed at supporting
themselves, they decided to take advantage of the generosity of people and a
government that would do for them what they were unable to do for themselves—
put food on the table, put clothes on their backs, and make sure their families
weren’t sent out into the cold. They are thumbing their noses at a system that has
bailed them out. This is a sad state of affairs.”
James, in disgust, threw a double bird at the TV screen.
Another, with a laugh, said, “These people better realize that skating on thin
ice can get you into hot water.17 When the government hears the ice start cracking,
they won’t be sending the rescue squad, they’ll be sending troops. The rope of
benevolence is only so long. My recommendation to all of you protestors, don’t play
loose with the law of our land, and don’t test the resolve of our president. He will
allow only so much, and then his heel will come crashing down.”
He finished with, “Go home, people. Go back to your owners and thank them
for providing for you. Thank them for giving you work. Thank them for giving you a
second chance.”
Peter stood up so quickly that the chair he was sitting on flipped and crashed
against the wall. Ever since we had become number-toting compatriots of the
Brotherhood, our identity became almost inextricably aligned with theirs. James
walked up to the screen and screamed obscenities at the anchor, as if he could be
heard.
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I had just fumbled my way back from the brink of chaos, only to see another
powder keg rumbling down the street toward me with a lit fuse.
Where was Maddie, I wondered. In that crowd? If so, the Governor will be
able to track her location with the chip. He’ll know. This isn’t good.
“So how are you doing, kid?” asked Peter, finally looking at me. John turned
to hear my answer, but the others were still locked on the TV.
“Better, I guess. Thanks for getting me through that.”
James scowled at me. I broke eye contact with him and started to apologize,
but he interrupted, taking two large steps toward me, planting his finger squarely in
my chest.
“You know, you could have gotten us all killed back there. Ya damn rookie.
Remind me never to go to war with you." He released his finger and turned away.
I sat down. Peter gently slapped me on the shoulder as if to say, all is
forgiven. John gave me the slightest of smiles, making sure James didn’t see it.
I guess this means that Andrew and Judas knew about that night. I wonder if
the others know? I wonder if Jesus knows. I was about to ask when he walked
through the door.
“Have you guys seen what’s going on out there? Madness.” he said.
“I know, don’t you just love it!” said Judas. “This is exactly what we need."
James raised a fist in agreement. Judas continued, “This can jump-start our
revolution, Jesus. And you are at the center of it. It’s perfect.”
Right then James hushed us as another scene was playing out on television. A
man with Father John’s number scrawled across his forehead was standing on top of
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a bus with a bullhorn. He was leading a chant.
“Je-sus! Je-sus! Je-sus!" The crowd within two blocks took up the chant. First
it was a thousand, then ten thousand, then fifty.
Judas opened the front door of Pete’s shop. We could hear the chant echoing
from across the river. It was a sound like I have never heard before. Powerful and
frightening.
A smile grew on Judas’ face. This is what he had been hoping for. The stage
for he, Jesus, and the rest of the tribe—if they chose, had just grown exponentially.
Now all Jesus had to do was take his rightful place as the emperor of the revolution.
Judas came back inside and sat down across from Jesus, facing him. He put
his hands on Jesus’ knees. He spoke slowly, deliberately, as if educating Jesus on the
finer points of revolution management.
“Days like today come along once every generation. Maybe less. Opportunity
arrived for us today, Jesus." He shifted and gestured with his hand. “Revolutions are
about seizing the day, grabbing the moment. History is stingy with these moments
and you have to recognize them when they arrive and capitalize on them before they
slip through our fingers.”
“Today, we just saw one of those moments arrive. And you, Jesus, are ideally
poised, almost by accident, to lead this revolution. They are begging for you to lead
them. It’s falling in your lap in spite of all the things you have done to downplay it.
It’s all yours for the taking!”
He paused, then continued with genuine sincerity, “This is your chance to
change the world, Jesus. Possibly—no, probably—your one and only chance." He
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smiled. “This is the day, we are the ones people will be talking about for
generations.”
Judas decided to pause and see if his arguments were getting through.
Jesus smiled at him. I couldn’t tell if it was a patronizing smile, a smile of pity,
or one of compassion. The rest of the crew was uncharacteristically quiet. James had
even muted the television. It did seem like a big moment in the scheme of things, not
only for Jesus, but for our little tribe.
Jesus began. “You’re right on several counts, Judas. This is an important day,
and the revolution is beginning, and people will be talking about this, about us, for
generations." Judas let a smile crease his lips.
“But my time has not yet come." Those seven words wiped the smile from
Judas’ lips like a backhanded slap. “When the time is right, I…”
“Right?” lashed out Judas with full-on indignation, “You’ll never see more
‘right’ than this!" He exhaled a gust of frustrated anger.
Jesus calmly continued, “You, with your narrow vision, your human blinders,
only see what your mind can conceive. It’s understandable. You assume you are
thinking big, but let me tell you Judas, tribe, my revolution is far bigger than this. Far
bigger than yours. Far bigger than you can even imagine.
“You dream of a moment in history, Judas. I intend to change the course of
history, of humanity, for every person, every generation, every nation, from now
until the end of time." Jesus paused, “And it will all be accomplished by the power of
love.”
“No, no, no, NO!" Judas jumped all over that last line. He had feared that Jesus
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would pull out the ‘L’ word. The complete impotence of the concept made the hairs
on the back of his neck stand straight up in defiance. Now standing over Jesus,
looking down, he said, “This isn’t about love, Jesus. This is a revolution. Revolutions
are fought. Name one revolution that was about love. One!" He didn’t wait for a
response. “Governments—evil governments—never roll over at the fear of being
hugged." Judas sat in exasperation, “God, Jesus, why can’t you see this?”
Jesus now leaned forward. Putting his hands on Judas’ shoulders, he spoke,
“This war won’t be fought by governments. It has nothing to do with governments. It
is being fought on a higher plane, one you don’t recognize even though it has you on
its leash, right now. I hear the battle in your every sentence.”
Now, putting one hand behind Judas’ head, Jesus compassionately continued.
“You have many good intentions, Judas. You have painted a good picture, but it’s
one-dimensional. You need to trust that I see the full, panoramic wide-angle view,
that I know how the story ends, that I will do what is right when the time is right.”
Judas seemed to calm a bit, but the caldron was still bubbling on the backside
of his eyelids.
Jesus went on, “You dream of control that is imposed. I dream of community
that is chosen.
“You dream of power that dictates. I dream of power that serves.
“You dream of wealth and the comfort of affluence. I dream of surrendering
those comforts and desires to make sure others enjoy them as well.
“Let me tell you a story, Jud…”
The caldron blew sky-high. “I don’t want to hear another fucking story!”
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Judas sprang to his feet, interrupting Jesus. He had reached his quota of opinions
that didn’t match his own. “I’ve heard enough of your stories. I’ve heard enough of
your talk. It’s time to stop talking and start acting.”
Now, pointing his finger at Jesus, “It’s time for you to start acting like a
leader, not a timid, apprehensive school boy from Ely. It’s time for you to grow up,
Jesus!”
I couldn’t believe how aggressive Judas was toward Jesus. Even the brothers
were taken aback by the chutzpah of this bookie. On the other hand, I couldn’t
believe how patient and tolerant Jesus was with Judas.
Now Judas took a softer tone, “Listen, Jesus, this is your mission, your destiny,
your call. I’m just trying to help you." He continued, “There is no reason, with your
status, charisma, and power, that we couldn’t turn this into a billion dollar industry
with the whole country eating out of your hand. I can help you leverage your power
to make millions. Do you know how much good we could do with that? I can help
you secure media platforms on national television. Do you know how much good we
could do with that?”
Then, “This is your chance to be somebody, Jesus." Then, almost pleading,
“Don’t throw that away." With that, Judas walked out the front door of Pete’s shop.
Nobody said anything, nervously looking around not sure where to point our
eyes. The safest place seemed to be the television, which suddenly uploaded a
picture of Jesus. James un-muted the TV mid-sentence.
“…with the crowds begging for their leader, Jesus, to come and address
them." The scene changed from the demonstrators on the street to the inside of the
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Ineffable Club, which looked like an F4 tornado had blown through.
“To recap the past couple of days,” said the talking head, “The Ineffable Club
was vandalized two nights ago. Several intruders beat up the security guards and
destroyed many priceless works of art, including a painting hanging over the
mantel, a work by Sebastian Gauntifaux, the Lord Most Holy of the Ineffable Ba’al."
They cut to Sebastian with a comment, “It’s the epitome of cowardice to destroy art,
great art that can’t be replaced." I could tell that this was personal, it was his art.
The announcer continued, “They also bludgeoned and murdered one of
Ba’al’s most esteemed priests, Lawrence DuBois, while he was in a room mentoring
a young boy." My eyes twitched and my shoulders stiffened. James shot a look my
way from the corner of his eye. “These perpetrators will be sought out and
executed." I shivered, imperceptibly, hoping this latest barrage wouldn’t send me
back over the edge of sanity.
Now the picture changed to that of the young boy who had been molested.
Just seeing his face took me back to that room. My breathing started getting choppy.
The anchor continued, “It is believed that this young slave boy, who had the
privilege of working at the Ineffable Club as well as being mentored by Priest
DuBois, played a tacit role in his death. So this morning, to honor the legacy of his
Holiness and to balance the scales of justice, the slave boy was beheaded.”
I never heard anything after that. They showed a short clip of the beheading,
presumably as a warning to others who might think about taking extreme action
against the government or religious orders with power.
My eyes began losing focus. Both the priest and the boy were dead. One by
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my hand, and one, indirectly because of my actions—also by my hand. A choking sob
slipped out. The brothers looked at me, and I could tell that the look said, ‘Get it
together—Jesus doesn’t know.' But I couldn’t stop what had started.
Now I knew why there were 100,000 demonstrators on the streets of
downtown. They were protesting the death of this innocent boy. They were out
there because I killed a priest. They were out there because I forced Ba’al’s hand to
kill this innocent boy.
I doubled over, and try as I could, the sobs slipped out. Through bleary eyes, I
saw Jesus enter the room. He looked around, catching each of our eyes, one by one,
man by man. He knew. I could tell, he knew. The others saw the same thing I saw.
Jesus never said anything. What he did was come over to me and wrap his
arms around me. No words, just tenderness.
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Chapter 22—Gravity
The wheels left the tarmac and the plane banked right over Lindberg
Terminal heading for Dulles International in Washington, D.C. James and John were
sitting two rows ahead of me. Peter and Suzy were behind them. Maddie and I
behind them. Jesus was across the aisle next to a chatty lady in jeweled glasses who
was thanking her lucky stars to be seated next to the Minneapolis Messiah.
“The girls at book club will never believe this,” she giggled. “Jesus! God, I’m
sitting next to Jesus. Do you know what my horoscope said this morning? ‘Today you
will meet a celebrity’—and here you are." She turned to face the person directly
behind her and said, much louder than necessary, “This is Jesus. Can you believe he’s
on our flight?”
The flight attendants were serving the first round of drinks. The news of
Jesus’ presence traveled much more quickly than the condiment carts. It rippled
down the seat-belted aisles, around the bulkhead, to the guy sliding the no vacancy
sign on the rear restroom.
The days since the demonstration had been a blur. Maddie had been at my
apartment, waiting for me, on the night of the big march. She knew I would need to
be put back together again. She knew me. She stayed the night and we talked till
four, when she had to leave for the Governor’s place.
Jesus, to Judas’ surprise, had actually given an interview yesterday on SMN.
He challenged Ba’al and the State on the death of the boy, and reminded them of the
injustice carried out on Father John. “If it’s peace you want, you need to demonstrate
your desire to live in peace with all people, including slaves. And peace is not
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achieved by control. You can control behavior through force, but peace is when
people willfully choose to live in harmony. And that only happens when justice and
respect trickle down. Try that and you’ll see respect trickle up."
“That harmony is absent in our culture, President Chatsworth." Jesus now
looked straight into the camera. “You and Congress need to reimagine a way
forward that honors the sanctity of all." Then, with a slight smile on his face, he said,
“I have some ideas for you, Mr. President.”
One reporter shot back, “Ideas? Can you share them with us? What would
that look like, Jesus?”
Jesus thought for a second then said, “It’s really quite simple. Love the
Creator and love your brother as yourself…and, by the way, we are all brothers."
With that he turned and left.
It turns out the President had watched the press conference and had asked
for a meeting with Jesus and Sebastian—immediately.
His presidency was a bit shaky. Various religious groups were flexing their
muscle. The government-run system of slavery, the Brotherhood of the Yoked, was
always experiencing push and pull—a tug-of-war the President didn’t need right
now. And none of that included the brewing troubles around the world. If at all
possible, the President was looking to keep the peace, especially at home. So he
arranged a meeting hoping to curtail any conflict that might find itself to be
newsworthy.
Judas was in Business Class, having paid for the upgrade. He was on his
second glass of complimentary wine, nibbling at some cheese, with his tie tucked
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into his shirt for protection. He was chatting with a priest of Ba’al, who was sitting
next to him. “Yeah, I’m Jesus’ business manager. I handle all of his speaking
engagements and events." He and the priest were having a very cordial
conversation.
The remainder of the first class cabin was populated by robes—a coterie of
Ba’al priests. Sebastian sat in 1B, his robe spilling over the armrest into the aisle. At
first he had requested to fly on a different plane than Jesus and his tribe, but the
President insisted they fly together, orchestrating a forced congeniality in the air.
The chatty lady, who we found out, without asking, was ‘Emma, Emma
Stonewalader at your service.' She had connections to a local book publisher and
had already offered to serve as Jesus’ literary agent, assuring him she could get him
a deal in ‘two shakes of a martini.' Jesus patiently listened to Emma ramble, even
after he told her he had no intentions of writing a book.
I could tell it burned Pete and the Sons of Thunder that Sebastian and his
flock were up front. Not that Peter and the boys wanted to be there, but just the fact
that the priests always had to make sure everyone knew they were the elite, the
favored ones. There was a small part of me that feared there would be a full scale
throw-down at 30,000 feet.
Even though the flight attendants had requested that passengers remain in
their seats, a young woman carrying a baby approached Jesus. She stood there for a
bit, waiting for Emma to stop talking, before she said, nervously, “Jesus, I know who
you are and what you have been doing. I have seen that you heal people of illnesses
and stuff." She cleared her throat, “My little girl was born with a deformed hand, and
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I was just, um, wondering, if there was anything you could do to, to make
it…normal."
Emma jumped in, “Oh, honey, that’s not…" Without looking in her direction,
Jesus held up his hand to silence her. Then said, “ What’s her name?”
“Caroline.”
“Pretty name. She’s beautiful." The young woman smiled. “Would it be okay if
I held her?" Without hesitation, she handed baby Caroline to Jesus.
Jesus held her, admiringly, then simply asked, “Do you believe I can heal
her?" The young woman nodded, her chin quivering just a touch.
The baby was wrapped in a blanket and sleeping, so her hand was not visible.
Jesus made no move to uncover it or look at it. He seemed taken by the simple
beauty of the innocent face. Then he said something very strange to the young
woman.
“I understand your desire to have your daughter’s hand restored. Every
parent would wish for the same thing. But her beauty is not diminished by her lack
of a fully functioning hand. Imperfections are the foundation of my Father’s
masterpieces. She is his treasured workmanship, a one-of-a-kind, original work of
art.”
He continued, “When one hand is restricted, it opens the door for greater
beauty to flow from the other. That hand has the unique power to open wide the
windows of compassion that would otherwise remain latched—not only for her, but
for you. What seems deficient may be the doorway to abundance. What appears
constraining, freedom.”
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He was quiet for a bit, then while looking into the sleeping face of Caroline, he
said, “These decisions are much more complicated than they appear.”
Jesus looked up at the young mother, silently searching her eyes for the
answer to a horribly complex question. Then he kissed Caroline on her forehead and
handed her back to her mother. She looked at Jesus as if to say, "Did anything
happen? Did you heal her?"
She thanked Jesus and turned to walk back to her seat. But she had to look.
She had to. As she unwrapped the arm, then the hand, a slight sob escaped her lips.
…………………………………………………………………………………………….

Judas looked up to see Sebastian standing in the aisle beside him. Sebastian
uncorked a broad smile for Judas, then nodded at the priest sitting beside Judas. The
priest jumped up on cue and went to Sebastian’s seat.
“Mind if I join you?” he asked unpretentiously.
“Not at all,” responded Judas, motioning toward the empty seat, a touch
flattered that the High Priest of Ba’al would choose to sit with him. Sebastian slid
into the first-class accommodations and made a slight flick of the wrist to the flight
attendant. She hurried over.
“Could you open the bottle I brought along, the Domaine Ramonet
Montrachet Grand Cru?" She was turning to leave when Sebastian added, “And bring
a glass for my friend here." He turned back to Judas and extended his hand,
“Sebastian Gauntrifaux. And you are Judas, one of the tribe of Jesus." Judas nodded, a
bit uncomfortably. Sebastian had done his due diligence, an extensive profile
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prepared on each member of the tribe.
“You must be the lone cultured tribe member,” he said as he cast a superior
nod toward the coach class cabin. “You’re the one that doesn’t quite fit the profile of
his bourgeois crew. Tell me Judas, how does a man of your standing find esprit de
corps in the ranks of such average men?" Then he quickly added, “…average men
and a slave.”
Judas hurriedly dropped his right hand to his lap, hiding the number on his
hand. Sebastian’s number, the one he had gotten at the parking ramp, was gone. He
must have had it removed via laser.
Judas began to answer the question, but Sebastian’s attention was plucked by
the pop of a cork. Within seconds two glasses of the precious liquid and the bottle
were delivered on a tray. The glasses bore the initials SDG. Sebastian took the
glasses, handing one to Judas. He raised his glass in a toast and said, “To the power
of wealth, and the wealth of power." He clinked his glass with that of Judas,’ took a
long, slow sip, and swished it around in his mouth.
Judas’ knowledge of wines wasn’t extensive, but he knew this bottle was
somewhere north of $1,000. His hand shook slightly as he brought $250 worth of
rare grapes to his lips. Even though he had too little experience to truly appreciate
the difference between a 100-dollar and a 1,000-dollar chardonnay, there was
something intoxicating about sipping wealth at 30,000 feet.
Sebastian looked at Judas, waiting for a reaction to the first taste. Searching
for an appropriately sophisticated response, Judas said, “Exquisite.”
“My thoughts exactly,” said Sebastian. Then changing the subject, moving
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toward his agenda, “Here’s what I don’t get,” he began. “A man of Jesus’
extraordinary talents—and power—and he squanders them on trivial things, trivial
people. Do you realize, Judas, the potential to monetize the hell out of that man?"
Sebastian was speaking Judas’ language now. These were the same thoughts that
had been driving him crazy.
Judas jumped in, “And just think of the good that could be done with all that
money…good for the sake of the poor and underprivileged." To a certain degree,
Judas meant what he said.
“I couldn’t agree more,” affirmed Sebastian. Judas didn’t trust Sebastian, nor
did he particularly like him, but at least here was a man who understood the
potential of an opportunity like Jesus. These types of prospects don’t come along
every day, and when they do you need to optimize them, and milk them for all they
are worth. It’s not selfishness or greed, it’s just good business.
“Why is it,” asked Sebastian, “that Jesus doesn’t understand this? It seems so
simple and so logical to people like us, Judas." Sebastian looked at Judas, his new
best friend, waiting for a response.
…………………………………………………………………………………………..

Coach-class was quickly becoming a circus. The aisles were jammed with
people trying to get at Jesus. People with cancer, glaucoma, or hangnails. Curiosity
seekers, autograph hounds, and celebrity chasers. Photos of the airborne phenom
were being uploaded, raining down on terra firma, scorching social media channels
with ‘Miracle in the Sky’ stories. Meanwhile, a quagmire on concourse C was
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developing at Dulles airport as people began claiming carpet space in front of the
Messiah’s arrival gate.
The flight attendants were losing control, pleading with people to remain in
their seats. At one point they announced, “We are about to experience some
significant turbulence. It is imperative that everyone return to their seats." As near
as I could tell, the pilot manufactured the turbulence with some spastic aileron
action—it wasn’t very convincing. Minutes later, mayhem again reigned in the
center aisle.
……………………………………………………………………………………………..

Sebastian poured another glass for Judas. It was obvious that there was a
scene unraveling in coach-class, but what concern was that of those segregated by
wealth.
“I wonder,” posed Sebastian, as if searching for solutions, “if Jesus needs
some assistance, a nudge? A helping hand from someone like you?”
Judas had been thinking about this for a while. In his mind, the movement’s
primary problem was poor management. It lacked for direction. It had gone viral,
but what are a million hits if there is no apparent momentum toward something—
something measurable.
Judas was convinced, given the opportunity, he could parlay the Messiah and
his notoriety into a bulging bankroll, not to mention a power-play that could even
gain the upper hand over the likes of Sebastian.
Judas wasn’t naive. He suspected that Sebastian was trying to use him. He
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knew that Ba’al had no love for Jesus and would be more than happy to see him fade,
or worse. But by now, Judas had witnessed hundreds of miracles. Not tricks, not
illusions. What Jesus could do, no one had ever done. There was no doubt in Judas’
mind that if Jesus wanted to, he could squash Sebastian with a word.
No, the problem wasn’t that Jesus didn’t have enough power, it was that he
was reticent to use it in ways that mattered.
"Maybe, just maybe," thought Judas, "if Jesus was backed into a corner, he
would have no options but to exercise his power to protect himself. Maybe if I
created a scenario that forced his hand, it would be the very thing that would
jumpstart the Jesus movement. Maybe Jesus truly does need a nudge. And maybe I’m
the one to deliver it."
Sebastian could see that the wheels were turning in Judas’ mind. “What are
you thinking, my friend?”
Judas hadn’t fully thought through this, but he had some ideas. He wasn’t
ready to show Sebastian all of his cards just yet, but this ‘friendship’ he was forging
with the High Priest was showing promise, the kind of promise that might just bring
Jesus to his rightful place of power…power over everyone, including this pompous
bastard.
“I think you may be right, Sebastian. We need to force his hand." Judas, now
playing to Sebastian, “I mean, either he’s a fraud, or he’s the real deal. But we’ll
never know either way if he just continues on playing the role of Mr. Goody Two
Shoes, meandering through life shaking hands and kissing babies. Maybe we isolate
him on a narrow road. We take away his turn lanes so he has to prove himself.”
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A knowing grin developed on Sebastian’s face, “I like the way you think,
Judas. He ‘saves’ others, but can he save himself? Will he?" Sebastian, now playing to
Judas, “And you’re right, Judas, he claims to be the son of God. If he proves himself to
be just that, well then I’m ready to worship him. I’ll gladly bow at his feet. But if he is
just playing us for fools, then he should be found out.”
They clinked their glasses, sealing an unspoken pact.
………………………………………………………………………………………

The plane’s PA system clicked on and the lead flight attendant said, “Well,
this is going to be a first. We, uh, we are going to have Jesus tell you all a story. So
please, everyone take your seats and, uh, listen to what Jesus has to say.”
This maneuver was not listed on page 23 of the flight attendant manual, but
was a last ditch effort to manage the chaos. Nothing else had worked, so Jesus had
offered to the lead flight attendant that maybe he could talk to everyone, sort of
calm them down with a story. Everything else had been tried, so she immediately
agreed.
Jesus began.
“Orville and Wilbur—were a couple of law breakers." Interesting start, I
thought. “Oh, they weren’t the first to break Sir Isaac Newton’s famous law. The
birds, those delinquents, have been flagrantly defying gravity since—well, for a very
long time." He paused, then asked, “How many of you on this plane today are afraid
of flying?" Scattered hands went up. “You should be,” he said, “because it’s not
natural.”
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“There are natural laws, things we can count on. They’re consistent,
repeatable, dependable. What goes up must come down. When apples fall, they hit
us on the head.
“We—you and me—we’re subject to the law of gravity. It has power over us.
We have to obey it; it does not give us a choice.
“Airplanes, on the other hand, have found a loophole in the law, or rather, a
corollary—the law of aerodynamics. And this law, when properly applied, cancels
out the other.
“Now, if you will all look out your windows, you will notice that you, at this
very moment, are defying the law of gravity. You’re flying. Well, not exactly. The
plane is, but since you are in the plane, you, by extension, are flying.
“Let’s just say that one of you started thinking, ‘Hmmm, I’m thirty thousand
feet in the air. Maybe I can fly. Maybe the law of gravity no longer applies to me.
Look at me, I’m a bird!
“So you go over to the door, hit the release, open the door and jump out. Now
what? Are you still flying?
“Not for long.
“No, you can’t fly. You never could. And you are now, and always will be,
subject to the law of gravity.
“But—when you stepped into this plane at Gate 22F, you made a statement of
faith. You said, ‘I believe this plane can fly. And as long as I am inside of it, the law of
aerodynamics will set me free from the law of gravity.'
“So you chose to place your trust in a higher law, where gravity has no pull."
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“What exactly are you saying, Jesus?" It was Maddie, always the curious,
interrupting. She gave me a look that said, "Well, someone had to ask." I felt the
plane start its descent. My ears popped as Jesus slowly weighed his words.
“There’s a gravity to life. It has a natural tendency to pull you down. Your
very nature has a bias for sea level. Occasionally you rise above your nature through
sheer discipline and effort, but it’s temporary. Even the loftiest of intentions, the
most well-harnessed will power, are subject to gravity.
“There are days when we look to the heavens and suspect we were made for
more than this. The sky beckons us, but against a nature inclined toward descent we
cannot pull ourselves up by our bootstraps. We may long for heaven, but our feet are
locked to earth—chained, choked, owned.”
Jesus now let the microphone hang at his side for a moment. The packed
plane waited for his conclusion. Finally he spoke.
“I am immune to your laws of nature. I am not from here, but have
temporarily set aside my divine aerodynamics and allowed gravity to bring me to
you. I have seen your predicament. I have cried in sorrow to see how you have been
enslaved. My Father and I could stand it no longer.
“I have come to be your airplane.
“Your way out.
“Your way up.
“The only hope you have of escaping your nature, the darkness that pulls you
downward, is by coming on board, putting your trust in me, the one who alone can
overcome the law and set you free.”
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………

Sebastian and Judas had heard every word. The first class section squirmed
and fumed, uncomfortable in their oversized seats. The bottle in Sebastian’s hand
was raised, itself threatening to defy gravity, but Sebastian restrained his arm and
set it back down. He leaned over to Judas and with a terse whisper said, “Let’s not
wait too long to implement a plan.”
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….

The plane was silent. A third of those on board had been healed of something,
significant or other, in the past two hours. There were still doubters and those
confused by him, but by the time our wheels touched down, Jesus was surrounded
by another cloud of witnesses.
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Chapter 23—Presidential Angst

Judas was almost pinching himself as we were ushered into the oval office. I
knew what he was thinking. "This is what we could be doing all the time, these are
the kinds of meetings I could be setting up, if Jesus would just give me the reigns to
his agenda and let me orchestrate his campaign."
President Chatsworth motioned to the chairs that had been set up in his
office, inviting us to sit. There were two chairs closest to his desk, one for Jesus and
one for Sebastian. The rest were aligned in even rows behind them. The seating
chart gave the room the look of a chessboard, with all the black-robed game pieces
on one side of the room and a random mix of T-shirted knights, rooks, and pawns on
the other.
The President had shaken each of our hands as we entered, warmly
welcoming us to his home. When he sat, we all sat. He began.
“I don’t have a lot of time this afternoon, but felt it was important to bring
you two together and try to mediate a truce of sorts.”
A trace of a smirk crept across Sebastian’s face. The last thing he wanted was
a truce with Jesus. This was a battle he relished, and he intended to deploy whatever
troops were necessary to mortally wound the reputation of this Jesus.
“There’s nothing I would welcome more.” said Sebastian with all the
counterfeit sincerity he could muster. Jesus said nothing.
The President continued, “I don’t suppose you two will come to a religious
ceasefire, but I intend to push you toward a steadying of the waters with regard to
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the Brotherhood. If there is one thing we do not need, it’s a rebellion in the rank and
file of our most efficient and affordable workforce.”
Now, looking at Jesus, he said, “You do understand that seventy-five percent
of the blood and guts work to keep the infrastructure of our government on the
move is done by slaves, right Jesus?”
Jesus nodded.
“If we were to lose or minimize that workforce, who knows what that might
do to our economy—which is already on shaky ground.”
Sebastian chimed in, “As much as we all wish the Brotherhood of the Yoked
was unnecessary, we have all come to understand the practicality of this system—
it’s necessary.”
Both men now looked to Jesus to respond. He looked as though he didn’t
want to say what he was about to say. But he did.
“It’s interesting how you speak of the practicalities of slavery as if you are
referring to a union of plumbers or carpenters. You insinuate that to grant all of our
citizens the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness is to be antiAmerican—as if a true patriot would understand the need to oppress a percentage
of our populace in order to elevate the lifestyle of the rest.”
“Surely, Mr. President, you don’t think that slavery is the best and only
answer to our problems.”
The President shifted in his chair, chuckled just a bit, then responded. “It’s
funny how easy it is to be idealistic from your vantage point, Jesus—on the sidelines,
a third-string arm-chair quarterback. I don’t have that luxury. I don’t mean to be
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exceedingly frank, but I’m in the big chair. I have to make the decisions that affect
everyone. I don’t have the leeway of lofty altruism that only works in theory. I speak
and act for the common good of all, in reality.”
Out of nowhere, Bartholomew piped in, “It is always himself that the coward
abandons first. After this, all other betrayals come easy."18
Suddenly the room crackled with tension. The presidential photographer
snapped a couple shots of Bartholomew. All those in the office now turned back to
the President to see how he would react. He simply said, “…and that from the fourthstring quarterback.”
Jesus, now leaned in a bit on his chair, placed an elbow on the President’s
desk, “I know you have a difficult job, Mr. President. I empathize with you. Believe it
or not, I know exactly how you feel. I, too, am sitting in a big chair, responsible for
not only this country, but all of humanity. However, I am not here simply to raise the
GDP, lower unemployment, or get the economy back on track. I have been sent to
reconcile all of humanity back to my Father. I have been…”
“Oh, God,” exhaled Sebastian. “Here we go.”
“No, please continue Jesus,” said the President. “I would like to hear what you
believe your mission to be.”
Sebastian jumped in, “Do we have to? This will just be more delusional
grand-standing by a crazy man with a God complex.”
“Maybe,” said the President, “But let’s give him a minute.”
Jesus, with the green light, proceeded.
“Would you allow me to tell a brief story?”
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“A brief one,” said the President. Sebastian exhaled in disgust.
“Let’s say that God was planning a party, a state dinner of sorts. He wanted to
honor the leaders of the world with a grand celebration. He sent out an invitation
embossed in gold overlay, requesting their presence. He invited you, the Prime
Minister of Great Britain, the Sultan of India, the Premier of Kazakstan, the President
of Russia, and every other head of state from every country in the world. He said he
would send his transport vehicle to each of your doorsteps to shuttle you beyond
the clouds.
“He and the staff of heaven busied themselves, preparing the grandest party
in the history of time. Nothing was spared, no corners cut…exquisite food, the rarest
of wines, delicacies from around the world and beyond. The Vienna Philharmonic
was shuttled to Heaven to play, along with soloists from Paris and New York. The
tables were set, the flatware in place, the heavenly castle decorated beyond
comprehension.
“On the morning of the party, the shuttles were dispersed to make their pickups. The first landed on the steps of the Taj Mahal.”
'Please pass my apology along to God,” said the Sultan, “I accidentally doublebooked myself today…I’ve got a massage scheduled for this evening. I regret that I
won’t be able to attend the party.'
“The Russian president likewise said, 'Unfortunately, my tailor needs me to
be present for a fitting for a new suit tonight. I won’t be able to make it.'
'Although I would love to be at the grand event tonight,' said the Prime
Minister of Britain, 'the Queen has invited me over to play with the corgis tonight. I
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guess I’ll miss the party.'
“One after another the guests cancelled—with a variety of inexcusable
excuses.
“One after another the shuttled pilots checked in, informing God of the total
absence of planned guests for his party.
“God, although disappointed, instructed his couriers to change their plans.
'Go out into the laundry rooms, the coal mines, the cotton fields, the dirtiest of dark
places, and bring the slaves, wherever you can find them, to my party. My
preparations will not go unused.’" Jesus took a breath, then let the pause linger.
The President shifted in his chair. “And what is all that supposed to mean,
exactly?”
Jesus continued. “I am the shuttle pilot. I was sent here to pick up the elite
and the prestigious—if they are willing to clear their agendas—but I have especially
come for the forgotten, the abused, the neglected, and all those wanting to drink at
my table, to share the bread of life, and taste the goodness of my Father. But my
Father’s table is for all. There is no table in the other room for the help. He has no
slaves, only sons. The human family will only see peace if all have a place at the
table.
“There is a better way to throw a party, Mr. President.”
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Chapter 24—The Family

The meeting with the President had been cut short. A call came in that he
needed to take. As he was scooting us out, he grabbed both Jesus and Sebastian by
the arms and said, “Please, we don’t need any more violence. Will you both promise
me that you will not instigate or promote unnecessary violence to achieve whatever
it is you are trying to achieve?" He looked at Jesus as he said it. I was thinking his
focus would have been better spent on Sebastian.
“Absolutely, Mr. President,” said Sebastian, “You can count on me.”
Jesus nodded.
My alarm went off at 5:30 Saturday morning. Yes, I know why the Family—
slaves—meet for church so early, but I was hoping that Jesus wouldn’t be expecting
us all to be there every week at this time.
He had asked all of us to attend this weekend. He seemed to be insinuating
that he would have something more significant in his message to the Family.
These events were starting to take on some of the atmosphere of Suzy’s
homily nights at the Neon Cathedral. Well, minus the ‘Live well/Sin well’ chant at the
end. The Church of the Brotherhood had become a weekly media event now, with
TV cameras and the press hovering.
Today’s event was just east of downtown along the banks of the Mississippi.
There was room for 10,000 or so underneath the bluffs, and by 6AM it was packed.
It had only been four days since the big demonstration, so tensions were still
running high. That day, the State Police had descended on the crowd with armored
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vehicles, tear gas, rubber bullets, and pepper spray. Things had stayed peaceful—
minus some random looting and a few cars turned over and maybe one or two
police cars set on fire. Then, when the police in riot gear showed up in armored
vehicles, trying to push the crowd out of the streets, people were getting run over,
the crowd unable to move at the pace the police wanted. That’s when things got a bit
more ugly.
When the final toll was in, there were 23 dead slaves and four dead police.
President Chatsworth did the right thing to bring Jesus and Sebastian together,
however the problem reached far beyond the two of them. I’m sure the President
knew this, but was just trying to deal with the obvious, surface problem knowing
that to fix a system that was inherently broken would take years, or possibly
decades.
Corruption was so rampant in the government. There were so many underthe-table agreements being effected between church and state, not to mention
monopolistic trinities between church, state, and corporate interests, that it seemed
the only solution was to completely dismantle the government, religion, or both—
and start over.
I suppose that’s the definition of revolution, and that’s what Judas, along with
several from our tribe, were really hoping for, the toppling of Ba’al and Congress.
John was fully in that camp in the beginning, but it seemed like he was
pitching his tent in softer soil lately. I think Jesus was starting to get through to him.
He had been using the ‘L’ word more frequently and even writing songs about it.
Rosalita was drifting that direction as well. She had been respectfully
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standing up against the status quo at the city council meetings lately, making
inferences that were probably going to prevent her from getting re-elected. She
didn’t seem to care.
Conversely, I think James was getting more radicalized by the day. I heard he
and John having it out one day. John was trying to talk James into dialing back the
‘night excursions,’ while James questioned John’s loyalties. “If you’re not willing to
fight and die for what you believe, what good are your beliefs?" The thing about
those two—I would never question either of them with regard to sincerity and being
all in for a cause, but the approaches they took to accomplish those ends were
drifting further and further apart.
Peter? He confused me. He’s got a temper the size of a dump truck, and when
the engine revved, he could be the most violently destructive of all. But in more sane
moments, he was the most tender, compassionate man you had ever met. He and
John were being taken in by the ‘L’ word and it was changing them. Tangibly
changing them.
Jesus had talked about how we would change the world with love, and to be
honest, I suspected that was just talk, some sort of metaphysical stereotype, blind
pie-in-the-sky idealism. But when you see guys like Peter and John change, really
change, maybe Jesus knows what he’s talking about.
I was drifting that way myself. Mostly because of Jesus, but also because of
what I was seeing in Maddie. When we first met, she was a pretty angry person. Her
hatred for the Governor was barely hidden beneath her epidermis, and if you
bumped her the wrong way, it came oozing out of her pores in flashes of vitriol.
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Lately, I caught her talking about the Governor as if she felt sorry for him. Like he
doesn’t really know what he’s doing, so she can’t fully blame him for his actions.
Where is that coming from?
And I have to say, the way she has treated and loved me through this past
week, I’m not sure I would even be here if it wasn’t for her. Were my feelings for her
skewing things? Probably. No doubt, I was falling for this slave girl.
But the fact of the matter is that all of us—at least those of us who were
willing to give his words entrance into our consciousness—were being notably
changed, inch-by-inch.
“How are you, my children?" His voice echoed through the river valley, up to
the lock and dams under the Stone Arch Bridge, finally ricocheting off the downtown
skyscrapers. I’m not sure where the PA system had come from, but it had the power
to scatter the words of Jesus like shrapnel from an IED.
The massive crowd cheered at the sound of his voice.
He loved referring to us as his children. I always expected people to be
offended by that, but this crowd welcomed the familial attachment that bound their
future to this Messiah.
“It’s been a hard week.” He paused. “We lost some from our Family,” nods of
acknowledgement, “and they lost some from theirs." Silence. Jesus continued.
“Both are losses. Neither are right." He looked across the thousands of faces
looking to him for hope.
“I have things I need to tell you today. Words of great significance. Words
that can change you, if you let them. Difficult words, not just for you, but for me.”
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He held up his right hand, turned it outward so all could see his number.
“Does this look familiar?” he asked. There were some chuckles, some
laughter. A few people held up their hands, then more, and more, till the whole
throng was holding their hands in the air in a sort of fraternal salute.
“It’s an ugly identity. It’s a symbol of evil. But even more, it’s the symbol of
the failure of love." Silent agreement.
“But it’s even more than that." Jesus raised his hand again. “It’s a symbol of
family. It’s a mark that says, ‘I am your brother.' We are in this together. We will stay
strong. We will survive. We will fight for freedom!" A cheer erupted with 10,000
slaves jumping to their feet. Somewhere Judas was smiling and President
Chatsworth was cringing. Sebastian was reaching for his phone.
“But what does that mean, ‘fight for freedom?’” he asked.
“We marched through downtown Minneapolis this week. That is our fight."
“We let our voices be heard. That is our fight."
“We made logical arguments for freedom. That is our fight.”
Then he shifted a bit and continued.
“We looted some stores. That is not our fight.
“We burned several police cars. That is not our fight." I heard some mumbling
start to trickle through the ranks.
“We killed several police officers. That is not our fight.”
“If we want this symbol…” again he held up his hand, “If we want to stand for
something different, something better, something more true, that isn’t a failure of
love, then we need to fight differently. If we want to live in a system that works, that
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isn’t marked by an ‘eye for an eye’ and ruled by retribution and revenge, then we
must fight differently.” The conviction in his voice was palpable.
“It’s easy for us to come together and hold hands and sing songs of unity, to
say ‘we are brothers,’ and to love each other. Loving our friends, loving our Family,
that’s easy.
“But if we are to fight differently, we must learn to love differently." Now
with slow enunciation and precision, he said, “We must learn to love our enemies."
Mumbling started again. “We must learn to love our masters." Now the mumbling
grew into an audible murmur. Jesus let it ride for about fifteen seconds. I looked at
Maddie to see how she was reacting. I saw tears in her eyes, but they weren’t tears
of anger, they were tears of recognition. She knew what he was saying, she was
beginning to understand what fighting—loving differently looked like. I put my arm
around her and pulled her in.
“And here’s the key to what I’m telling you—until we learn to love differently,
we can never be free. We may be able to buy ourselves out of this slavery,” he held
up his hand, “but we won’t be free from this slavery." He put his hands across his
heart.
“Please listen to me, my friends. I know this is hard teaching, but it is so very
important. Freedom is not marked by the absence of a number. You can be free
inside while enslaved outside. You can serve the Governor as his slave, and in a
miraculous way be more free than he is." I pulled Maddie tighter.
“This different kind of love is what can make you free. It is the only thing that
can make you free—free no matter what your situation, no matter who owns you.”
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“And I have news for you, you are not the only slaves in this city. Everyone
wears a number of some sort. Every walking, breathing human being is a slave to
something—something I call sin." Jesus now turned and looked at the Mississippi
behind him. The river was 200 yards across, the current was strong. Billions of
gallons flowing headlong toward the Gulf of Mexico.
“Sin is like this river. It picks up whatever is in its path and carries it south. It
doesn’t ask which way you’d like to go. It doesn’t ask if you’d like to go. It takes you
where it is going.
“The river is hell-bent for destruction and death. It has no other destinations,
just this one. When you swim in its waters, you will fail, you will succumb, you will
die. Everyone does.”
Jesus turned back to the crowd. With compassion he said, “My Father saw
your predicament and in his great love for you—his different kind of love—he sent
me here to rescue you, to teach you how to love. To show you how to swim
upstream.”
From somewhere in the crowd a voice yelled, “A dead thing can go with the
stream; only a living thing can go against it."19 It was Bartholomew, of course. Jesus
chuckled. “Yes, my friend, and I have come to make you ‘living things.' When you
love differently, you live—you swim upstream. Life is no longer dictated to you. You
choose to be joyful. You choose to be kind. You choose to love.”
“Yes, it’s harder than going with the flow. Yes, it may cost you more, but you
will be free from the pull of sin. You will be free, whether your number is visible or
not. You will be free to love your enemies, to love your masters.”
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Now Jesus rubbed the back of his neck. He looked as if the hopeful message
he had just delivered held no hope for him. He spoke again.
“Unfortunately, you were not made to swim upstream. On your own, you
cannot do it." The crowd mumbled, like they had just received a bait and switch
offer from their trusted leader.
“That is why I am here…to sacrifice myself to change the course of this river."
As he said it, the earth rumbled slightly, and there was a low frequency shudder
along the banks. Something was happening with the river. It was slowing. Then,
ripple-by-ripple, it stopped and was completely still. The crowd held its breath.
Then ever so slowly, the current started flowing north, gradually at first, but
picking up speed till the Mississippi was defying its only instinct.
The Family didn’t know how to respond to this. Who was this man, this
Jesus? Who was his Father? Was he truly sent by God, from God…to do what he just
said? Who can make a river change its course simply by suggesting it?
Maddie’s eyes were saucers. I’m sure mine were as well. I think we both
made a decision in that moment. Whoever this Jesus was, he deserved nothing less
than our complete devotion and trust.
He cleared his throat. He had one more thing he wanted to say.
“To make a new way through history, a way that isn’t the way of death, a
sacrifice must be made. I have been sent to make—to be that sacrifice." Whispers
among the crowd. “I have chosen to lay down my life so that you, each of you, will no
longer be slaves to the current of sin. I am your forgiveness. I am your ride
upstream. I am the new, different kind of love that can change the world, that can
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bring you freedom, that can…”
An explosion rocked the gathering. Then another. A line of tanks were
rumbling toward us, south along River Road, firing above the heads of the crowd.
The crowd scattered like a school of frightened fish. I noticed that one seemed to
aim directly at the stage where Jesus was standing. I left Maddie and ran full speed
toward the stage, yelling for Jesus to get down.
I was still fifty feet away when I saw Peter grab Jesus by the ankles, pulling
him from the stage, running toward me with Jesus on his back. Seconds later the
stage was hit by a mortar and blew into a thousand pieces. Peter and Jesus were
thrown to the ground. I felt a piece of something graze my arm.
It was chaos. Ten thousand people running in every direction. Climbing
bluffs, jumping in the river.
Once the stage was hit, the tanks retreated and headed back up the hill.
I saw Peter and Jesus push themselves from the dirt, shaking the cobwebs
from their jostled brains. They were okay. I was okay, other than a small cut to my
arm.
Lying there, bleeding, I couldn’t help but wonder how many decisions to love
differently had just been rescinded. Fighting differently? Probably out the window
as well.
I looked back toward the river. It was flowing south.
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Chapter 25—The Deal

The State Media Network, characteristically, had made no mention of the
tanks. Several other networks that had been covering the event, live, couldn’t avoid
the obvious. Even though all networks had ties to the government, and even though
Ba’al leaned on those networks to downplay the aggressive actions of the military,
there was still leaking coverage that portrayed this action as excessive and
unwarranted.
However, over the past couple generations, the general populace had become
morally brittle, their capacity to feel had frosted over. In many ways, it really wasn’t
their fault, the systemic concrete had set before they were born—before their
parents were born. It was the way things were, the way they had always been.
People didn’t hoist slavery onto the scales of justice to see if it tipped toward the
unconscionable. It was what it was.
But then Jesus came along. Consciences were resuscitated. Morally inactive
lungs found oxygen. And even some found their scruples taking a first, halting
breath.
The increase in awareness and empathy for the Brotherhood was directly
due to the presence and teachings of Jesus. The slaves knew it. The government
knew it. President Chatsworth knew it. It was as if this Jesus was somehow
awakening a sleeping twinge of caring for one’s brother. This was not good news for
a system built on prudence over benevolence, a régime calibrated to maintain the
status quo.
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Up to this point things had been mostly peaceful, but there was a wariness
that at the twist of a knob things might become unhinged. The pawns and the kings
were on edge. When tanks became part of the story, you knew there were people in
high places with tight sphincters.
It was Wednesday afternoon, four days after the religious service had been
punctuated with an explosive encore. Things had calmed. Slaves had gone back to
work in order to eat. Hunger was a nagging provocateur of compliance.
Since Saturday’s widely publicized message of Jesus—complete with the
river reversal—there was a new wave of followers slipping into his counter-current
stream of thought. Many of these people were moving beyond curiosity cliques to
devotees, disciples. Tens of thousands were now watching this Minneapolis Messiah
and actually trying to live what he preached.
Judas, however, was not one of them.
He was still stuck in carpetbagger mode when he took his seat across the
desk from Sebastian, the painting of Maddie hanging over his right shoulder, always,
ever surveying the room.
The fainting sofa in front of his Holiness seemed to fit Judas just right. He
looked around Sebastian’s office—a noble desk made of walnut, a bar fully stocked
with bourbons predating his birth, a collection of rare Han Dynasty swords, a 15th
century silver chalice overlaid with gold, and a French antique 5-arm chandelier of
brass and crystals. "Why do I not have an office like this?" thought the selfdesignated PR agent of Jesus.
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Sebastian now stood, reached for a 40-year-old bourbon behind his desk. He
looked over his shoulder to Judas with a questioning nod. Judas returned the
gesture trying to coolly say, "Hell yes, I want a sip of something I’d have to work two
weeks to pay for." The drinks were poured. As the glass was handed to Judas,
Sebastian raised his glass and said, “To the plan.”
“The plan,” responded Judas. It burned all the way down till it warmed his
affirmation-thirsty ego.
This was the second secretive meeting with Sebastian since the plane ride.
Judas was becoming increasingly at home in the company of black robes and rubies.
His confidence was budding in his ability to match wits with the likes of Sebastian.
Judas was willing to compromise on peripheral items, but he had his
nonnegotiables. He was willing to barter that which he didn’t own if it led to a
greater return—a more fiscally beneficial end justifying means. Was he stealing?
Judas preferred to think of it as abetting the card-play of a reticent, inexperienced
ingénue. It was for the best, the good of the cause, or so he rationalized.
Of course, Judas held those cards close to his chest, convinced Sebastian was
unaware of his intentions. The millions—hundreds of millions of dollars he intended
to skim from the complicit hem of Sebastian’s robe would fund the mission of this
economically illiterate Messiah for years, maybe decades.
Judas’ reasoning went something like this. With celebrity comes
marketability. With marketability comes opportunity. And when you stare
opportunity in the face and don’t recognize her for the drop-dead gorgeous woman
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she is, wearing a ‘come hither look in her eye,’ well, then you don’t deserve the bitch,
and she moves on.
Jesus, to Judas’ thinking, was draped in a form-fitting black dress, heaving
with the cleavage of opportunity. If Judas had his way, he would be attending all the
galas flush with fat-walleted dignitaries, and he would do it with Jesus on his arm.
After all, Jesus was the media darling, the buzz of a nation—the hum at every bar,
the whispers at every water-cooler. He was the flavor on flat-screens to a bored
nation looking to spice up their bland lives.
Judas’ game plan was good, however Sebastian knew this neophyte was
going to be taking lessons from him. He pulled Judas from the fiddle case and played
him with a freshly rosined bow, charming him, unconsciously, from the shadows of
his intentions.
Both Sebastian and Judas knew about the extensive stockpile of paintings
that Jesus had brought to life. There was a year’s worth of masterpieces just begging
to be tagged with seven-digit asking prices. Brunelle had tried to keep the loot under
wraps, from everyone, including Sebastian, but the dark-alley’d goons had ratted on
him. Brunelle, of course, claimed that he had been holding them in escrow for the
future use of Ba’al, but he had had his own designs on them.
Brunelle had started out much like Sebastian and Judas, conniving how to
monetize these properties, gaining the most benefit for himself. They had to be
worth millions on the open market. However, over the course of the last few
months, watching Jesus paint, often via the security cameras, he had begun to see
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Jesus differently. On several occasions Jesus had invited Brunelle in to watch. He had
talked with him, asking him questions, getting to know him.
Once, Jesus had said, “You know, these are real." Brunelle had looked at him
as if to say, "Real? Sure, real paintings. Real art. Real masterpieces." But he
suspected Jesus meant more than that. Jesus continued, “These are all real people.
Living. Thinking. Questioning." He paused. “Look closely, can you see them breath?"
Then, “I love how they ask me questions. And I answer them with each brush stroke,
showing them more of themselves, and more of me…and bit by bit, they come alive."
Brunelle’s eyebrows angled downward just a touch, grasping for understanding.
They were lifelike, sure, but alive?
Now Sebastian’s eyes narrowed. He swirled the last swallow of bourbon
around in his glass, then tipped it all the way up. Licking his lips, he said, “There’s
enough money here for the both of us, Judas." He smiled, revealing a sliver of
polished teeth through his thin, pale lips. Then, as if defining the contract, he said,
“I’ll take seventy percent, you’ll get thirty. I’ll manage all the sales and deposit the
money in an off-shore account for you." He smirked, “How you spend it is up to you."
Sebastian refreshed the rosin on his bow. “Get yourself a penthouse, a yacht, a slave,
and a girl. Take her on a five-year vacation. Get as far away from that pretend
Messiah as you can.”
A yacht. Judas hadn’t thought about a yacht. And the bow coaxed another
melody from the ever-wandering, wanting heart-strings of Judas.
“What about this painting?” asked Judas, turning to look at Maddie’s portrait
hanging above him. Judas stood and put one hand on each side of the painting,
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gently lifting it from the wall. Sebastian tried to hide his surprise at the ease with
which Judas freed the painting from its tether. He had been unable to budge it.
“I think this one should be mine…”
“No! That’s my painting.” Sebastian said it a bit too forcefully, almost scaring
Judas. Back-peddling, he said, “Jesus gave that to me. I’m rather fond of it." Judas
shrugged and was about to rehang in when Sebastian stopped him, “Just lean it
against the wall; I have other plans for her.”
Other plans is exactly what he had, and not just for the Maddie painting, but
for all of Jesus’ works.
The handshake that followed was cold and contractual, a covenant that, on
the surface, sealed the sale of an esteemed art collection, but when the paint was
chipped away, revealed a barter of souls.
That night, after the city had gone to sleep, four black SUVs pulled into the
alley behind Lieu D’Art. A crew of efficient hoods emptied the gallery of anything
carrying Jesus’ moniker. Every brush stroke of the Minneapolis Messiah was now in
the custody of one Sebastian Damian Gauntrifaux.
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Chapters 26—Martini Love

The bar was buzzing. Jesus was camped out behind the bar, functioning as one
of Suzy’s new bartenders.
“What’ll you have, Bill?" he said to the naturally-padded, hockey jerseywearing patron. “Can I interest you in my own special concoction?”
“Just gimme a Bud.” Bill wanted a beer, not a lecture. Even though Jesus rarely
lectured anyone, there was always the likelihood that he would bring up something
that smacked of deeper meanings and bigger questions. Sometimes a guy just wants
to drink a beer and think about—nothing.
Jesus was a prodder. He poked at people’s thinking, scraping away at the
surface layers of their preconceptions. If you didn’t want to be unraveled, just a tad,
then you probably didn’t want to strike up a conversation with the likes of him. If
you just wanted to drink a beer in peace, you probably should pick a different
watering hole—at least on this night.
Jesus mishandled a stein of Surly Darkness and it crashed to the floor. He
obviously didn’t have the dexterity, the fancy bottle-flipping skills, of the usual
workforce. Even though he was miles from his comfort zone—or at least his skill
set—he seemed to be having fun.
Peter and I slid onto a couple of stools at the bar. “What about you, Peter, what
can I get you…a swill of my own special concoction?" That was the second time he
had said that. I looked at Suzy as if to ask, "Is Jesus brewing a batch in his basement,
or what?" Suzy, of course, made the ask.
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“What’s all this ‘special concoction’ talk? Do you really have something stashed
away that I don’t know about?" She had her head cocked a bit, waiting for an
answer.
“Thought you’d never ask,” he shot back with a smirk. He pulled a couple of
clean martini glasses from the rows hanging above the bar, then removed the top of
a cocktail shaker.
“First,” he said, as he poured one-and-a-half ounces of Tanqueray gin into the
shaker, “you need a chemical attraction, boy meets girl, eyes meeting mysteriously
from across the room." He continued by pouring one ounce of Dry Vermouth into
the shaker. “Then, an invitation—a ‘Hi. Was that an earthquake, or did you just rock
my world.' Or ‘Are you religious? Cuz you’re the answer to all my prayers.’" Jesus
cast a sideways glance at Peter and Suzy. Peter laughed awkwardly, and Suzy slid up
across the bar from Peter.
Measuring an ounce of Benedictine, Jesus said, “And then there’s that moment
when you weigh the balance of commitment against the pull of independence. That
moment when love makes you throw it all in." He dumped in the Benedictine.
“Eventually, lovers say ‘I do’ and begin the process of rubbing each other the
wrong way. But even those difficult moments add to the flavor of love." He smiled as
he sprinkled a few drops of Bitters into the shaker.
“And then,” as if in conclusion mode, “A splash of time and shared
experience…" He put a dash of Pernod into the shaker, secured the cap and began to
shake. “Who you are becomes one with your lover. Soon you can’t separate the
independent tastes—you lose track of where you end and she begins. You become
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more you. She becomes more like herself, yet together you become a beautiful blend
of personality and purpose."
Jesus removed the cap, handed one glass to Suzy and one to Peter, and began to
pour. Peter’s glass first. “And love fulfills it’s journey…" Now filling Suzy’s martini
glass. “…finding a home where there was no home before. It’s the promise of love,
that begins with a…" Jesus tipped the shaker all the way up to deliver the last drop
into Suzy’s glass. “…a question." As he said that last word, something glistened and
caught the light and made a slight clinking sound as it dropped into Suzy’s glass.
She leaned in, squinting into the liquid. Even through the greenish haze, the
diamond sparkled at her. By the time she looked up, Peter had both hands extended
toward her, palms up, from across the bar. His left arm showcasing a naked woman,
his right an array of skulls and weapons, yet a tender innocence was oozing out of
the eyes of this tough-as-hell brute.
“Marry me?" That was all he said. Short and to the point.
Suzy took about two seconds to process the proposal, then reached for his
hands with a big smile and a "Yes!" Peter hoisted her over the bar with the strength
of a man twenty years without a love he could hold onto. She held on with the will of
a lost soul, an odd-shaped peg that had found an odd-shaped home. He twirled her
around, and the bar broke into a thunderous cheer.
“Su-zy! Su-zy! Su-zy!" Peter was an afterthought on this cheer, but he didn’t
mind.
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Then Jesus, as if he had the authority to make a declaration, yelled over the
crowd, “I now pronounce you man and wife!" The thunder clapped again, louder,
and a wedding party ensued.
From somewhere at the back table I heard the familiar voice of our autistic
resident, "One plus one equals both."20
There was dancing and drinking till two AM. It was the last joyful moment in a
string of desolate days.
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Chapter 27—Smoke and Mirrors

A handshake. A fucking handshake! Judas couldn’t believe he let sewersediment like Sebastian hijack his plot with a handshake.
It’s not like Judas trusted the symbolism of the grip, but he felt certain that
Sebastian’s love of money, and the ensconced power it represented, were more than
sufficient for him to forge ahead with the plan. That’s how Judas would have played
it.
All the paintings had been delivered to the basement of a secluded warehouse.
Sebastian had the only key. He had spent two days dissecting the collection. It was
incredible, mastery he had never before witnessed.
It enraged him.
The paintings were all of people, but what surprised Sebastian was the
common ordinariness of the subjects. Beyond ordinary, really. Many had visible
flaws—teeth missing, scars, blindness, crooked noses—just plain unattractive. Why
would Jesus choose to devote so much time to recreating and venerating the most
average of our species?
Yet, they were beautiful. Unspeakably beautiful. For two days he could barely
tear himself away from the canvasses. He had scrutinized them under varied
lighting, touching them, tracing the brush-strokes with his fingertips, hoping to
absorb a trace of the inherent genius.
Each lifelike painting seemed to judge Sebastian’s inanimate works. Each
pointed out the inferiority of his efforts. Each revealed a hierarchy of mastery, flood238

lighting the disparity between virtuosity and run-of-the-mill ineptitude. The
ordinariness of his own opuses left his confidence shaken—in shambles.
"Who had seen these paintings?" he thought. "Brunelle, me, my thugs?"
Of course, he had done the mental calculations of dollars represented in the
room. He had even made several calls, testing the theoretical market for Jesus’ work.
There was no VIP claiming more god-like celebrity than this novelty named
Jesus. It was clear that so much as a hushed whisper of this collection’s existence
would trigger a worldwide bidding frenzy. Sebastian would be rich, even beyond his
current state.
Sebastian had picked up the phone, several times, to put the wheels in motion
for a global auction, but he hadn’t been able to carry through with it. Not only would
it give Jesus a whole new platform of credibility, but it would also cast a long, artistic
shadow on the work of Sebastian.
He had given Judas a hundred grand to keep him happy and quiet till the sale
happened. But he had no intention of splitting the pot 70/30 with the likes of Judas,
a disposable bookie with Jesus germs on his hands. There were simple ways to keep
Judas quiet, long-term. That was a phone call he would relish making.
Again, thinking. "Who had seen these paintings?"
Sebastian was weighing his moves and the implications those moves would
have on his appetites.
Money. Power. Praise.
The sale of the paintings would make him rich, no doubt about that. And
money always meant power. Always. He could buy more influence with the
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government. He could lean on Congress. He could elevate Ba’al, further distancing
his religion from the others. He would get his way in just about everything.
Just about.
But Jesus might become more legit. Art collectors, sophisticates, would be
praising his work. The rube from Ely would be hailed as a genius. All other
paintings—Sebastian’s—would diminish in value, or worse, diminish in credibility.
Sebastian’s pride was dipping while his blood pressure was rising.
Jesus might become even more popular. He might start a religion. He might
gain followers outside of the Brotherhood. That was already happening. Sebastian’s
systolic number pounded past 165.
Jesus did miracles. Sebastian did magic. People loved Jesus. Nobody loved
Sebastian. Nobody. And he knew it. For the most part, he didn’t give a shit about
being loved, but he damned well wanted to be feared and praised. He wanted people
to shudder when he entered a room, maybe bow down. He increasingly held the
power of life and death in his hands, for more and more people—maybe someday all
people—and he wanted them to know it. He wanted them to shiver at the first
glimpse of his outsized ruby and bleed with that same deep red if they crossed him.
He was the High Priest of the most powerful religion in America, and Jesus, his tribe,
and his paintings had no place to hide from the roving ruby.
His breathing began to slow, the vein on his forehead receding.
The right move revealed itself to Sebastian. He knew what he had to do—there
was only one choice.
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And the only call he made was to Judas. “Meet me at 323 Portland Avenue in
one hour. Go down the stairway on the east side. Knock twice on the metal door
when you get to the bottom floor." He paused. “Come alone.”
The metal steps echoed as Judas took the last three down to the concrete
foundation. It was an abandoned building, eroding from years of in-occupancy. The
metal door before him was solid, hanging from a rail. He knocked twice as
instructed.
A fleeting sense of panic caused a slight tremble in Judas’ knees. "Was this a
set-up. Was Sebastian going to do him in? Would Sebastian even be here, or just his
henchmen?"
Judas heard steps, the steps of a single person, approaching the door from the
other side. He heard rattling and clanking, as someone freed the chains and paddle
locks. As the door slid open, Judas was relieved to see that it was Sebastian, only
Sebastian. He walked in and the High Priest slid the door shut behind them.
The sight was rather bizarre. There must have been a hundred paintings, all
perched on their own easels. Dozens of lights were arranged on stands of all sizes
and shapes, pointing at the paintings. It felt like a cross between a makeshift art
gallery and a police station, where the paintings were being interrogated under
blinding lights, bullied into confessions.
But even from fifty feet away, Judas could see that these were exquisite
paintings. Jesus’ paintings. "So this is where they’re being stored till the sale,"
thought Judas. Judas started walking toward the paintings, but Sebastian extended
his forearm across Judas’ chest, stopping him cold.
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They looked at each other for a second, then Sebastian spoke.
“Even from here, they’re stunning. Incredible…" He was looking toward the
paintings, not at Judas, almost as if in a trance. “I made some calls.” He continued,
“There is no doubt that this stash is worth a minimum of a half billion dollars." Even
in the shadowed light, the grin on Judas’ face was telling. His bookie brain had no
problem calculating his thirty percent at 150 million dollars.
Judas could hardly contain himself. “So, when is the auction? Where are you
doing it? Will it be here in town? Online? Or will you ship them to New York to…”
Sebastian’s hand came up to Judas’ throat, gripping it just gently enough not to
hurt, but firmly enough to let him know it was not his turn to talk. Sebastian slowly
released and lowered his hand. He turned toward Judas, now with a professorial
manner.
“I’ve been thinking, Judas, weighing the implications of every possible move.
Yes, the sale of these paintings would make us both decadently rich. But I have
chosen another route." Judas stiffened and was about to speak, but noticed
Sebastian’s hand inch toward his neck, so he stopped.
Now, with hands folded across the front of his robe, he continued, “You desire
all the trimmings of wealth…the security, the comforts, the power, the pleasures."
He drew that last word out, slowly. “Unfortunately for you, I already have all of
those things. So, I had to ask myself, ‘What will I gain from this sale and what will I
lose?’"
With a sense of calm, he went on, “When I looked at it through that lens, my
decision became incontrovertibly clear. More than money, more than security, and
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more than power, I desire to destroy your Jesus." Judas’ eyes widened. “In fact,
nothing will give me the same degree of—pleasure—as annihilating anything and
everything remotely connected to your—Messiah." His teeth almost ground
together as he enunciated that word.
Judas, unable to help himself, blurted out, “But what…”
The slap came from nowhere, as if shot from a canon. Sebastian’s ruby,
following the arc of his arm, swung on its chain, falling up against Sebastian’s
shoulder. Judas reeled from the sting, but quickly gathered himself. Again, afraid to
speak another word.
Continuing, “Nobody knows about these paintings except Brunelle, a few thugs,
you, and me." His chin now lowered, squinting, eyes just slits as he stared at Judas. “I
will take care of Brunelle and the thugs. And I can deal with you—if you wish. But
I’m prepared to forget about you, and the one hundred thousand dollars in down
payment, if…” he drew out the word, “If you are a good little boy and never speak a
word of these paintings to anyone.”
With a glance toward Sebastian’s right hand, Judas tentatively spoke, “But
Sebastian, you said yourself these are worth a half billion dollars. You could buy
anything you want with 350 million dollars. Hell, you could build a golden cage for
Jesus, if you want." Sebastian actually smirked at that. Judas continued, “And with
my 150 million, I could…”
Sebastian’s hand made a strong implication toward Judas again, which shut
him up in a flash.
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“Look at me Judas." He waited for the eye contact, which didn’t come quickly
enough, so Sebastian’s hand grabbed his chin, pulling it toward Sebastian till they
were only inches apart. Then, with a chilling whisper, he said, “Do you think I give a
flying fuck about you, Judas? You mean nothing to me. Your friends mean nothing to
me. And shortly, Jesus will mean nothing to me or anyone else.”
He reached into a pocket in his robe and retrieved a book of matches.
He let go of Judas’ chin, but never broke eye contact. Then, as if conflicted he
said, “His paintings I love. Him, I hate." He struck a match and held it up to Judas’
face—inches from his eyeball. “What could possibly possess a man like me to throw
away a half billion dollars?" Now, moving the match so close to his own face that an
errant strand of hair from his eyebrow flared to life and then smoldered out.
“Hatred, Judas. Hatred."
He finished with, “Love is blind, but hatred is blinding." He now used the one lit
match to light all the matches in the book. They made that puffing sound as they
ignited in unison.
Again holding the burning book up to Judas’ face, “I’m about to spend a pretty
sum to inflict the first wound onto your Jesus. And after that…” he let the thought
hang. “You might want to say your goodbyes…and if I were you, I’d do it soon.”
That was the first moment when Judas realized that there was a strong odor of
gasoline in the room.
Sebastian nodded toward the paintings. “Take a good last look, Judas.”
The flaming book of matches was already airborne when Judas noticed
something else. All the paintings in the room had been stabbed through the eyeballs.
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Sebastian was insane!
As the match hit the floor, Sebastian yelled, “I’m going to play god with your
Messiah." Then, with a sinister, foreboding cackle, he yelled, “Burn, Jesus, burn!"
Sebastian turned on his heal and headed for the door as the flame chased the thin
fuse of gasoline, racing toward a collection of priceless paintings. A fireball erupted,
throwing Judas to the floor.
“No! No!” Was all Judas could say. The flames licked along the ceiling. Judas
crawled along the floor, trying to get close enough to retrieve even one painting, but
the fire was too hot.
He clambered up the stairs, knowing he needed to be gone before the police
arrived. As he walked down the street, a deep depression lowered its boom on him.
An enormous fortune had just slipped from his grasp, disappearing through a
sinkhole of hatred. More money than he could have spent in ten lifetimes. He had
seen his future—locked and secure—then it was snatched away by a greed that
couldn’t compete with hate.
In Judas’ book, greed would always win. Greed was useful, beneficial, a
doorway—thee doorway to opportunity. Revenge feels good, but greed pays
dividends. Intelligent people follow the money; stupid reactionaries follow their
emotions.
“Idiot!” he shouted, bouncing along the sidewalk, bumping into people, fists
clenched, lost in his thoughts.
Judas would have shared his fortune. Jesus’ mission was commendable, Judas
knew that, and he would have thrown a million dollars at the best PR firm that
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money could buy. He would have thrown a million at the Brotherhood. He could
have funded James’ and a whole battalion of emotion-driven mercenaries to wreak
havoc on the establishment. Hell, with his millions, who knows, he may have been
able to free the slaves and change the course of history. People everywhere would
have loved him. He would have been a hero.
But Sebastian, the bastard, let his emotions take over. He saw red when he
should have seen green.
Love is blind. Hatred is blinding.
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Chapter 28—The Goodbye

The storyline in the media went something like this, “A group of young slaves
had been using the basement of an abandoned building as an art collective—a sort
of underground training center for young revolutionaries, encouraging the
disenchanted to use their art to insight violence. The supplies—paints, thinners, and
turpentine, along with small explosives—had accidentally caught the whole place on
fire, destroying the structure as well as burning some of the neighboring buildings.
The Minneapolis Fire Department had sent ladder trucks, but the building was
tinder dry, engulfed in minutes. An investigation is underway and those responsible
will be severely punished.”
Judas had been six blocks away before he heard the fire trucks. He pulled into a
bar for a drink. He needed one. He searched his pocket for a few bills to cover the
drink. An hour ago, the pocket-change from his future ‘portfolio’ would have
allowed him to buy this bar and the hotel above it, now he scrounged for the
wherewithal to cover a discounted happy hour draught.
His cell buzzed. Jesus was calling the tribe to Suzy’s. Was this about the
paintings? Did he suspect; did he know?' Judas felt like a fool. And even to his own
thinking, the shame was well deserved.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….

I pulled the door shut on my apartment, heading for Neon. The situation with
Jesus, the government, Ba’al, and the Brotherhood had been escalating daily. It felt
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like the shit was about to hit the fan in a way that was going to fertilize the whole
country in chaos.
Tensions were so high that over reaction wasn’t just a fear, but a likelihood.
And it wasn’t only the military and police readying for action, the Brotherhood
rebels seemed more and more inclined to kill or be killed.
Jesus still kept to his singular message of love—loving our enemies and
preaching nonviolence, but those listening to and emulating his words were
diminishing. His idealism, in light of the changing dynamics, bordered on the
adolescent.
The tribe was carrying the tension too. Even the joy of Peter and his new bride
were dancing in the shadows of the inevitable. John was perpetually trying to pull
James from the fray, afraid he would get himself killed, or worse, all of us. Generally,
the tribe was keeping a low profile, playing on the fringes of the floodlights.
Jesus had said something about this being our last tribal meeting. I guess we all
assumed that meant he was going to become scarce for a while too.
Maddie arrived as I was walking in the door. Peter was already sitting at the
bar. Suzy poured him a Bitte Schlappe and slid it across the bar. She was wearing
what looked to be a wedding dress from somewhere early to mid-last century. I’m
guessing she picked it up at Goodwill, because it looked like it had served, multiple
times, as a costume for ‘bride-of-zombie’ at a living-dead party. She, with her long
flowing black hair, sidled up to a muscular black man, inked to the hilt in a wife
beater. They made for the perfect first couple of this church-turned-biker-tiki bar.
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Simon, in his T-shirt with the bold letters ‘LOVE,’ and much smaller
underneath, ‘Differently,’ was talking with Rosalita. About what, I have no idea.
Bartholomew was already at our tribe-table, alone, in the seat he always sat in. Tom
and Andrew walked in. The others trickled in too.
The TV screens were showing shots of the downtown fire when Jesus and
Judas walked in, together. Jesus had his arm thrown over Judas shoulder with a
casual nonchalance.
“Bridezilla?” was all Jesus said, smiling as he approached the bar, seeing Suzy.
She shrugged her shoulders, and said, “I’m thinking about doing a Thursday night
sermon—an extra dose of religion for my parishioners.” She responded. “I thought
this get-up might give me a bit more credibility. Plus I’m still on my honeymoon."
She batted her eyes at Peter as she said it. “I look pretty damn fetching, don’t you
think?"
Jesus smiled, then said, “Bring a couple of pitchers,” turning toward their table,
“We’ve got a lot to cover tonight.”
It took a few minutes for us all to settle in. Even though there was an attempt
at lightheartedness, we all knew that things were coming to a head, this couldn’t go
on much longer without a major occurrence with dire consequences. Maddie leaned
into me, as if steadying herself for the news.
“It’s been quite a journey, wouldn’t you say?" He looked around the table, as if
addressing each of us, individually, with great fondness. “You have been my tribe,
my friends. I have enjoy every moment with you.”
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This felt strange. It seemed like one of those conversations where you were
just waiting for the ‘but’ to arrive.
He took a breath, then shifted directions, “A while back, the devil decided he
wanted to have a garage sale.”
"Storytime," thought Judas.
“He posted the specifics online and took out an add in the local paper.’
“Tools for sale! Well used, but still highly effective. Priced to sell.”
“Then he listed the tools.”
“Gossip, Bullying, Dishonesty, Back-biting, Anger, Dissension, Selfishness, Hatred,
Pride, Cheating, Lying, Neglect…" He went on.
“But my favorite tool, the one that seems to come in handy in just about every
situation,” stated the Devil, “is Discouragement. Really, you can’t go wrong with
Discouragement. If you’re looking to bring someone down, this instrument will do the
job.”
He finished with, “So pick up one or two, or the whole set.”
Jesus sat up, finished with his story. Nobody said anything. He knew we were
waiting, wanting the clarification.
“I’m about to go through a difficult time.” He said. “And so are you.
Discouragement is going to come knocking on your door. Banging on your door,
demanding to be let in." He paused, “Don’t answer. The story has a good ending."
Then, leaning in, “Wait for it.”
Maddie spoke first. “What’s going to happen, Jesus? Just tell us. We should
know." She was right.
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He took a deep breath. “Tomorrow night, they will put me on trial. Not a legit
trial, but it doesn’t matter. Nothing can be done to me that my Father and I have not
planned—allowed." He looked around the table. “They will kill me, and…”
“No." It was Peter. It was involuntary. “No, they can’t do that to you, I won’t let
them." His muscles tightened. There were determined nods of agreement from
James and Andrew, and less convincing ones from the rest of us.
Jesus, put his hand up to calm us. “Remember, this is our plan more than theirs.
My Father and I know what we are doing, so…”
“Wait,” said Judas, “You are planning your own death? This is what you and
your Father have planned? That’s insane!”
Jesus was looking down at the table. He seemed to be holding back a remark
that might have implications. Then he turned slowly to look at Judas, and said, “We
all make plans, don’t we Judas." Judas’ eyes quickly shifted to the floor. Jesus
continued, “Sometimes our plans go up in smoke, and our dreams gets doused, and
everything that seemed to make sense, doesn’t.”
Now looking around the table, “Don’t try to fix this. The plan doesn’t need
fixing. In fact, my death is a critical part of the plan. It is key to fixing the problem of
evil, making a way through the darkness." Then with a hint of a twinkle in his eye,
leaning in closer, “But I don’t plan on staying dead.”
I will admit, my first thought was, "Nobody plans on staying dead, but we all
do. Everyone. As Jesus himself said in one of his stories, 'Death always comes with a
chiseled in stone certainty.’" As a med student, there was nothing more certain than
the permanence of death. What does he mean…
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Peter and the brothers were still stuck on the ‘They will kill me’ line. Once that
bomb was dropped they had gone deaf. Peter was already thinking about where to
pick up his next gun. James was thinking about who he could trust to form another
night excursion. But who would they attack?
John didn’t know what to think. Was this a test? A test for the tribe? Is he
playing games with us to see if we will ‘act loving’ toward our enemies? Jesus
certainly wasn’t suicidal, so planning his own death must have a reason, a purpose.
But what? What could possibly be accomplished by sacrificing yourself? It felt like
giving up, throwing in the towel. But to whom, and why?
Maddie just looked at Jesus, his hand. The number. She turned her hand over to
see her number. It felt like he might have been the hope, the only hope, for her kind.
Father John thought so. The Brotherhood hoped so. If Jesus died, it might signal the
end of hope for all slaves. This can’t be what he—they want.
Jesus broke in on their thoughts, “On Sunday, life will come back to me. You’ll
see. For now, you need to trust that this is for our good, your good." Then he got up
and walked behind the bar, pulling a bottle of good cabernet from the shelf and a
baguette that had been delivered from Rustica Bakery that morning.
As he opened the bottle, the tribe said nothing. He poured the deep red liquid
into a large-bowled glass, then held it up as if making a toast. “My blood will be
given tomorrow night, for you, for all. Every time you drink, imagine my blood being
transfused into your veins, bringing you to life." He passed the glass to Maddie. She
took a sip. I saw her quiver a bit from the symbolism of the act. She passed it to me
and I did the same. The glass made the rounds.
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Judas was the last one to drink. He put the glass to his lips, then hesitated.
Jesus, set his hand gently on Judas shoulder with a fatherly reassurance. Again Judas
brought the glass to his lips, but seemed unable, or unwilling, to take a drink. Then,
with a visible tremor, unexpectedly, he set the glass down, a sob from the deep
escaping his lips. He shoved his chair from the table and ran out the door.
We looked around at each other, searching for an explanation for this
emotional outburst from a man who rarely showed any emotion of the vulnerable
kind. Jesus, closing his eyes tightly, whispered what I took to be a prayer, then began
going about the next item of business. He pulled the baguette from its paper sheath
and continued.
“My body will be given tomorrow night, for you, for all. Every time you eat this
bread imagine my body, my muscle, my bone—broken, yet flexing with the power to
bring life to your bones, love to your souls. New life. Real love."
One by one we took the bread, broke off a piece, and ate it. There was an
element of this exercise that seemed terribly macabre, but another part that was
intensely personal, profoundly intimate. A solemn stillness hovered as the bread
passed from one follower to the next.
There was a sense that Jesus was summarizing the whole of his teachings,
sharing his dying wishes with his closest friends. Instead of us eulogizing him, he
was encouraging us, with a hopeful last will and testament.
“You do know how I feel about you, right?" He smiled. “I’m crazy about you.
You, and you, and you…" He went around the table, making each ‘you’ personal.
“There are no bounds to my love for you. No restrictions, no qualifications, no
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shutters, no dead bolts. Neither guns, gravity, nor the grave can keep my love from
you. It won’t wear out, it can’t be used up. It doesn’t expire, it won’t go bad.
“My love is not a zero-sum game. And neither is yours. Giving only expands
what you have to give. Breathe me in, then breathe me out. Take in so much of me
that you can’t contain it, then I will start to ooze out of your pores. Then when you
go through your days, and rub shoulders with others, you will get a little of me on
them—a little of my Father. My love, that you breathed in, will now be all over
them." He laughed, but not the laugh of someone who had a scant 24 hours to live.
“The same way that I have loved you, go out and love others." He took a breath.
“It’s going to be hard, but it’s not hopeless. I believe in you. I have faith in you. After
all…” he smiled broadly now, “You are my tribe!" He said it with such pride that we
believed him.
The moment was rudely interrupted by one of the stained glass windows
shattering. A smoking piece of metal landed on the floor and began spewing tear gas
into the Cathedral. The burning eyes and lungs were instantaneous. We all made a
mad dash for the door to find clean air to breathe.
The late afternoon sun and gas-filled eyes made vision difficult once we
reached the parking lot, but I could see well enough to know that this was the
beginning of the end. Fifty soldiers in riot gear surrounded us, guns drawn. Four
robed priests were there, including the ruby-clad Sebastian. Marduk was at his feet,
tugging at the leash, hoping for a tribal snack.
Then I saw Judas standing beside Sebastian. His head was down, avoiding any
flicker of eye contact. He had a swollen cheekbone, already turning black and blue,
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and a trickle of blood from the corner of his mouth. He wasn’t restrained, but I got
the sense that he didn’t have permission to leave.
Sebastian spoke, “Too smoky in there for your liking? Nice of you to come out
and welcome us." He yanked once on Marduk’s leash and the dog sat.
“Judas here has been kind enough to help me work out a plan to put a muzzle
on the Messiah. Isn’t that right, Judas?" Judas kept his eyes down, while James
angrily spit in his direction. “Unfortunately, things didn’t exactly work out the way
Judas had hoped." Then to Judas, “Why don’t you run along, now. Nobody here
wants to see your face, ever again." He gave Judas a light shove and the twelfth
disciple scurried away.
Sebastian now walked up and around our group. We were still rubbing our
eyes, trying to free them from the stinging cloud of gas.
He stopped in front of Suzy, looking her up and down. Then sarcastically,
“Sorry about the window, sweetie." She spit in his face, and Sebastian’s hand
recoiled, aiming for Suzy’s cheek. Peter caught it mid-air in a death grip, then
growled, “Touch her and I break both of your arms.”
“Let him go, Peter." It was Jesus. He had said it less than a second before one of
the police would have put a bullet through Peter’s skull. Peter begrudgingly released
Sebastian’s arm.
Sebastian now seemed to enjoy the announcement he had to make. He started
slowly. “I’ve been waiting for this day for a long time, Jesus. I’ve been watching you.
I’ve allowed you to have your fun and play your games, but today all that comes to
an end. It’s time for you to pay for your crimes.”
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“Crimes?” I asked, surprised at the sound of my own voice, “What has he
done?”
Sebastian now focused his attention on me.
“For starters, inciting riots, encouraging revolution—murder." He snickered.
“And if none of those stick, I’ll make up some more." Then leaning in to me, in a
patronizing voice, “We all know that these charges don’t need to be real, they just
need to come from me, and that makes them real." He tousled my hair as if I was his
puppy.
“So tomorrow night,” he continued, “It all comes down to you vs. me, Jesus. And
I’ve arranged to have the home court advantage." He shrugged, “Probably not totally
fair, but that’s why I’m me, and you’re you. And let me tell you, it’s gonna suck to be
you!" Marduk looked at Jesus and snarled. “Not yet, Marduk, tomorrow. You can
have a Jesus snack tomorrow.”
Sebastian nodded toward the front line of police officers. A couple of them
came and cuffed Jesus, hands behind his back, cinching them up tightly. Then
Sebastian leaned into Jesus, saying, “Tomorrow’s going to be fun. I’m guessing it
could take years off of your life."
He smirked, then looking over the rest of us, “You people? His tribe." He said it
with disdain. “My advice to you? Shut the hell up—and disappear. Pretend like
you’ve never met this joke. And pray that I don’t wake up on the wrong side of bed
one day and just decide to put you all on the bottom of the river.”
With that, they loaded Jesus into the back of a SWAT vehicle and were gone.
We all stood there for a while, not a bubble of leadership rose to the surface. We
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scattered. The only words spoken were those of Bartholomew as he shuffled off
through the parking lot.
“You fall out of your mother's womb, you crawl across open country
under fire, and drop into your grave."21
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Chapter 29—The Painting

A cavernous warehouse had been staged for tonight’s event. Metal folding
chairs had been aligned with precision and draped with crimson fabric. A thirtyfoot-wide rostrum had been constructed and carpeted. A stained-glass podium, inset
with rubies and other jewels, sat just off-center, a gavel lying sideways across it,
ready to call the proceedings to order.
A subtle beam of light, coming from somewhere aloft, landed squarely on the
easel that held the painting, the centerpiece of today’s auction. The easel was
elegantly constructed of two silver beams, one vertical, one horizontal. The painting,
rimmed with a narrow gold frame, rested proudly on the easel, shrouded in red
velvet.
To the left of the painting was a bronze altar, complete with gas-burners and
propane at the ready. There was generally some sort of sacrifice offered at these
high-level proceedings and it appeared today would be no exception.
A thousand candles were burning, completely encircling the chairs and the
platform. A thousand lumens, which normally would have created a warm, inviting
atmosphere, gave the room a sinister aroma of anticipation.
Sebastian had orchestrated this event down to the smallest detail. Five
hundred of the hierarchy of the Ineffable Ba’al had been invited. These were the
most wealthy, the most powerful, the present and future of the faith. Sebastian had
decided to make a statement with today’s multi-act drama. This would be his
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greatest moment, an event with theatrics that would keep the priests talking for
decades.
He also intended to fully massacre the reputation of Jesus. Sebastian’s hatred
for this supposed Messiah had become all-consuming and he had managed to spread
that disease throughout the upper ranks of Ba’al.
At 7PM, the guests began arriving.
Private planes were littering the hangars at Humphrey Terminal. The top
floors of hotels were spoken for. Stretch limos paraded through the city streets and
finally unfurled their passengers on the red carpet in starched religious garb. It was
a night to be draped in flowing black robes. Attendees weren’t asked ‘who’ they
were wearing, but there were enough pleats, tucks, and miles of fabric that
designers must have been busy for weeks.
Celebrities, who made up a sizable nucleus of the Ba’al elite, were especially
sought after by tonight’s media. By the way, the media was welcomed for the red
carpet, but was rigidly and militarily prevented from witnessing anything inside the
warehouse. The security was vault-like. The code of silence was a core tenet of Ba’al,
and if broken elicited severe consequences—excommunication or worse.
Our tribe knew about tonight’s event. Jesus had warned us that it was going to
be a difficult day, but we didn’t really know what he meant by that. Maddie and I had
managed to sneak in through a side door, earlier in the day, and stayed in the
shadows. I wasn’t sure if others from our group had made it inside or not.
Sebastian pounded the gavel three times with a five-second gap between them.
By the time the third rap landed, the audience was already seated and silent. The
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gavel blows echoed throughout the warehouse. A collection of musicians holding
long, straight trumpets, with Ba’al banners flowing down from them, stood and
played a short fanfare. As the last note resonated, the delegation rose to its feet, on
cue, lifted their hands in the air and together recited, “Ba’al plurimus sanctus exsisto
laus—Ba’al most holy be praised." Then they crossed their arms and bowed deeply.
“Nos cultus vos,” said Sebastian. The crowd took their seats.
He looked out across the faces of the powerful quorum and felt embolden with
his own authority.
“We are gathered here tonight to witness the rise and possibly the fall of a
unique artist—a truly gifted artist, but one who may be severely misguided in his
understanding of L’art véritable. Oh, you will see a painting as has never been seen
before in history. A painting that virtually speaks from the canvas, audibly
whispering coos and threats. A painting that may truly hold inestimable worth.”
The crowd whispered with curiosity.
“But, I may be giving away too much, too early. Let me tell the story.”
He walked over to the painting, still draped in red velvet.
“History has given us great artists. Some have been religious, some agnostic,
some repugnant, and some virtually divine. Works of art are generally not judged by
the character of its creator, but judged on its own inherent, creative merit.
“However, there is a line that when crossed, true connoisseurs can no longer
look on a piece of art because it harbors perilous power, innate and unfathomable.
This power can either be for good or ill. But when such power has been painted
through the cords of the canvas, it becomes supremely dangerous. So dangerous, I
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contend, that it can alter culture, society, humanity—it can alter faith, including faith
in the Ineffable Ba’al.”
There was a great deal of mumbling, questions spoken and unspoken.
Sebastian continued, raising his voice with passion,“When a piece of art is embodied
with this kind of power, it only leaves us with two choices. One, we either need to
worship it—or two, we need to destroy it. It is either supremely worthy or
supremely fatal.
“I have not yet determined from which camp to judge tonight’s artist and his
work." His right hand gathered a few folds of the red shroud over the painting and
he bellowed, “Shall we bow our knee?…” he snatched the red cloth from the
painting, “…Or shall we sacrifice it on the altar?" He wheeled and threw his index
finger at the bronze altar. It erupted into flames on cue, hurtling 10 feet into the air,
heightening the cryptic nature of the evening.
The light from the flames licked at the painting in a most eerie way, casting
shadows on the brush-strokes of Maddie’s face. Her eyes seemed to glow in the
firelight, piercing even more deeply through the darkness than they had in daylight.
Those sitting closest to the painting shielded their eyes, not from the fire, but from
the painting.
“That is why I have invited you, my most distinguished guests. Tonight I ask
you to bear witness and assist me in making this judgment.”
The trumpets, unexpectedly, landed another fanfare, startling the crowd back
into their seats. Sebastian was thoroughly enjoying the drama. This crowd, many of
the most powerful people in the country—from Wall Street to Hollywood to the
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Halls of Congress—were on the edge of their seats, many ill at ease by the
mysterious nature of the Lord Most High and his theatrics.
“And now,” Sebastian rallied for act two, “To assist us in making our verdict, I
have collared a very special guest. Please rise." The delegates rose to their feet as he
gestured toward the shadowed empty space behind the platform. There was the
rustle of five hundred black robes as the delegates shifted left, then right, trying to
see through the darkness.
I heard a distant growl. Muffled footsteps. Gradually the light illuminated a
woman in a bright red, formal evening gown walking toward us through a veil of
darkness. Her heals clicked a rhythm on the concrete. Her lips glowed crimson,
almost neon as she came toward the light. As the candles and the fire from the altar
added texture and contour to the approaching woman, I could see she had two
leashes made of gold, one in each hand. One leash was attached to a dog, a
Doberman—Sebastian’s Marduk. The other was attached to a collar around a man’s
neck. Both collars gave off glints of light as their ruby studs captured the firelight.
The man was shirtless, wearing only jeans. Barefoot. A red, velvet hood was
pulled over his head; his wrists were chained together. He walked a bit sluggishly as
if in pain. When he got closer I could see welts on his chest and back from a recent
beating, blood trickling down his left arm.
The woman struggled a bit as Marduk tugged at his leash. They walked up a
ramp on the back of the stage till they were standing beside Sebastian.
She spoke, “Lord Most High, I present to you, Good and Evil." She handed the
leashes to Sebastian, then faded back into the dark.
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Sebastian stood between them, lifted his arms high into the air, then dropped
both leashes to the floor. Neither the man nor the dog moved. The Ringmaster began
to slowly walk in circles around each creature, running a finger along the man’s
chest as he circled.
“It’s an interesting proposition, isn’t it—a man, a dog. Good. Evil. But which is
which?" As he passed Marduk, the dog licked his hand.
“Is a higher form of intelligence presumed to be good?” he put his hand on the
man’s shoulder. “Or does simple, ignorant devotion speak of a higher goodness?"
The dog cocked its head.
“A man won’t bite, but a dog will!" As he said that he bent over and slapped the
man’s leg as a command and Marduk lunged at the man’s leg and bit into it deeply
with teeth bared. We heard a muffled groan as the man buckled temporarily from
the pain. Sebastian waved Marduk off, blood dripping from its mouth.
“And,” continued Sebastian, “A dog cannot paint a picture…” he ripped the
hood off of Jesus’ head and Sebastian shouted, “…or can he?”
“Gentlemen, I give you the artist of this painting—Jesus, the Messiah!”
Tentative applause broke from the majority of the crowd. The theater had been
a tad brutal for their taste, but these priests had very little love for Jesus. He had
critiqued them in the media, chewed them up one side and down the other. Maybe
this is what he deserved.
“This Messiah,” continued the Master of Ceremonies, “claims to be God’s son.
Claims to have all power. Claims to know what is right and wrong for every person
on the planet. Claims to love us while denigrating our faith.
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“Tell me, is that good or evil?”
“Evil,” shouted the most bold of the delegation.
“He claims he has the right to walk into temples and destroy our places of
worship. Tell me, is that good or evil?”
“Evil,” another hundred joined in.
“He claims he has the power and right to set all slaves free, that his laws
supersede the laws of our land! Tell me, is that good or evil?”
“Evil!” shouted the whole delegation.
“He even claimed to love me while crucifying me with his words and telling me
I was the Father of Lies, the Seed of Hatred, the Scourge of Humanity. Tell me, is that
good or evil?”
“Evil, evil, evil!”
“He gave me this painting, but it was not a gift. It was a sentence, his way of
condemning me, judging me, assigning to me, the Lord Most High, his guilt." I saw
some spit hanging on Sebastian’s lower lip. His anger was reaching full lather.
“You, Jesus, are in no position to judge. I, Sebastian Damien Gauntrifaux, the
Lord Most High of the Ineffable Ba’al, along with my five hundred priests, are in
complete control. We are now your judge and jury. We hold your fate in our hands."
He looked out at the black-robed jury sequestered in the warehouse and said, “Give
me your verdict, holy priests. Innocent, or guilty?”
A unison chorus of “Guilty” echoed through the warehouse like thunder.
Maddie and I shivered in our dark corner. I could see a tear running down her cheek.
I would have joined her, but I was too afraid to cry.
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Sebastian gathered himself and began slowly pacing in a circle around Jesus. As
if in deep contemplation, he said, “What should we do, what should we do…” He
walked up to Jesus, got in his face and said, “What do you have to say for yourself,
Messiah? What sentence do you wish?”
Jesus never moved, never spoke. Sebastian slapped him across the face, hard.
“Speak!” he screamed.
Still no reaction.
He jerked on the leash, tossing Jesus’ head back and forth, then forcibly swung
him in a circle at the end of his tether.
“I know you have powers, I’ve seen them. I don’t know where your powers
come from, but I suspect it’s someplace very dark." With his face just inches from
Jesus, he shouted, “Show me your power, mighty Messiah!"
The priests waited and watched.
Still nothing.
Sebastian punched Jesus in the stomach. The air left his lungs with a hissing
sound. Dignity and decorum, which Sebastian valued so highly, were rapidly
vanishing from his being. He screamed, “If you’re real, then I’m not. Either you are
the truth, or I am. If you are the true Messiah, the one true God, then you have the
power to stop me. Kill me now Jesus! I will gladly die at your hands!”
He was going off script, but he couldn’t help himself, this Jesus incensed him. It
had become an either/or proposition now. One of them had to have all the power
and the other, none. Sebastian wasn’t willing to share so much as a fleck of Lordship
with this Messiah.
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Screaming and sweating he took Jesus’ hands and placed them on his own
throat and yelled, “Kill me now, Jesus, kill me now!”
I shivered in my corner. I exhaled and I could see my breath. The room had
grown cold. My skin crawled, rippling with goose bumps. I silently whispered, “Kill
him Jesus, kill him!"
But Jesus slowly dropped his hands to his side, his head to the floor.
Sebastian went crazy. “You divine fraud!" He grabbed Jesus with the strength
of hatred, picked him up, and threw him onto the flaming altar while screaming,
“Die, Son of God, die!”
I felt Maddie’s fingernails cut through the skin on my arm.
The priests began humming a sustained note—a rehearsed soundtrack to
death—as they watched Jesus in the fire. They raised their arms as they sang. But
the song faded, quickly, into a deathly silence.
Silence, except for the sound of the propane torches.
Slowly, deliberately, Jesus stood up on the altar, in the middle of the flames. He
wasn’t burning. He wasn’t dying. The flames seemed to be having no effect on him.
Sebastian stumbled backwards in fear. The delegation of priests gasped at what they
were witnessing.
Hope swelled for Maddie and me. Maybe this was it, maybe Jesus was just
teaching them all a lesson—a lesson that he couldn’t be touched. He had the power,
he was the power.
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Jesus stepped down from the altar, unsinged. He looked Sebastian square in
the face and calmly said, “You can do nothing, except that which I grant you the
power to do.”
Sebastian cowered from him, mumbling to himself. Then, thinking maybe the
fire wasn’t real, he picked up Marduk and threw his dog into the fire. There were
loud yelps for about ten seconds and then it was silent, except for the crackling
sound and the smell of burning flesh.
Sebastian paced the stage, wiping foam from his chin.
Jesus bowed his head and went back to his passive stance. He made no
attempts to run, to struggle, to fight back. He seemed resigned to the fact that this
was happening to him.
From the back corner of the warehouse I wrestled with Jesus. I don’t get him.
He makes no sense—he has the power to save himself from fire, yet seems content
to remain in chains. He stands silently while a thousand lies are nailed to him. He
let’s a maniac like Sebastian abuse him, when I know he has the power to speak that
crazed lunatic into a pile of ash. This is not how I imagined things playing out. This is
not how it is supposed to go.
Just then, Maddie jumped up from beside me, and ran into the light, down the
aisle, onto the stage, and wrapped her arms around Jesus. Her tears flowing freely as
she hung on him. It took everything in me to keep from yelling or following her. This
was a terrible move on her part. Suicidal. What should I do?
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Sebastian, attempting to pull himself together, walked up to her and said, “Who
are you, and who let you in? You realize, now that you have seen this, we will have
to...”
His words skidded to a stop, abruptly. He seemed to shiver under his robe, his
eyes wide as he stared at Maddie. He had been living with that face on his wall for
months. He knew it, and what was worse, it knew him. He took Maddie’s chin in his
hand and leaned in, closely, dissecting her features. He squinted, analyzed her chin,
her mouth, her eyes. He quickly looked away. Then he dragged her over in front of
the painting, spun her around to face the delegation. He grabbed a handful of her
hair and said, “This is the subject, the sorceress in the painting.”
The crowd exhaled, but their curiosity grew. There was much to be
uncomfortable with in the evening, but this was truly great drama of the highest
order. Through Ba’al rituals, the delegates had almost developed an appetite for the
extreme, the macabre. This was ritual del arté.
Sebastian’s confidence seemed to be growing again. As he walked around the
girl, his eyes fell on her hand, her number. His eyebrows raised. A smile wormed
onto his lips.
He took her hand and gently turned it toward the audience. “My, my, my—
what have we here? Jesus’ little slave girl? Does he own you, my darling? What does
he make you do? Or should I ask what do you do for him?” His questions filled with
insinuation.
“He doesn’t own me. He loves me, he saved me,” she shot back boldly.
"Maddie, please keep your mouth shut," I thought.
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“Saved you?” Sebastian wrinkled his face as if trying to figure out what she
meant by that. “Saved you from what? Saved you for this?" He spread his arms to
encompass the theatrical tragedy.
Sebastian looked over toward the altar and saw Marduk’s leash and collar
hanging from the edge of the bronze altar. He walked over, pulled the leash from the
edge of the fire, burning his own hands, then he snapped it around Maddie’s neck.
She let out a scream as the residual heat singed her neck.
I stood and took two steps toward the stage, but that was all. I turned back,
ashamed of my cowardice.
From a place deep within, Jesus spoke, “Leave her alone.”
Sebastian spun around, surprised to hear this voice again. “He speaks.”
Sebastian shot back, mockingly. “Now, he speaks.”
The High Priest pulled Maddie across the stage to Jesus.
Again he grabbed Maddie’s hair and pushed her face into that of Jesus. “You
gave me the painting, Jesus, does that mean you have given me her as well? Seems
only fitting." He tugged on the leash, knocking Maddie to her knees, then walked her
around the stage like a dog, kicking her back down when she tried to stand.
Again, Jesus went silent.
Now I had tears in my eyes. I knew I was helpless. I had the sense that this was
not my fight, nor Maddie’s. Jesus was going to do what he was going to do, and I
would have to be okay with that.
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A great sadness came over me. I felt like I was watching the drama of human
existence. The birth and depths of evil, and the horrible capacity we have to hurt and
hate. But why does evil have to win? Why, Jesus?
Sebastian had been thinking for a bit. Now he addressed the delegation.
“Great priests of the Ineffable Ba’al, you have seen the evidence. You have
rendered your verdict. All that is left is the sentencing." He marched a circle around
Jesus, Maddie still in tow.
“I was saddened to discover, tonight, that Evil does not burn. It is imbued with
its own power, and this ‘Son of the Holy God’ has harnessed some of that power.”
Now he walked up to Jesus, and again, a smile crawled onto his face, “But I do
understand one thing about you, Jesus—I can hurt you through others. I can destroy
the things you love.”
Sebastian walked over to the painting, hauling Jesus and Maddie with him. He
put Jesus to the right of the painting, then yanked Maddie to her feet and stood her
to the left.
Facing the delegation he began a monologue he had labored over. Sebastian
was back on script. It was Act Four, the conclusion of his drama, his cinéma vérité.
His Masterpiece.
He paced the stage as if giving final arguments before a jury. “An artist invests
his very soul into his creations. They are his masterpieces, objects of great worth. He
loves them dearly, because they were caressed into existence, stroked into being
with the greatest of care and tender passion. He breathes himself into the canvas so
that his very image will be borne in his work.
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“He slaves for his art. And if he is lucky, he will produce one piece in his
lifetime—by accident or inspiration—that ends up as his signature piece.
“The artist then sits back and admires his work with pride. It is good. He knows
it. Whether anyone else recognizes it or not, he is certain that he has reached his
highest calling, his crowning achievement. His Masterpiece.
“The artist hopes his work will be appreciated, loved as much as he loves it.
That it will hang on the walls of history and bring beauty to generations. That we
will see through the physical elements—the canvas, the paint—and detect life. Not
the representation of life, but life itself.”
He paused. Turned to look at the painting.
“This, is Jesus’ masterpiece. This, is his highest calling. This, is his final
statement!”
Sebastian gathered in a huge breath, and with all the force within him, he spit
on the painting. Maddie suddenly turned her head and wiped something from her
face.
Sebastian turn back to the crowd, “In the presence of these witnesses, I, the
Lord Most High, deliver your sentence.”
He raised his arms, “Jesus, Messiah, Son of God—you shall watch as I carefully,
methodically destroy your Masterpiece.”
He turned Jesus’ head to face the painting, then he took his nails and slowly
scratched across the canvas leaving gouges where his nails had traveled. Instantly
Maddie let out a scream. Sebastian swung his eyes to her and saw blood rippling
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from her left cheek. She had identical scratch-marks across her face, tracing the
exact lines as those on the painting. His eyes grew large.
He spit on the painting again, but this time his eyes remained on Maddie. The
wad hit her square in the face and she wiped at it like it was acid.
Jesus looked at Sebastian and simply said, “Please.”
Sebastian thought for a while. His wheels were turning, trying to assess this
new reality. He asked, confused, with honest curiosity, “So, which is your creation,
Jesus—the painting or the girl?" Jesus didn’t answer.
Sebastian looked at Jesus and said, “I’m sorry, Messiah—this is going to be
more severe than I had imagined. But the sentence has been rendered. There is no
grace, no pardon." He took a knife from a pocket in his robe. He made a clean slice
through the canvas, severing a shock of Maddie’s painted hair. She felt a tug, and the
hair above her right ear fell to the ground. He walked around Maddie, analyzing the
mirror results of his actions.
He went back to the painting and placed his scalpel tenderly on her right cheek.
She whimpered. Then he carved his initials slowly into the canvas. She let out a
moan that almost killed me. When he finished he admired his handiwork on the
living masterpiece. The ‘SDG’ caused rivulets of blood to trail down her cheek and
drip from her chin.
He put his knife away, and again turned to address the delegates.
“What confounds me,” he began, “is why he chose a slave to be the subject of
his masterpiece. A slave. He could have chosen anyone. A king, a president, a priest.”
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He gestured to the crowd. Then he put his arms out and said, “He could have chosen
me.”
Sebastian grabbed a felt-tipped pen from the podium and scrawled a number
on the back of his own hand. He pressed so hard that he drew blood. Then he thrust
the back of his hand into Jesus’ face and yelled,
“If I were a slave, would you have painted me?"
“If I were of no consequence, would you have honored me by making me your
masterpiece?
“Would it have killed you to love me like that?" It sounded like he was weeping
as he spoke.
Sebastian seemed to be losing his grip on reality, his sanity. He took the felttipped pen, and in a rage, he inscribed Maddie’s slave number diagonally across the
painting in large, black characters. He threw the marker at the painting and
screamed, “Stop looking at me!" He shielded his eyes from the painting as if they
were boring holes in his head. I looked at Maddie. She had her eyes clamped shut, as
if barring the visuals could bar the reality.
Again to the painting he shouted, “Do Not Look At Me!”
He backed away from the painting and exhaled what must have been pure
hatred. He drew his knife again, and under his breath he growled, “Those eyes…” He
ran at the painting and plunged his knife first into her left, then right eye. I didn’t
look, but I knew what was happening. She screamed for a long time, drowning out
the wails and sobs of many in the audience. Several priests tried to run for the back
door, but security stopped them.
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When I looked back, Jesus was on his knees, vomiting on the floor.
‘Damn you, Jesus!’ I thought, “If this hurts you so deeply, why don’t you do
something?' What was wrong with him? At this point I was struggling to understand
if I loved him or hated him. Nothing made sense.
Sebastian stuck his fingers through the two holes in the painting. He smiled
and seemed to gain a sense of relief, callous to the fact that there was a living human
being blinded by his actions.
No longer would those eyes be terrorizing him. He retrieved a small derringer
from underneath his robe and raised it to Jesus’ head. He leaned into Jesus and said,
“I wonder which would hurt you more, a bullet in your head, or one in hers?" As he
finished the question, he swung his arm toward the painting, and from point-blank
range blew a hole through the canvas.
I screamed, “No!” but it was just residual to the gunshot echo. I saw Maddie’s
skull explode as she crumpled to the floor, dead. Her blood had splattered on
Sebastian’s face, now the visage of madness. Jesus sobbed, head in his hands.
Again Sebastian seemed to gather himself, as if he could retrieve his dignified
alter ego at will, stuffing his demonically-possessed persona under his robe.
He spoke, facing the priests, calm once again, “I believe I owe you all an
apology. I brought you here under the false pretense that we were going to have an
auction for this painting. Please forgive me, gentlemen." He thought for a second,
then said, “Maybe it’s not too late. The masterpiece is in a bit of disrepair, but it may
still hold some value, to someone. So, let’s start the bidding at $1000. Anyone? Just
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raise your hand." No one moved. The three hundred delegates were terrified of
Sebastian.
“Perhaps I have over-estimated the value. Let’s begin with $100.”
Silence.
“Come, come now people. You know this is—was quite a piece of work, surely
someone…”
“I would like to purchase the painting,” Jesus interrupted him.
Sebastian wheeled to face him. He laughed, “You?"
Jesus nodded.
“What can you possibly have to offer that would be of interest to me?” asked
Sebastian.
Jesus looked at the painting, Maddie’s lifeless body, then back at Sebastian.
“I bid myself, my body, for the painting.”
Sebastian turned slowly on his heel, “Yourself? How exactly would that work?”
Without answering him, Jesus stepped around to the front of the painting. With
his wrists still chained, he dipped his fingers into his own blood that was running
down his left arm, then reached toward the canvas—and started painting.
Sebastian, taken aback by this unexpected move, did nothing, but watched as
Jesus tenderly stroked his blood into the scratches that were left by Sebastian’s
nails. As he did this, the scratches seemed to disappear. His blood restored the flaws
till they were made perfect, her cheek, now precisely as he had originally painted it.
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He ran his fingers along the slit that had cut Maddie’s hair above her right ear,
and the gash closed up. It was as if the severed threads in the canvas found their
corresponding partners and were reunited.
Again Jesus coated his fingers with his blood. He placed his fingertips gently on
the left cheek, touching Sebastian’s initials. He traced the ‘S.' It glistened with his
blood, but then, in a moment, it faded and the ‘S’ disappeared. Then the ‘D,’ and the
‘G.' Gone. Completely gone. As if they had never existed.
Sebastian looked defeated. Even this one thing he had been able to accomplish,
to hurt Jesus, was now being undone—one blood-stroke at a time.
I don’t know if we had been so focused on the painting that we hadn’t noticed,
but there was another change taking place. It was a change in Jesus. He was looking
more frail, more drawn. His skin was losing its color, hanging on his bones. He
seemed unsteady on his feet. He was aging before our very eyes.
Sebastian noticed too, but remained silent. It seemed the events were now
predetermined. Sebastian had played to the end of his script and now the action was
being directed by some other power.
If it were possible to get colder in the room, it did. I looked at Maddie, lying
face down in her own pool of blood. "Now, Jesus?" I thought, "Is it now that you will
make all this right?"
Jesus looked into the empty slits of his masterpiece, where Maddie’s eyes had
been. He dipped his fingers into his blood one last time. This time it almost appeared
as if he was siphoning the last pint from his veins. He staggered, dropped to a knee,
then struggled mightily back to his feet. He faintly whispered, “It is finished,” and
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placed his hands into the slits on the canvas. He looked toward the heavens and let
out an interminable breath that sounded halfway between a prayer and a curse, and
we watched his body get sucked through the holes where Maddie’s eyes had been.
He fell, descending into the painting, and it swallowed him.
Then he was gone.
Sebastian, who was already sitting on the floor, steadied himself with his
hands. The delegation held their collective breath. They—we all looked at the
painting. It was flawless. Without blemish.
The room was still.
Then gradually, wisp-by-wisp, Jesus’ final breath hit the back wall, turned and
came sweeping back through the warehouse. It picked up steam, becoming a
hurricane, a tornado. Robes rustled and then tore, priests fell to their knees as
airborne chairs slammed and clanged against the brick walls. The podium pitched
forward, shattering onto the concrete. The breath made a final pass over the room
and extinguished every candle, the last gust smothering the altar’s flame.
And just as quickly, again, it was silent. Priests huddled in fear. Hundreds of
hearts pounded silently like gavels into pillows. It was black, cold, and deathly still.
From somewhere in the darkness came a voice.
“Forgiveness is the fragrance that the violet sheds on the heel that has crushed
it."22 It was Bartholomew. He said it again, louder—shouting, throwing his words
against the darkness, “Forgiveness is the fragrance that the violet sheds on the heel
that has crushed it."
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Then, from the stage, a match was struck. A single match. It was touched to a
wick and lifted in front of a face.
It was Maddie! She was alive, and not only alive, but whole. No cuts, no
scratches, no initials—and her eyes, they were her eyes again. The priests let out
stunned breaths from their positions on the floor.
Maddie stood, candle in front of her and stepped around to face the painting. I
saw her shoulders shake. She reached her hand out and touched the canvas. Then
she set the candle on the cross-beam of the easel, at the bottom of the painting, and
sunk to her knees sobbing.
As she kneeled, she opened our view to the painting. A gasp went up from the
whole room. Sebastian choked on a constricted scream.
The painting, it was Jesus. It was Jesus.
There was saliva on the canvas. Scratch marks on his left cheek. Sebastian’s
initials were carved into his right cheek. There was a bullet hole in his forehead. Red
paint trailed down from his wounds to the bottom edge of the painting where it
dripped from the gold frame. A pool of blood, not paint, was collecting on the floor
beneath the canvas.
Maddie’s slave number was scrawled diagonally across the whole painting—
her number across his face. Maddie again reached up with her right hand to touch
the painting, but jerked back and let out a muffled scream. Her hand—the number
on her hand was gone.
Sebastian, who had been watching all this from his spot on the floor, put his
hands up to shield himself from the painting. “No!” he screamed. “Those eyes, those
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eyes…" He turned and ran, screaming like a madman out the back door of the
warehouse.
It should have been difficult to determine this, in the low light, but Sebastian
had noticed what we all saw now. All the damaged marks he had inflicted on the
painting were there, except the eyes. They were unmarred, clear and bright. But it
wasn’t just that, they were the same eyes that were in Maddie’s portrait. The same
eyes that saw through Sebastian. They had been the eyes of Jesus all along.
Now that Sebastian was gone, the priests hurriedly made their exit. Security
had fled closely on Sebastian’s coattails. The warehouse emptied in a minute, Ba’al
priests fleeing from the collateral damage of their Lord Most High.
I went and kneeled with Maddie below the painting.
It had all seemed so real, our time with Jesus. I truly thought he would lead a
revolution of change, that he was the beginning of a new era for all of us.
Had those hopes just died?
As Maddie and I walked toward the back door, we passed Brunelle, the curator
from Lieu D’Art. He walked straight to the painting. He placed the single candle on
the floor beneath the painting and lifted the masterpiece from the easel, then
disappeared into the dark. The candle cast an eerie cross-beamed shadow on the
ceiling of the warehouse as we walked out into the night.
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Chapter 30—Till Death

On Saturday morning, SMN seemed confused about how and what to report.
They had no eyes at the previous night’s event, and the Ba’al higher-ups were
uncharacteristically hush hush, but snippets of the story were beginning to leak.
Even though a few priests were talking, the fragmented stories left too many
unconnected dots to carry the plot.
The whole world knew that something significant had gone down last night.
Leading up to the event, Ba’al had been publicizing it as the Religious Affair of the
Decade. They refused to elaborate, but insinuated that it was going to be some form
of showdown between the Ineffable Ba’al and the Minneapolis Messiah—Sebastian
vs. Jesus.
Of course neither of them were reachable for comment.
“John, it’s Philip.” I switched ears with my phone. “We need to get the tribe
together in a half hour at the Neon. Can you make the calls?”
Maddie had stayed the night again. We sat across from each other at my
kitchen table, trying to make sense of…everything. She only remembered pieces of
what happened last night. She recalled running up to Jesus on the platform, feeling
the pain as Sebastian’s virtual fingernails dug into her cheek, but then everything
went foggy till she came back to life.
Life.
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I looked at her and had the strange realization that I was sitting across from a
girl who had been twice dead, yet here she sat, thanks to a man named Jesus. Now
he was gone, and none of us had the touch to bring him back.
Last night I had added contrast to her foggy spaces, giving shape to the gory
details. While I was telling it, she felt for her eye sockets and rubbed her forehead,
trying to comprehend how that could have happened—to her—and yet she was
alive.
“So what do we do now?” she asked, fingering the saltshaker. I just stared back
at her. Clueless, afraid.
What were we supposed to do? Had Jesus left any breadcrumbs that we could
follow? "Think, Philip." Would the tribe just disintegrate now that Jesus was gone?
Who was second in command? That question, itself, seemed ridiculous. There was
no second in command. The leadership gap between looking to Jesus for guidance
and anyone else from the tribe was a chasm uncrossable.
“Let’s just get to the Neon and talk with everyone. Maybe they’ll have some
ideas." We locked the door and caught the number 12 for northeast Minneapolis.
The sun was just coming up when Suzy turned the key, opening the door to our
refuge. She was an honorary member of the tribe now—through marriage, if
nothing else—so she had become a fixture whenever we met.
One by one our crew arrived. There wasn’t any joking around, no pitchers of
beer. I saw fear in everyone’s eyes, including James’. Judas hadn’t arrived yet, but we
decided to start.
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“Let me tell you what I saw last night,” I started the conversation. They had all
been watching the news and had picked up bits and pieces of the story. I wasn’t very
far into it when Thomas cut me off. “Stop. Just tell us, where is Jesus? Is he okay?”
I scanned the tribe. When my eyes met Peter’s he broke down. Through sobs
he said, “He’s gone. Gone.”
“What do you mean, gone?” asked Thomas. Then with frightening realization,
“Dead gone?”
Peter nodded. He took a deep breath to compose himself. Then, as if confessing,
he said, “I was there too, Philip. I was hiding in the far shadows, by the fire escape."
Tears dripped from his cheeks. Suzy put her hand on his back. “I should have done
something. I should have helped. I’m a coward. I’m a damn coward." He dropped his
head to the table.
I finished the story. Thomas seemed a bit skeptical, but to be honest, I don’t
blame him. If I hadn’t been there, seen it, I’m not sure I’d believe it either. But then,
we’d all seen the Mississippi change course. Not much seems farfetched after
witnessing that.
“He said he was going to give himself up as a sacrifice,” said Rosalita, “I guess
maybe he…" She left the thought hanging.
Thomas was getting more agitated. “This is not good." He had been looking
over our heads. Now he nodded toward the silent TV screen above the bar. Picture
after picture, they were showing Jesus and the tribe. They posted our mug shots, one
by one.
Peter with an angry look and his fist in the air.
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Rosalita making a stand in front of the city counsel.
Simon in a Jesus t-shirt that said, “Freedom is a Fight."
James walking into a gun shop.
Me, holding the hand of a slave girl.
We were all going to be targets now. Suzy got up and locked the doors.
“If they can kill Jesus, do you think they’ll give a second thought to taking us
out? We’re dead, people. We’re dead." Thomas was starting to lose it.
Just then Judas’ picture came on the monitor. He still hadn’t arrived. “Did you
get in touch with him?” I asked John. He shook his head.
Suzy unmuted the TV.
The anchor said, “In an interesting development, one of Jesus’ tribe was just
discovered inside the banquet hall of the Ineffable Club. The one known as Judas
evidently took his own life, a bullet to the head, in front of the altar. He had a
portfolio with him containing $100,000 in cash, and there was a note laying on top
that said, ‘I’ll see you in hell, Sebastian.' This is just one more example of the
misguided…" Suzy muted the TV.
I felt Maddie’s grip tighten on my arm. We sat in stunned silence.
James broke the spell with, “We better get armed. They’ll be coming for us
now." John looked straight ahead and, almost as if in a trance, said, “Fight differently.
Love differently.”
James shook his head. “You may believe that, but they don’t. They won’t." Then,
with more concern, he advised, “At the very least, we should all leave town for a
while and let this blow over.”
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“A man that flies from his fear may find that he has only taken a short cut to
meet it.”23 Bartholomew was rocking back and forth. He turned and looked James in
the eye after he said it. James didn’t respond.
“Swim upstream,” said John, again as if his mind was reliving the moments
with Jesus. The tribe seemed to take the cue.
“Come, stand by my fire,” said Rosalita.
“Join my tribe?” said John, remembering that moment on this very stage.
“That, I want that. A globe with a heart inside,” said Peter.
“Life is not a commodity. Humans cannot be purchased. Souls are not for sale,”
said Maddie.
Bartholomew chimed in, “I’ve turned on the radio, the AC, and maybe a touch
of charm—what do you think of the car so far?" We all laughed, uncomfortably,
remembering the moment when Jesus had taken the Governor for a walk.
“Tune your hearts to the key of Love. We are on a mission to bring great music
to our city, our world,” said James, fighting his own emotions.
“The Kingdom of Heaven is a beautiful song. Each of you is an instrument; each
of you has a part to play,” said John, putting his hand on James’ shoulder.
“Sin. It is not our identity. It is not our destiny," said Suzy, of ‘Live well. Sin
well.’ fame.
“The gnome who lived in a box in his own little world, in the shadows of
steeples," I quoted.
“He drank Nordeast,” said Suzy, “and he loved that sign,” pointing to the
‘Mender of Broken Hearts’ above the bar.
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“I can’t make people love, but I can show them what real love looks like.”
Then Jude finished the quote with a hitch in his voice, “And so can you.”
Andrew said, “The Mississippi changed course. And Jesus said we would do
greater miracles than him."
That stopped the flow for a bit.
“I am the road, the reality, the breath. All paths to the Father lead through
me.”
“Until we learn to love differently, we can never be free."

“Remember the kite on the Stone Arch Bridge?” asked James. We all did.
“Rosalita, hand me your watch,” she said. It was still missing from her arm.
“Thomas, hand me your skepticism." He looked down as he said it.
One by one we each recited the thing he had asked us to give up.
“James, hand me your fear."
“Bartholomew, may I have your confusion?"
“Philip, hand me your insecurities.”
“John, hand me your career."
“Peter, your gun.”
“Maddie…hand me your hatred and anger."
It continued till Jude wrapped up the reminiscence from the bridge with,
“Freedom isn’t found in flying, it’s in being flown. Who holds your string?”
Andrew changed the scene, “Remember on the airplane to D.C. when he said,
‘I have come to be your way out, your way up?’”
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“Or when he was holding that little girl by the river he said, ‘I am bound, but I
am free. I have been bought, yet I am an heir. I am a slave, but I am my Master’s
beloved son. And I have come, inviting you to shackle yourselves to this freedom,
this Love.’” Rosalita paused. “I’m still trying to fully understand that."
Maddie, holding her hand to her cheek, said, “Has anyone ever painted a
portrait of you, Maddie?”
I smiled and said, “And then you asked, ‘Am I really that beautiful?' Do you
remember what he said?”
Maddie nodded and quoted, “You are far more beautiful than this."
“You are, Maddie,” said Suzy with a hug.
“What if I told you my plan was to love the world?" Peter quoted, shaking his
head. “I wish I hadn’t questioned him.”
“‘Love is a blueprint—the blueprint.' That’s how he followed up,” said Suzy.
With great emotion Peter followed with, “I Jesus, take you, Peter…"
Suzy looked at him lovingly, then held up her hand, displaying her ring, “This
used to be a gun, Peter. You are loving differently.” She leaned into him.
“Yeah, he loved the ‘L’ word,” said Rosalita. “I memorized one of my favorite
things he said about love. ‘It can’t be conjured, purchased, or manufactured. It can’t
be captured, controlled, or manipulated. And it can’t be subdued, silenced, or…or
murdered.’" She paused. “‘Real love is the most powerful force that exists. With it
humanity is transformed, without it humanity is lost.’”
There was silence for a moment. Then Andrew raised his arms in the air and
said, “Live well. Love well." We all repeated it.
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The quotes continued, randomly recited, as they were remembered.

“There’s hope for now, if you got hope for later.”
“I am your insurance agent.”
“There, you’re covered.”
“I bring you freedom…freedom in the middle of slavery. Peace in the middle of
chaos. Contentment in the middle of want. Love in the middle of abandonment."
“‘I smell the fragrance of a violet not yet opened.’ Father John said that.
Remember? He knew, he knew.”
“I have chosen to lay down my life so that you, each of you will no longer be
slaves to the current of sin."
“I am your forgiveness. I am your ride upstream."
“I have been sent to reconcile all of humanity back to my Father."
“When the time is right. When the time is right.”
“I bid myself, my body, for the painting."
“Forgiveness is the fragrance that the violet sheds on the heel that has crushed
it.”
And finally, “Till death do us part.”

It was silent for a while. We had just walked through a year of memories,
memories of the one we had known intimately. One who had known us more
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completely than we knew ourselves. One we still didn’t understand. One we loved,
and the one who held the string to each of our floundering, aching hearts.
We said goodbye to Jesus and climbed into our inflatable rafts on an ocean of
unknown currents. We went our separate ways, unsure if and when we might be
together again.
The neon sign above the bar flickered—and went out.
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Chapter 31—Look and Live

Sunday morning.
As our tribe was disbanding from Suzy’s yesterday, I had gotten a call from a
friend, saying, “Philip, get down to Lieu D’Art, you’ve got to see this." Maddie came
with me. We walked, hand in hand, the twelve blocks in silence, alone with our
thoughts.
The State Media Network and Ba’al had finally made a joint official statement
about what had ‘really’ happened on Friday night. They said that Jesus, in an effort
to raise some money for his cause, was selling many of his paintings to the Ba’al
elite, curators of most of the great paintings in America. One of Jesus’ paintings had
some denigrating images of the Ba’al icons, which touched off an argument. That led
to Jesus challenging Sebastian Gauntrifaux, Lord Most Holy of the Ineffable Ba’al, to a
‘miracle/magic competition.' They went back and forth for a while performing ever
increasingly amazing, albeit dangerous, feats. During Jesus’ final act, something had
gone horribly wrong and he was crushed to death. The priests of Ba’al held an
impromptu memorial for Jesus. His body was cremated. The memorial service has
not yet been set.”
Anyone who remotely knew Jesus knew this was a total fabrication, and a weak
one at that. You would think a quorum of priestly intellectuals from a Fortune 100
religion could have concocted a more creative scenario than that.
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Eulogies and tributes had been coming in from around the country and the
world. The press was covering this 24/7, but as per usual, SMN was picking and
choosing the tributes that resembled innocuous platitudes, portraying Jesus as a
common man with a misguided benevolent streak.
President Chatsworth had issued a statement. “The world will miss the voice of
Jesus. He was a true champion for the poor and the cause of peace. May we all try to
live as he did, in peace and harmony.”
Governor Paul Thoroughgood, who seemed to be coming around on his view of
Jesus, also offered a statement, which was only carried by cable networks on the
periphery. “The world lost one of its most unique, compassionate individuals this
week. I must admit that I was exceedingly skeptical of him at first. In our culture, it’s
almost foolhardy to think a human being can be as transparent and honest as this
man, all the while displaying counter-cultural goodness. I am coming to believe, or
at least consider, that he was who he said he was. That may make me naïve, but I
must trust my conscience. Rest in peace, Jesus.”
Maddie almost lost it when she read that. She had noticed incremental changes
in his attitudes, but he had never confided in her or let on that he was following,
with curiosity, her Jesus.
When we had gotten within six blocks of the gallery, we noticed a line that was
weaving through the streets and around corners. It didn’t appear to be any kind of
demonstration, the lines were too orderly, but they were completely populated by
slaves.
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At two blocks out I asked someone what they were waiting in line for. “The
Painting,” one man said. “It’s a miracle!”
“Freedom!” yelled a young woman. I heard whispers with the word
‘emancipation.' People had flown in from Chicago, New York, and Seattle. Maddie
and I started jogging.
We rounded the corner, the front of the line just fifty feet away. I could see the
front window of Lieu D’Art. The line stopped there. As we pushed our way through
the crowd, I saw the painting prominently displayed on an easel just inside the front
window, bathed in a spotlight.
It was the painting from last night. Jesus. The canvas was torn, a bullet hole
through his forehead, Sebastian’s initials etched on his cheek, and Maddie’s slave
number scrawled across his face.
So slaves were coming to see this? Why?
Then something weird happened. The number across his face changed.
Literally, as I was watching it became a different number. I heard the man next to
me at the window let out a scream of pure joy. He looked at his hand, then held it up
to my face, yelling, “Look, look! It’s gone! The number’s gone!”
I saw a fifteen-year-old girl step up next. She held her hand up against the
window. Her arm started to shake and her number seemed to slam into the face of
Jesus, changing the number again.
Maddie, seeing what was happening, grabbed the young girl, hugging her. They
both screamed and danced with joy.
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As I watched I felt a slight tug on my arm. I turned to see if someone was
touching me. I felt it again. This time, my arm made an involuntary turn toward the
window, the painting. My heart started pounding.
Maddie saw it. She reached over, took my arm, and pushed the back of my hand
up against the glass.
"But I’m not a slave," I thought.
The words of Jesus came crashing in on me. “Every human being is a slave to
something. The river takes us all. It doesn’t ask which way you’d like to go. It doesn’t
ask if you’d like to go. It takes you where it is going.”
Maddie pushed my hand harder against the window. She looked at me and
said, “Yes you are. Let. It. Go.”
My arm was now banging against the glass. Even though there was a power
pulling, I sensed that I had a part to play too. I had to choose to let it go.
And I did.
Instantly I knew he was taking more than my number. It’s like the number had
roots into my very being, my soul. I felt my insecurities shaking loose. The rivets
that kept me in fear were rattling in their sockets. My lack of confidence was being
magnetically purged.
The river was changing course.
Then the number peeled from my skin and splashed onto the face of Jesus.
A burst of air filled my lungs. I felt water on my face. I was swimming
upstream. I sensed freedom of a different kind. I grabbed Maddie and we jumped for
joy as 28 years of inhibitions receded into the rear view mirror.
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Maybe this is what he meant when he said he was coming back. Jesus may not
have been standing here, but his fingerprints were all over this moment.
I pulled my phone from my pocket.
“Peter, get your ass down here! Get the whole tribe down here. It’s happening,
it’s started, the revolution! The Jesus revolution!”
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Chapter 32—Numbers

Maddie pulled a browned loaf of cracked wheat from the oven. The first slice
went in the toaster. She then dished two scrambled eggs onto a plate—peppered, no
salt, and a perfectly vine-ripened tomato, several organic strawberries cut into thin
slices, and a dozen blueberries. There was fresh-squeezed orange juice with a squirt
of lime, coffee with one ounce of 2% milk, a blood pressure pill, and a few vitamins
on a saucer.
The Sunday paper was placed to the right of the plate and the TV was turned to
KLMN news.
She heard slippered feet shuffling toward the kitchen.
Governor Thoroughgood, still in his pajamas, turned the corner and his bleary,
sleep-ridden eyes doubled in diameter.
“Maddie." The way he said it, it sounded like a gasp.
“Good morning, Governor." Then, “Your breakfast is ready." She smiled broadly
at him.
“Maddie, I…”
“Please, have a seat.” She pulled the chair out for him.
He looked at it, then shook his head. “No. This isn’t right. You can’t do this. I
can’t do this." He motioned for her to take a seat, then he pulled up a chair, facing
her, but not too close.
He took a breath, trying to figure out where to start.
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“I have treated you badly, Maddie. I believed that I was truly privileged. I
believed that I had the right to purchase you, to expect complete obedience and
service, even against your will." He took a shaky breath.
“I was mean to you. I’m sorry.”
“I was rough with you. I know I gave you bruises. I’m sorry.”
His eyes were now welled with tears.
“I touched you inappropriately." He hung his head. “I am so sorry." He
tentatively reached for her hand, then pulled back realizing she had seen this move
before. Even though his intentions were different now, he turned his head to the
side, unable to even look at her, ashamed of who he was.
It was silent for a moment, then he felt her hand slide into his. She gave it a
slight squeeze until he turned to look at her.
Still unable to look up, it was her hand that he noticed first. There was no
number. It was gone. Then she took her other hand, placed it gently under his chin
and tilted his head upward until he was looking at her.
It was the compassion in her eyes that spoke the loudest—that did him in.
"How…why would she have compassion for me?" The second thing he saw was love.
A different kind of love.
Again, "Why? I have given her no reason in the world to show me so much as a
dull reflection of love." Tears found the shallow canyons of wrinkles on his face and
trickled toward his chin.
“I forgive you." She said it with such tenderness. Simple, sincere honesty.
They would have hugged, but it was too soon. That would come, given time.
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“You know, your eggs are getting cold,” she said, letting go of his hand. They
both welcomed the change of subject.
“The only way I’m eating is if you sit down and join me." The Governor pulled
another plate from the cupboard, grabbed some silverware and scraped half of his
food onto her plate. She sat across from him and they talked.
They talked about Jesus, and she told him the full story of what had happened
at the warehouse on Friday night. He was soaking it in. Maddie could tell that the
Governor’s hunger for Jesus far surpassed his penchant for scrambled eggs and her
cracked wheat.
At one point while they were eating, the Governor’s eyes caught the back of his
own right hand, and his fork slipped through his fingers, clanging onto his plate. His
eyes broadened in shock.
“What?” asked Maddie.
“My hand. Look! I’ve got a slave number on my hand. How…when…?” He was
shaking now.
Maddie, as gently as she could, said, “You’ve had that for a while, you just didn’t
see it.”
“What? What do you mean?”
“I saw that number on your hand a couple of months ago. Everybody has one.
Everybody.”
“How can that be? And why could you see it if I couldn’t?” he asked.
“It’s a proximity thing. The closer you get to Jesus, the more clearly you see
yourself, your number.”
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The Governor was still looking at his hand, rubbing gently.
“But the good news, Governor—the good news is that until you see it, you can’t
give it up. And you can…”
Just then, something caught Maddie’s eye. Something floating past the window.
There, she saw it again. She stood and walked to the glass wall that overlooked the
city. Governor Thoroughgood followed her.
It looked like the sky was clouding up, filling with black ash. But it wasn’t ash, it
was big ‘flakes’ or particles, or…numbers. It was numbers. The sky was filling with
cellophane-thin sequences of black numbers.
One of them briefly stuck to the outside of the Governor’s glass wall.
36,483,968.
Another one clung to the wall.
423.
The sky was choking on billions of digits.
Maddie grabbed the Governor by the hand and dragged him toward the
elevator. “I think I know what’s happening. We need to go, now!" The door opened
and Maddie hammered the ‘1’ with the heel of her hand.
When they walked out the door of Paradise Tower it was already a full-fledged
blizzard. The numbers, swooping around buildings, carried on a whirlwind that was
accelerating by the minute.
“Come on!” she yelled through the din. The storm was expanding, the numbers
careening off buildings, forming funnels through the city streets. The density of
digits was bringing on an eerie midday darkness.
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Maddie pulled him along. “We have to get there. Run!”
The numbers now seemed to be working together. They were all traveling in
the same direction, toward the same destination.
Caught in the stream, the numbers now almost lifted and carried Maddie and
the Governor along. It was now completely black; they were running blind. Then,
through the swirling darkness, Maddie saw a flicker of light. She saw where she was
headed. The front window of L’ieu D’ Art—the spotlight on the painting was the only
light to be seen.
As they approached, millions of the cellophane integers, per second, were
being vacuumed through the boardwalk window, into the gallery, and consumed by
the torn portrait of Jesus. The number scrawled across the face of Jesus was
changing so rapidly that it was simply a blur of black.
Maddie and the Governor each wrapped an arm around a light pole to keep
from getting washed away in the tide. The Governor, somewhere between horror
and awe, watched as the painting devoured the numbers.
The roar of the storm was gaining momentum, thundering down every street
and alley. It echoed like the collective cry of a million souls from all eternity past,
present, and future.
Maddie, with her one free hand, reached, and grabbing the face of the
Governor, shouting, “Your hand, stretch out your hand!" He looked confused. She
pointed to Jesus, then yelled, “Let it go. Let it go!”
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The Governor held out his hand and felt the tug. Stronger and stronger it
pulled. He was starting to lose his grip on the meter. Maddie grabbed his other arm.
The right sleeve of his pajamas tore and flew threw the glass pane.
“Give it up!” she screamed.
He opened the fingers of his right hand and reached for the painting. The
Governor’s number came loose, taking some skin with it. As it left his hand, the front
window of the gallery shattered. His lifetime of failings hit the painting, along with
the last of the billion airborne numbers, and the painting of Jesus was sucked out of
the frame, ascending, blowing the roof off of L’ieu D Art. Now on their knees, they
looked up and saw Jesus disappearing into the clouds.
And then it was still, silent. A heavenly silence.
The sun shone down from a cloudless sky. Maddie and the Governor struggled
to their feet. The gallery was gone. The painting was gone. But the empty frame
stood, unmoved, on its easel.

Later that afternoon, Peter, the brothers and I were walking by the river,
watching the current, reliving the moments of the last few days. We had all seen the
‘number’ storm in the morning. When it had finished, the whole city had come out of
their homes, their cubicles, their apartments. The streets filled with hundreds of
thousands of confused, bewildered people, whispering to each other of what they
had seen, speculating on what it all meant.
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As I walked through the throng toward the river, I couldn’t help noticing the
numbers. Some still clung, stubbornly, to the hands of the unfortunate. Evidently not
all numbers had found freedom.
There was no obvious systematic delineation between those wearing the
numbers and those without. In the past, the well-dressed, wealthy, influential, and
powerful were never seen wearing the mark of a slave. But now, strangely enough,
there were rich and poor, purchased and free, powerful and powerless,
indiscriminately wearing the brand.
Interestingly, the rich and famous seemed completely unaware of the numbers
on their own hands, oblivious, blind to its existence. And the literal slaves still
wearing numbers? I’m not sure they recognized the root system penetrating far
beneath their skin.
We sat on the banks of the Mississippi, four followers of a now missing Jesus.
The river was running south at a good clip. I’m not sure I’d say we were all
swimming upstream just yet, but there was a healthy dissatisfaction for passively
going with the flow. It seemed to us that the number storm had been an intentional
act of rebellion by our Jesus, a seismic changing of course. Or maybe this was the
doing of his mysterious Father.
One thing was clear to us, even though this Jesus, whom we had come to know,
was nowhere to be found, he was still up to his old tricks—messing with our typical,
everyday lives in ways that were recreating us, renovating the paintings of our lives.
We were, once again, becoming his masterpieces.
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That’s my story. I told you it was going to be hard to believe.
But I saw it. I lived it. This Jesus was no ordinary iron ranger. He was no
ordinary American. Hell, he was no ordinary human.

Our thoughts were interrupted…
“Peter!”
A voice carried across the water. We strained to see who was calling. There
was someone standing on the Stone Arch Bridge a quarter mile upstream.
Then louder.
“Peter!"
He was flying a kite. We knew that voice. Could it be?
“John, James, Philip!”
We knew that man. Was it possible? We took off running.
“Come fly with me!” he said.
And so we did.

The End
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